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ABSTRACT 

After the leading liberal and militant unionist Justo Rufino 

Barrios died in 1885, the connection between liberalism and unionism in 

Central America was carried forward largely by Honduran and Nicaraguan 

political and military reformers. Among those who dominated the era 

1885-1921 were Policarpo Bonilla, an eloquent lawyer, merchant and 

politician, and Jose Santos Zelaya, military leader of a Nicaraguan 

revolution that enthroned liberalism. Between 1895 and 1907 they tried 

intermittently to reunify the Central American republics by force. They 

had partial success in 1895-1898, forming the Greater Republic of 

Central America, but political jealousies and the suspicions of army 

officers in El Salvador ended that effort. Thereafter the militant 

unionists confronted political exiles, military usurpers and the hos

tility of Guatemala in their unsuccessful unification schemes. Manuel 

Bonilla, a Honduran officer, especially challenged them together with 

the Guatemalan strongman, Manuel Estrada Cabrera. The Manuel Bonilla 

challenge and the inability of unionist leaders to trust one another 

built up frustrations that brought on internecine war in 1906-1907. The 

wars were destructive enough that the United States and Mexico afterward 

felt obliged to lend direction to Central American politics. A Washing

ton conference in 1907 resulted in the establishment of peace together 

with American discouragement of genuine political union. The opponents 

vi 
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of union were encouraged to work toward the destruction of liberal 

leadership in the five countries. Their efforts were rewarded with 

the expulsion from Nicaragua in 1909 of Jos^ Santos Zelaya, rendering 

unionism leaderless and powerless until 1917. 

Unionism shifted direction after Zelaya. Partisans of union 

observed while their opponents failed to stabilize the politics of the 

five republics and indulged instead in quarrels over, loans offered by 

American investors. A struggle took shape between Guatemala and 

Nicaragua to dominate Central America. These dictators took their 

battles to the Central American Court of Justice and the Central 

American International Office, institutions formed at San Jos^ in 1907. 

Neither body was able to deal with its problems, owing largely to the 

introduction of state politics into their deliberations. A civil war 

in Nicaragua in 1911 was followed by American military intervention 

arid a treaty that made Nicaragua a virtual protectorate of the United 

States. The unionism that awoke in Honduras and Nicaragua afterward 

was anti-American in character, and its hostility was reinforced by the 

Bryan-Chamorro Treaty in 1914. Nevertheless, unity among the liberal 

unionists was postponed because Honduras and Costa Rica were bitterly 

t 
divided on the issue; it was not until 1917 that San Jos£ leaders, now 

experiencing American interference, were convinced that Central American 

union would help them. Union became a leading issue once more only when 

it accompanied a student led movement to overthrow Manuel Estrada 

Cabrera. The students hinged their effort to unionism to broaden its 
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appeal, but their political inexperience made them rely on the old 

liberals. Once Guatemalan liberals saw that the Estrada Cabrera 

government lacked support--especially in the United States--they joined 

the students and quickly took control of the situation. With the 

cooperation of embittered military men, the liberals presided over the 

demise of the Guatemalan government, tempered the anti-Americanism of 

the students and half-heartedly carried out their unionist obligations. 

The Federal Republic of Central America was the outcome. This last 

unionist effort was slowed by the inability of the liberals to 

compromise on the old issues of states rights versus central government 

prerogatives and the structure of the military system. Fearful that 

the liberals might not provide for them, the Guatemalan army overthrew 

the four month old civilian regime and in the aftermath ended the 

last republic of Central America. Internal political struggles in 

the Central American states and the failure of the liberals to win 

cooperation ·from the military shattered both unionism and liberalism 

in Central America. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

THE LEGACY OF JUSTO RUFINO BARRIOS, 1885-1894 

Justo Rufino Barrios, erstwhile president and dictator of .. 

Guatemala, died on a battlefield in 1885 while trying forcibly to 

reunite Central America. Far from calming the passions of Central 

Americans concerned with the union issue, the death of Barrios changed 

only the character of the struggle to unite the republics of Guatemala, 

El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica. Thereafter, few men 

seriously fought to join the five countries under a strong central 

government, and most of those who did were not from Guatemala but from 

1 
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras. 

Barrios reminded his contemporaries of a Central American 

tradition that combined unionist aspirations with liberal ideas. During 

his reign, he became known as a liberal when he expelled the Jesuits 

from Guatemala and promised the country a secular school curriculum and 

greater literacy. But when foreign problems intervened, liberal reforms 

lost their priority with Barrios. Soon international matters occupied 

1. Rafael Heliodoro del Valle, Historia de las ideas contempo-
rdneas en Centro-Am^rica (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1960), 
pp. 38-41, 61-63, 80. 

1 



all of Barrios' time and became the mark of his liberalism. It was not 

surprising that his listeners learned to equate Barrios' liberalism with 

sheer force, or that they associated liberal ideas with militaristic 

o 
unionism. 

Liberals during the Barrios years were pushed in many directions 

by political circumstances. At times they advocated administrative and 

constitutional reforms that would broaden their electorate; subsequently 

they feared that this might cost them control of their governments. 

Nevertheless they continued to nurture the dreams of great power status 

3 
that they felt sure would come with Central American union. These 

issues were aired in public only when men like Barrios forced the 

liberals to take a stand. Such a moment was in the spring of 1885, 

when Barrios implied that all those who opposed him would lose power 

for their lack of Central American patriotism. 

2. Daniel Cosio Villegas, Historia moderna de Mexico, Vol. V: 
El porfiriato. La vida polftica exterior. Parte primera (Mexico: Edi
torial Hermes, 1960), 351-352. The bibliography on Barrios is slim and 
mostly hagiographic. The more helpful works are: Paul Burgess, Justo 
Rufino Barrios; a Biography (Philadelphia: Dorrance and Company, 1926); 
Victor Miguel Diaz, Barrios ante la posteridad (Guatemala: Tipografia 
Nacional, 1935); Casimiro D. Rubio, Biografia~del general Justo Rufino 
Barrios; reformador de Guatemala; recopilacidn histcSrica y documentada. 
Homenaje de la Policia Nacional a su fundador; centenario 19 de julio, 
1835-1935 (Guatemala: Tipografia Nacional, 1935); John D. Martz, Justo 
Rufino Barrios and Central American Union (Gainesville: University of 
Florida Press, 1963); Mariano Zecena, La revolucion de 1871 y sus 
caudillos (3rd ed.; Guatemala: Ministerio de Educaci6n Publica, 1957). 

3. The best discussion of the nexus of liberalism and unionism 
after 1871 is Alberto Herrarte, La uni<Sn de Centro-America; tragedia y 
esperanza (2nd ed.; Guatemala: Ministerio de Educaci6n Pdblica, 1963), 
pp. 154-175. 
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The politicians and military leaders of Central America refused 

to give up their local power for the unpredictable benefits of living 

in a larger nation. They turned instead to the outside world for 

advice, which came to them in the form of advice from Mexico to Costa 

Rica and El Salvador on how to resist the call to union. Rafael 

Zaldivar, the chieftain of El Salvador beholden to Barrios for his 

office, then refused to swear allegiance to Barrios who had no choice 

but to declare war. Barrios died early in April after a brief campaign. 

Both the diplomacy and the military strategy associated with his 

4 
liberalism had yielded disastrous results. 

Advocates of the need for force to unite Central America were 

quiet for nearly ten years after Barrios' death. Other unionists 

came forward with diplomatic projects, all of which failed though 

some of the Central American states did form temporary defensive 

alliances. Within eight years after Barrios' death five conferences 

ended in frustration when one or more participants were forced to 

withdraw from the discussions because exile movements or barracks 

revolts changed the government in power. On these occasions the. 

usefulness of union became suddenly clear to the government under 

attack. Its leaders appealed to their fellow conferees on behalf of 

4. Cosfo Villegas, Historia moderna, V, 393-394, 397-398, 
404-407; Martz, Justo Rufino Barrios . . . , pp. 18-19, 37-40. 
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liberalism and Central American brotherhood, though usually with little 

5 
success. 

• Most Central American politicians spent large amounts of their 

time fending off exile movements and barracks revolts which they did 

not know how to halt. Dictatorship was a distasteful alternative to 

those who were liberal-minded. For this reason liberal speakers 

attracted sympathetic audiences when they argued that a Central American 

union would end all political strife in the five republics. Even the 

liberals were caught in a dilemma. Many who hoped to avoid a dictator

ship through union held, like Barrios, that a union must be highly 

centralized to be workable. They held no answers to the arguments 

that only military dictatorship could bring about a centralized govern

ment in Central America. 

Meantime, other liberals took a different view of the connection 

between exiles, barracks revolts and the union issue. From their stand

point, a newly created federal organization for Central America ought 

to rest upon a balance of power between the national gpvernment and the 

states. They felt this way for good reasons. In some cases, govern

ments depended for their existence upon the military and they hesitated . 

to threaten the autonomy of their own officer corps with an alteration 

of the military power structure of Central America. Other governments 

5. Cosio Villegas, Historla moderna, V, 473-484, 517-520, 
555-5o4, 581-584; Laudelino Moreno, Historia de las relaciones 
interestatuales de Centroam^rica (2nd ed.; Madrid: Companfa Ibero-
Americana de Publicaciones, 1958), pp. 124-128. 



hoped to take away strength from an army whose dictatorial control had 

produced little of value for the business and community interests of the 

state. Regardless of their motives for doing so, liberals of varying 

shades of opinion hoped at least that through Central American union 

they might change the relationship between armies and civilian leaders, 

in these turbulent republics. The union issue was clouded, however, by 

the continued alliance of military and political power in the Central 

American isthmus. 

Unionism was beset by all these problems in the period from 

r 1895 to 1921, when two federations and several attempts at union failed. 

It was in these years that a new group of liberal unionists had emerged 

in Nicaragua, Honduras and El Salvador. Jose'Santos Zelaya was one of 

these. A young army officer in Nicaragua, and leader of a movement 

against a conservative regime that had fallen to fighting within its own 

ranks over control of civil and ecclesiastical offices, he led a band of 

supporters which grew in numbers through early 1893. By December, he 

had won control of the presidency under a completely reformed consti

tution which reflected the liberal and federationist thinking of Zelaya 

6 
and his principal lieutenants. 

The successful Zelaya movement demonstrated its sympathies by 

sponsoring the revolution carried forward at nearly the same time in 

6. Carlos Cuadra Pasos, "Tintes de politica religiosa," Revista 
Conservadora del Pensamiento Centroamericano, 10, No. 54 (marzo 1965), 
p. 50. On Zelaya and his followers see Manuel Castrillo G^mez, Resena 
hist<5rica de Nicaragua (Managua: Talleres Nacionales, 1963), pp. 326, 

367-369. 



Honduras by Policarpo Bonilla. The Honduran leader was a young fire

brand whose background included training in the law, several business 

ventures and some experience in local politics. His business invest

ments included an unsuccessful attempt at newspaper publishing and 

moderate involvement in cattle dealing. No doubt his steadiest income 

came from his law firm. Bonilla had fought the past few governments of 

Honduras since 1888 on the liberal-oriented issues of freedom of the 

press, foreign contracts, administrative and educational reform, and 

7 
the place of the Church in the schools. On the strength of his 

personal magnetism and organizational talent he had acquired backing 

from merchants and intellectuals in the Honduran capital and other 

major towns, while several influential military men also joined his 

ranks in these years. 

Bonilla won followers largely for two reasons. First, he 

captured the spirit of the era in demanding an end to corrupt government 

monopolies and favoritism in making contracts with business firms. To 

make his criticism more concrete, he linked corruption at the local 

level with foreign investment in a Honduras railway project and showed 

how the nation's financing procedures were adjusted to cover that oper

ation. Bonilla suggested that such administrative malpractices reflected 

7. Policarpo Bonilla, "A los Centroamericanos," Guatemala, 
September 15, 1893, leaflet in Archivos Nacionales de Honduras. Papeles 
particulares de Policarpo Bonilla. Unbound, uncatalogued MSS. Here
after cited as ANHPB. Also see R<£mulo E. Durtfri y Gamero, Policarpo 
Bonilla. Coleccidn de escritos (3 vols.; Tegucigalpa: Tipograffa 
Nacional, 1899), I, 157-158, 203-208. 



a need for educational reform in Honduras; one step in that direction 

would be to end Church control of the schools. Second, though he 

did not at first emphasize this point, Bonilla came increasingly to 

believe that the liberal reforms he outlined would take hold only when 

the system of political parties was regularized in Honduras and when 

8 
this was followed by Central American union. 

The movement headed by Policarpo Bonilla won little notoriety 

until it joined with the Nicaraguan dissidents whom Zelaya led ulti

mately to success. From Managua, Zelaya and his followers had 

observed two related developments in their own country after 1892: 

one was a border dispute between the governments of Honduras and 

Nicaragua, and the other was a growing crisis within the conservative 

0 
regime in Leon. The border dispute was settled when the Leon govern

ment agreed to allow Honduran troops to cross the Nicaraguan border to 

pursue exiles. Thereafter the liberals cried treason, and they used 

the border issue to win support from professed conservatives who were 

shocked that their government allowed the border crossings. Zelaya 

capitalized on the government's embarrassment in order to convince 

people of his leadership qualities by proclaiming that he was determined 

8. Eliseo Robles, San Pedro Sula, August 26; Ignacio Vidal to 
Policarpo Bonilla, San Salvador, September 9, 1894, ANHPB. Bonilla 
received perceptive advice on the positions he had taken in a long and 
thoughtful letter from Rafael Montufar, Guatemala,.May 5, 1894, ibid. 

9. Castrillo Gamez, Resena historica, pp. 248-253. 



to win rectification from Honduras for the insults heaped upon 

Nicaragua.10 

The border affair with Honduras revealed divisions, so serious 

they could not be tempered with conciliation, among important Nicaraguan 

factions. The dissatisfactions felt by formerly loyal groups came to 

the surface finally after the 1892 national elections, held in the fall. 

The balloting revealed widespread attempts at fraud and this further 

discredited the conservatives in control. Between the border embarrass

ment, the election abuses and growing stories of fiscal corruption, the 

conservative government had lost the confidence of its supporters. Some 

of its loyal partisans in Granada were rebuffed when they offered to 

lend their talents to solving the nation's problems if they could be 

assured of certain concessions to Granadine needs. The government 

refused the offer, it had become a very localist gathering with little 

concern for the rest of the country.11 

The virtual isolation of the leaders of Nicaragua by early 1893 

helps to account for the success of the Zelaya revolution. In addition, 

the uprising was very well organized, for Zelaya had brought together 

key military figures in Granada, Managua liberals and the experienced 

Honduran exiles led by Policarpo Bonilla. This combination of forces 

assaulted Nicaraguan armies from April through July, 1893, until the 

10. Ibid., pp. 269-284. 

11. Ibid., pp. 296, 299-304. 



government collapsed. Jos€* Santos Zelaya later took over management of 

the country in the wake of a brief interim regime. He was to reign for 

sixteen years over a nominally liberal government whose directors 

claimed antecedents in the unionism of Francisco Morazan, president of 

the 1824 Republic of Central America, and the late Justo Rufino Barrios. 

The victory of the liberals in Nicaragua in turn posed a threat 

to the current government of Honduras. Honduran exiles had served well 

in the triumphant Zelaya armies, and Policarpo Bonilla and his cohorts 
4 

later applied their liberal ideas to the task of working out a new 

constitution for Nicaragua. The Honduran government looked with some 

fear upon all this cooperation. It was expected that it was only a 

matter of time before Zelaya repaid the favors of his friends by helping 

them to overthrow the regime in Honduras. The national congress in 

Tegucigalpa recognized their predicament and quickly authorized the 

government to declare war on Zelaya, charging that he had joined 

Policarpo Bonilla in an invasion of Honduras. 

Meanwhile, the Honduran liberals hastened to gather their forces 

With encouragement from Zelaya they were organized enough by October to 

Invade their homeland; yet they hesitated before they fully committed 

themselves to act. There was good reason for doing so: Policarpo 

Bonilla realized that he could not win quickly and decisively without 

"Nicaraguan cooperation. Finally, in late November, 1893, Zelaya re

assured Bonilla by signing an agreement with him, known as the Accord 

12. Ibid., pp. 321-337; Gujfa de Nicaragua. 1898 (Managua: 
Publisher Unknown, 1898), pp. 9-11. 
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of Los Amates, for a Honduran border town. In this document rested 

the key to liberal success in Honduras as well as to the later close 

cooperation of Zelaya and Bonilla. Zelaya committed himself to sup

porting the Honduran rebels militarily and politically. He promised 

soldiers, officers and advice to the movement and sent his vice-

president and most talented general, Anastasio J, Ortiz, to Honduras 

with troops.*^ Ortiz lived up to his reputation when he led the first 

revolutionary soldiers into Tegucigalpa in late February, 1894, amid 

enthusiastic proclamations that a new order had arrived. 

It is not certain that the proclamations of a new order in 

Honduras were accurate. No doubt the new leaders were ambitious re

formers, men eager to change the corrupt practices they had witnessed 

in government for many years. Furthermore, it was clear that 

Policarpo Bonilla came to power with extensive plans to put Honduras 

on1 a sound and lasting commercial and political basis. Above all, he 

hoped to advance liberal practices through the resurrection of the 

cause of Central American union. And he expected the cooperation of 

, 14 
Jose Santos Zelaya ir. these plans. 

The combined victories of self-professed liberals in Honduras 

and Nicaragua in 1893 and 1894 gave respectability once more to liberals 

13. Castrillo G^mez, Resena historica, pp. 381-382. 

14. Ibid., pp. 395-427. On the close coordination between 
Bonilla and Zelaya on the battlefield, see notes exchanged between 
December, 1893, and February, 1894, ir. ANHPB. 
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and unionism in Central America. It did not go unnoticed at the time 

that a military figure, Zelaya, had cooperated with a civilian to 

produce.the desired results in both states. Now the question remained 

whether these two men would seek to extend their liberal ideas over 

the remainder of Central America through militaristic unionism. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL A1lliRICA, 1895-1898 

Tranquility is upon us and I believe it will con
tinue as long as these two countries go forward 1 
together and view the interests of both as their own. 

The battlefield victories of Honduran and Nicaraguan liberals in . . 
the late nineteenth century laid the basis for the Greater Republic of 

Central America. This new union was at first enthusiastically received 

by the Central American states, especially Honduras and Nicaragua. · How-

ever, in th~ end three of the states demurred: Guatemala and Costa Rica 

consented to being only treaty partners of the Greater Republic rather 

than joining it as full-fledged members. El Salvador, a state that 

underwent a liberal uprising at nearly the same time as Honduras, re-

fused to be drawn into the partnership. Despite their diligent efforts, 

then, Honduran and Nicaraguan liberals were unable to build a new union 

upon the strength of their combined political and military prowess. 

Indeed, the military skills of some of the liberals turned out to be the 

major obstacle in the last attempt to reunify Central America before the 

. 2 
twent~eth century. 

1. Jos{ Santos Zelaya to Policarpo Bonilla, Managua, December 
14, 1894, ANHPB. 

2. Zelaya to Bonilla, Managua, August 7, 1894, ibid.; Carlos 
Cuadra Pasos, Historia de medio siglo (2nd ed.; Managua: Editorial 
Uni6n, 1964), pp. 13-14. 

12 
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Political conditions in the rest of the republics encouraged 

Policarpo Bonilla of Honduras to think that it was time for liberal 

leaders to revive a Central American union. In El Salvador, Colonel 

Rafael Gutierrez overthrew a heavy-handed conservative regime, and 

Gutierrez let it be known that he too favored federation. Moreover, 

positive reports came from Guatemala. Jos^Marfa Reina Barrios, nephew 

of Justo Rufino Barrios, who had kept his promises to remain neutral 

during the Honduran revolution, now renewed his pledge of neutrality. 

Bonilla hoped for something more from Reina Barrios, however, and sent 

an agent to win the general's cooperation. It was obvious to all 

Central American liberals that chances for the success of a federation 

3 
grew if Guatemala participated in its formation. 

Although political circumstances in Central America seemed to 

encourage the liberals to take steps toward federation, great care was 

needed to work out administrative details. For several months, an 

exchange of correspondence among the leaders of Honduras, El Salvador 

and Nicaragua reflected their mutual concern over the proper way to 

implement liberal reforms. They discussed priorities for reform in 

their states, the difficulties of rationalizing government administration 

4 
and the general economic problems of the Central American republics. 

3. Aro Sanso (pseud.), Policarpo Bonilla. Algunos apuntes 
biogr^ficos (Mexico: Imprenta Mundial, 1938), p. 276; Rafael GutidVrez 
to Policarpo Bonilla, San Salvador, September 17, 1894, ANHPB; Duron, 
Coleccidn de escritos, III, 57-60. Throughout this essay, the terms 
"union" and "federation" will be used interchangeably. 

4. Gutierrez to Bonilla, San Salvador, June 19, September 17, 

1894, ANHPB. 
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In almost every case, the liberal reformers puzzled over the impact a 

new federation might have upon these issues. Whenever they seemed dis

couraged at the magnitude of their problems, leading intellectuals in 

Central America counselled them to press on with the task. Many of the 

thinkers regarded the federation as essentially a problem of organi

zation, and they were convinced that Policarpo Bonilla possessed the 

5 
talent needed to meet such a challenge. 

Nevertheless, interest in union might have waned if an opportunity 

had not arisen to reinforce the feeling of interdependence among the five 

republics. Suddenly, in March, 1895, Great Britain attacked Nicaragua 

without warning, giving Zelaya two days to pay a 15,000 peso indemnity 

or suffer the damages that would surely come from a British occupation 

of the Pacific coast port of Corinto. The British demand was a reaction 

to the ouster of their consul when in 1893 Zelaya's revolutionary army 

had invaded the port of Bluefields. 

Bluefields was a Caribbean city long dominated by British 

merchants operating with considerable independence of the Nicaraguan 

government. The city was the life center of the Mosquito province, an 

area that won near autonomy from the national regime in 1860 at the 

insistence of the British merchants. During the conservative predomi

nance just ended, Nicaraguans ignored the Englishmen at Bluefields while 

5. Rafael Montiffar, Guatemala, May 25; Rafael Yglesias, San. 
Jose', November 12, 1894; and Felix Lainfiesta, all to Bonilla, December 
1, 1895, ANHPB; Ravfl Zaldfvar Guzman, El liberalismo en Honduras 
(Tegucigalpa: Imprenta Bulnes, 1964), pp. 20-21, 45. 
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the national leaders concentrated on controlling the western section of 

the country. Hov/ever, Jose' Santos Zelaya, spurred by thoughts of revenue 

from taxes on personal income and exports in Bluefields, had committed 

his revolution to reincorporating the Mosquito territory into the nation. 

He ordered his armies to occupy the city in 1893 and during the conflict 

6 
the British consul joined the losing side. 

The ousted British consul had appealed to his government and 

Great Britain had hoped for a quick settlement of the dispute. Zelaya 

proved to be stubborn about Nicaraguan demands, however, and he forced 

the London government to make good on its threats. British marines 

occupied Corinto while London officials waited for an international 

mediator to settle the issue. Zelaya finally promised to pay the 

indemnity and shortly thereafter, in 1895, the British withdrew from 

Corinto. To many Nicaraguans, the end of the Mosquito affair appeared 

to be a victory for the 1893 revolution; Nicaragua had gambled and won 

when the British left the country. Jos^ Santos Zelaya knew otherwise, 

6. Nicaraguan views of this affair are in Pedro Joaquin Cuadra 
Chamorro, La reincorporacion de la Mosquitia (Granada: Tipograf/a El 
Centroamericano, 1944); Jose" Dolores Cimez,Historia de la Costa de 
Mosquitia (hasta 1894) (Managua: Talleres Nacionales, 1939). Exchanges 
on the background of the subject are in United States, Department of 
State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1861—), 1898, pp. 163-173, 182. 
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as did other perceptive Central Americans. He had narrowly escaped a 

7 
military confrontation that could have cost him his power. 

Observers of the Mosquito affair who had previously favored 

Central American union now hoped to capitalize on Nicaragua's narrow 

escape from war with a European power. Policarpo Bonilla took the lead 

by calling for a conference in June, 1895, at Amapala, Honduras, where 

he planned to discuss union with the other chiefs of state. In a 

surprise move, two states refused to attend. Both Costa Rica and 

Guatemala explained their reluctance by alleging that their relations 

with the other states were not properly cordial at this time. It is 

difficult to explain why these two states did not feel threatened enough 

by the recent confrontation to warrant talking about Central American 

union. No further statement was offered at the moment by Guatemala. In 

the case of Costa Rica, one contemporary observer suggested that Rafael 

Yglesias, the president of Costa Rica, hesitated to deal with govern-

8 
ments he regarded as inferior to his own. 

At any rate, the presidents of Honduras, Nicaragua and El 

Salvador held their discussions, and on June 20, 1895, they signed the 

Pact of Amapala. The agreement created a loose federation of the member 

7. Enrique Aquino, Zelaya. El libro de su vida (la personalidad 
pol^tica del general Jos^* Santos Zelaya) (Managua: Talleres Gr^ficos 
Perez, 1944), pp. 61-74; Ricardo Gallardo, Las constituciones de la 
repdblica federal de Centro-Am^rica (2 vols.; Madrid: Instituto de 
Estudios Polfticos, 1958) , I", 479-480. 

8. Salvador Mendieta, La enfermedad de Centro-Am^rica (2nd ed., 
3 vols.; Barcelona: Tipografia Maucci, 1919-1934), II, 275-279. 



states, each of them retaining their autonomy in domestic matters while 

they modified their internal laws to conform with the guidelines of the 

pact. Its central features were a three-man Diet, a powerful legis

lature, plans for the creation of a Central American tribunal of justice 

and requirements for obligatory arbitration of disputes between the 

states. .The Diet, whose members faced election every three years, was 

designed to conduct foreign affairs for Central America and to serve as 

the arbitral tribunal among the members. Executive power was a touchy 

subject with the pactmakers; they were careful to make the Diet a weak 

institution. State legislatures would select its members and it would 

meet every year in a different state capital. Even treaties signed by 

this weak Diet required the ratification of each of the state legis

latures. Their initial work done, the chief executives returned home 

and sent back to Amapala a group of delegates who would use the Pact as 

9 
their guide in forming a new Central American union. 

The hand-picked delegates who worked out the details of the 

Greater Republic of Central America, as the new union was called, did 

not conform to the Pact of Amapala. They left much more of the politi

cal power of the Greater Republic in the hands of the legislatures than 

the original signers had anticipated. This assembly, composed of twenty 

men selected by each member legislature, was expected to perform most of 

the responsible chores, including the organization of a constitution and 

9. Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 481-482; Herrarte, La union, 
p. 231; Moreno, Relaciones interestatuales, pp. 130-132. 
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the choosing of a federal judiciary. The state governments clearly 

intended to keep a firm hand on this new national government. It was 

not the same federation envisioned earlier by Jos<^ Santos Zelaya and 

10 
Policarpo Bonilla. 

Despite the limitations of the new union project, the leaders of 

militant liberalism, Bonilla and Zelaya, accepted it. Their bow to 

practical politics demands an explanation. For the most part, they 

compromised because each of the three states faced political pressures 

that threatened to end the work of the unionists; divisive forces had 

arisen in El Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras. Rafael Gutierrez listened 

to forceful arguments from unionists and their opponents. Though he was 

sympathetic to union, he could not shake the fear that this federation 

might be no more than a mask behind which Jose' Santos Zelaya would 

dominate Central America. Gutierrez gathered evidence for this view 

from reports that Honduran and Nicaraguan liberals at Amapala insisted 

on very broad powers for the executive of the new republic. Expecting 

next to hear that Zelaya should be the first president, the Salvadoreans 

prepared to end the negotiations. Central American unionists were un

wittingly helping their enemies in El Salvador.** 

10. The Pact of Amapala is in Alberto Herrarte (compiler), 
Documentos de la uni<$n Centroamericana (Guatemala: Editorial de 
Ministerio de Educacidn Pdblica, 1957), pp. 144-176. 

11. Herrarte, La uni^n, pp. 231-232; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 
309-310; Aquino, Personalidad de Zelaya, pp. 97-98. 
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Internal conflicts also upset Nicaragua while the federal dele

gates met in Amapala. Jose' Santos Zelaya was forced by these circum

stances to retreat from his earlier position in favor of a heavily 

centralized union. A split with Anastasio J. Ortiz and Jose Madriz, his 

major supporters, caused a change of policy by Zelaya. Both Ortiz and 

Madriz had initially supported the new regime in Managua. Ortiz was a 

key general in the victories of 1893 and 1894, while Madriz, a prominent 

jurist, lent his facile pen to the cause of Central American union. 

Zelaya considered Ortiz a military rival, however, and forced the general 

to leave Nicaragua, whereupon those loyal to the military figure in Le<£n 

arose in protest. The uprising surfaced in February, 1896, and subsided 

quickly, though in the aftermath both Ortiz and Madriz—who had stood 

behind the general in the affair—realized that they could not return 

12 
to Nicaragua while the current regime stood. They took with them 

Nicaraguan liberals who had looked for a successor to Jos^ Santos Zelaya 

prematurely, and their departure meant that unionists in Nicaragua now 

i; 
faced exile opposition from conservatives as well as dissident liberals. 

Such conditions encouraged Zelaya to go overboard to retain the friend

ship of the governments in El Salvador and Honduras. 

12. Anastasio J. Ortiz to Bonilla, Atitl^n, Guatemala, Septem
ber 10, 1895, ANHPB. 

13. Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 15-16. For the Madriz 
split, see Diario de Centro-Am^rica, June 15, 1898. On the conservative 
exiles, see Ricardo Pacheco to the secretary of foreign relations of 
Costa Rica, San Salvador, February 29, 1896, Archivos Nacionales de Costa 
Rica. Ramo de Relaciones Exteriores (hereafter cited as ANCRRE). 
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The dissension among Nicaraguan liberals meanwhile had unexpected 

consequences in Honduras. Shortly after the "Leon uprising in Nicaragua, 

General Manuel Bonilla petitioned the Honduran legislature to allow him 

to raise an army to help defend ..the Zelaya regime. He won quick approval 

for his plan and by early April, 1896, had organized a force near the 

Nicaraguan border. His presence there nearly brought to a head the con

tradictions between militaristic unionism and liberal dreams of a 

peaceful, united Central America. 

Why Manuel Bonilla wanted to invade Nicaragua is unclear; 

certainly Zelaya had not requested his aid. Yet the ambitious general 

had ample reason for his actions. In part, Bonilla wanted to avenge 

himself upon Anastasio Ortiz. He believed that Ortiz had upstaged him 

militarily during the Honduran revolution. Manuel Bonilla had played a 

subordinate role in 1894; but if he defeated the general in battle now, 

it. would win him the admiration he desired from his fellow Hondurans. 

A wider following at home would be politically advantageous in the 

future. At any rate, his move nearly drove a wedge between Honduras and 

Nicaragua, jeopardizing their united stance at the union discussions in 

14 
Amapala. At the same time, the general's ambitions served as a warn

ing to Policarpo Bonilla; he realized afterward that he could not carry 

out his designs for Central American union without the full support of 

the Honduran army. Without such support exile movements, whether or not 

14. This crucial affair is mentioned in Sanso, Policarpo, p. 287. 
Also see, Terencio Sierra to Policarpo Bonilla, Amapala, Honduras, 
October 20, 1896, ANHPB. 
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they were led by liberals, threatened to forestall the unionist plans of 

those liberals who were in power.^ 

The internal dissensions that surfaced in El Salvador, Nicaragua 

and Honduras reflected the fears and hopes of unionists and anti-union-

ists, liberals and conservatives, civilians and military men. The 

liberal leaders of the three states continued to hope that union would 

end the conflicts within their nations, and they looked forward to the 

meetings of the Diet and the constituent assembly. Once a constitution 

was accepted by all sides, the success of the project was assured. 

Consequently, the delegates of Honduras and Nicaragua acceeded to the 

wishes of their Salvadorean counterparts at the Amapala meetings. The 

Greater Republic of Central America thus took shape as a federation of 

the three middle republics; its Diet and constituent assembly met on 

September 15, 1897, and began the task of implementing the Pact of 

Amapala. They gathered in San Salvador, as if to emphasize the fact 

that the Salvadorean insistence on a weak executive for the union had 

16 
prevailed. 

For the next nine months the delegates in San Salvador labored 

assiduously to produce a constitution satisfactory to the liberal 

15. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 287-288; Jacinto Castellanos to 
Policarpo Bonilla, San Salvador, September 22, 1896, ANHPB; Duron 
Coleccitfe de escritos, III, 131. 

16. Marcial Soto, Amapala, April 15; G. Reyes, place unknown, 
April 30, 1897, both to Bonilla, ANHPB; Dur<$n, Coleccion de escritos, 

III, 179-181. 
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leaders of all three states. Their work was all the more difficult 

because of mistrust among their chiefs of state, fostered by occasional 

abortive, exile invasions. Despite the strains produced by this atmos

phere, the Greater Republic won the respect of its neighbors. In June, 

1897, Costa Rica and Guatemala demonstrated their confidence in the new 

union by signing an agreement to become members within five years. 

Guatemala ratified the agreement quickly, but there was some doubt about 

the federation in Costa Rica. The federal diplomats thereupon promised 

the presidency of the future republic to the Costa Rican leader, Rafael 

17 
Yglesias. However, this move was of no avail; Costa Ricans soon forgot 

the federation when more urgent matters arose, and they never again con

sidered joining the Greater Republic of Central America. 

A threat of war with Nicaragua through late 1897 diverted the 

Costa Ricans from thoughts of Central American union. The clash center

ed on a conservative exile movement against Zelaya and was complicated 

18 
by an ill-defined border between the two states. Emiliano Chamorro, 

the conservative chieftain in exile, led his cohorts in an attack on a 

17. Moreno, Relaciones interestatuales, pp. 133-137; Gallardo, 
Las constituciones, I, 483-485. 

/ 
18. The border problem went back to the Canas-Jerez. settlement 

of 1858 and the Cleveland award of 1888. A binational commission of 
1896 was investigating the exact border line once again when hostilities 
broke out. For more on the border, see Thomas L. Karnes, The Failure of 
Union. Central America, 1824-1960 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1961), p. 48; Mario Rodriguez, Central America (Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp. 91, 121. 



Nicaraguan garrison at San Juan del Sur on the Caribbean coast. His 

movement was based in Costa Rica and there was some suspicion that it 

was encouraged by the San Jose government. Zelaya knew these exiles 

from when he first gained power. They gave him little trouble until he 

learned that the Costa Rican consul general in Managua, Eduardo B^eche, 

was their contact with conservatives in the city. A conspiracy of this 

magnitude could be dangerous. As rumors of a widespread plot in the 

capital had circulated during the summer of 1897, Josd Dolores Gamez, a 
4 

cabinet confidant of Zelaya, publicly had called for war against Costa 

Rica. Central American liberals clearly realized that as the year closed 

with great tension between the neighbors, an outbreak of hostilities 

19 
would end the Greater Republic of Central America. 

In view of the threat made to liberal hopes by the clash between 

Costa Rica and Nicaragua, all interested parties strove to avert a war. 

The principals themselves turned to their most reliable friends for aid. 

It is interesting that Nicaragua allowed the Diet of the Greater Republic 

to carry Zelaya's case to the San Jose' government. The Diet fulfilled 

its task by blaming much of the conflict on Costa Rica. An exchange of 

notes led to an ultimatum that gave Costa Rica ten days to restrain the 

Chamorro exiles or face the armies of the Greater Republic and Nicaragua. 

For their part, the Costa Ricans relied upon a secret agreement they had 

19. An extended interview with B^eche, giving his account of 
the conservative plot, is in Diario de Centro-Am^rica, March 9, 1898. 
Also see, Hernandez to Bonilla, Managua, November 28, 1897, ANHPB; 
Villafranca to Pacheco, Guatemala, February 16, 1898, ANCRRE. 
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concluded in 1896 for El Salvador's military support, and they pleaded 

20 
for the help of Guatemala. The approach of war tempted liberals in 

power in Central America to discard their hard won union accomplishments 

21 
of the past months. 

Before hostilities could begin, Guatemala offered to work out a 

diplomatic settlement between the belligerents. The northernmost re

public was unprepared for a Central American war. Recently the country 

had witnessed the assassination of General Reina Barrios, and the pro

visional president, Manuel Estrada Cabrera, was challenged by powerful 

military men who had hoped to succeed the general. Moreover, liberals 

in Guatemala were in danger of splitting into factions. Estrada Cabrera 

concentrated on his domestic problems. Diplomacy, not war, served the 

needs of Guatemalan politics at this juncture. 

Guatemala had stayed out of recent Central American affairs up 

to now. Suddenly the new government was the focus of conflicts that 

pitted former Reina Barrios lieutenants against militant unionists. 

Each of the factions claimed it had inherited the mantle of Justo Rufino 

Barrios as the leader of liberalism and unionism in Guatemala. The 

split in liberal and army ranks helped Estrada Cabrera to gain power. 

20. Villafranca, Guatemala, February 16; and Mendoza, Managua, 
March 2, both to Pacheco; Pacheco to Joaquin Calvo, San Jos£, February 
24, 1898, all in ANCRRE. 

21. Justo A. Facio to Calvo, San Jos^, January 28; Eugenio 
Mendoza, Managua, February 7; and Fernando s/nchez, Managua, January 10, 
14, both to Pacheco; and Pacheco to Sanchez, San Jose, January 28, 1898, 

all in ANCRRE. 
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If he defeated the military aspirants to rule, the liberals would unite 

behind him; and if he opposed the militant unionists who already were 

gathering arms in the provinces, the officers would rally to his side. 

Finally, to secure the support of liberals without dividing their ranks, 

Estrada Cabrera needed to perform some act beneficial to all Central 

America. Indeed, if Guatemala offered a solution to the Costa Rica-

Nicaragua quarrel, the reputation of Estrada Cabrera would be enhanced 

22 
and his competence to lead Guatemala would go unquestioned. 

Estrada Cabrera accomplished each of these tasks as the political 

turmoil in Guatemala allowed for it. The turmoil stemmed from the way 

in which Jos^Maria Reina Barrios died—he was assassinated under 

suspicious circumstances, and many believed the assassin was hired by 

Estrada Cabrera. The ill feeling engendered by the elevation of First 

Designate Estrada Cabrera to the provisional presidency encouraged other 

aspirants to the office. One of them was to be an important figure in 

the Central American union movement: Colonel Jose'" Le<5n Castillo, a young 

army officer who claimed the leadership of the Partido Liberal and saw 

23 
himself as the true descendant of the patriarch, Justo Rufino Barrios. 

22. Federico Hernandez de Le<$n, El libro de las efemerides (5 
vols.; Guatemala: Tipografia Nacional, 1925-1930, 1963), III, 451-456; 
J. Lizardo Diaz 0., Estrada Cabrera, Barillas y . Regalado. La revoluci^n 
entre Guatemala, El Salvador y Honduras en 1906 (Guatemala: Editorial 
San Antonio, 1962), pp. 14-15. 

23. Events surrounding the death of Reina Barrios are in Diario 
de Centro-America, February 9-12, 1898. Also helpful are: Hernandez de 
Le<fat Efemerides, I, 229-233; Antonio Batres Jauregui, La America Central 
ante la historia. Vol. Ill: Memorias de un siglo, 1821-1921 (3 vols.; 
Guatemala: Tipografia Nacional, 1916-1949), III, 589-596 (hereafter cited 



Estrada Cabrera solved the political problems of the provisional 

presidency in rather easy fashion. He was aware that factionalism had 

arisen in the Partido Liberal as former cabinet members vied with each 

other to choose a successor to General Reina Barrios on the night of the 

assassination. During the heated discussions, Estrada Cabrera strode 

into the room and promised to make room for all of them in his cabinet 

if they would support his succession. In short order, the ministers 

united behind the bold Estrada Cabrera, and, a few days later he also 

took control of the Partido Liberal, a move which he later regretted 

24 
above all else he had done. The move obligated him to work within the 

Constitution of 1879, which meant that he had to call presidential 

elections to legalize the new government. Estrada Cabrera dutifully set 

an election for the forthcoming August. Meanwhile, the new unity of the 

Guatemalan liberals was reinforced when in mid-June, 1898, Estrada 

Cabrera won the support of Rafael Moritufar, scion of the old Guatemalan 

family, who publicly rejected Jose' Leon Castillo as the heir of the 

25 
liberal tradition. 

as Memorias); Adrian Vidaurre, Los ultimos treinta anos pasados de la 
vida polftica de Guatemala. Memorias (Havana: Sainz Area y Companfa, 
1921), pp. 18-23. Rafael Ar£valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles (Guatemala: 
Tipograffa Nacional, 1945), pp. 26-31, openly accuses Estrada Cabrera " 
of arranging the assassination. In the documents, the most accurate 
account of the events is the report of Villafranca to Pacheco, Guatemala, 
February 16, 1898, ANCRRE. 

24. Hernandez de Le<5n, Efem^rides, I, 236-237; Vidaurre, 

Treinta aSfos, pp. 22-23. 

25. Diario de Centro-Am/rica, June 17, 20, 1898; Ar^valo 

Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 35-48. 
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Estrada Cabrera resolved next to deal with the military problem. 

His opponents among the officers were loyal Reina Barrios men and to

gether they supported the claims to the presidency of the powerful 

General Calixto Mendizabal. The provisional president acted with haste 

to solve the military impasse by promoting a group of officers whose 

loyalty wavered at the moment. Estrada Cabrera attacked two problems at 

once by making the promotions. He satisfied the demands of key military 

men, and he weakened to some extent the uprising against him that had 

taken shape in the western provinces under Jose' Leon Castillo and 

another dissident officer. Cabrera then arrested several officers and 

the military was once more united behind the government. It was a 

regime that combined military power with effective civilian leadership, 

• 26 
despite the continued presence of the Castillo movement. 

However, the continued strength of the Castillo led opposition 

signified that Estrada Cabrera had not paid attention to the larger 

problems of Central America. The Castillo forces promised to disturb 

the rule of Estrada Cabrera in the future, for its existence recalled an 

important aspect of the liberal tradition in Central America and one 

that the Guatemalan politician had not yet acknowledged: the sentiment 

for union. If, then, he wanted the undivided loyalty of Guatemalan 

26. Jos^ Ramon Gramajo, Las revoluciones exteriores contra el 
expresidente Estrada Cabrera (2 vols, in one; Mazatenango, Guatemala: 
Torres Hermanos, 1937-1943), pp. 127-135; Arevalo Martinez, Ecce 
Pericles, pp. 29-34; Vidaurre, Treinta anos, pp. 23-25; Diario de 
Centro-Am^rica, February 10, 1898. 



liberals, Estrada Cabrera needed to involve his regime in a positive 

fashion in some Central American issue which would demonstrate his 

liberal inclinations. The Costa Rican conflict with Nicaragua offered 

an excellent opportunity to do so, and the Guatemalan leader did not 

hesitate when he was asked in March, 1898, to mediate the impending 

27 war. 

Estrada Cabrera appointed one of his new cabinet members, 

Francisco Lainfiesta, a popular and skilled diplomat, to arrange a 

settlement to take into account the wishes of Costa Rica, Nicaragua and 

the Greater Republic of Central America. The task was no easy one. At 

stake were a series of demands that struck at the heart of liberal and 

unionist aspirations for Central America, as well as the local desires 

of Nicaraguan and Costa Rican partisans. If Lainfiesta could work out 

a satisfactory agreement, it might advance the cause of Central American 

union. His failure, on the other hand, promised to bring on a war that 

would irreparably damage the hopes of liberals for the foreseeable 

28 
future. 

Lainfiesta conferred hastily at Corinto with the Diet of the 

Greater Republic, and from there he travelled to San Jos^. On the same 

27. Diario de Centro-America, June 28, 1898; La Idea Liberal, 
Guatemala, August 2, 1898. The moves made by Estrada Cabrera prior to 
the election are reviewed from a latter day perspective in Rafael 
Arevalo Martinez, "La presidencia interina de Manuel Estrada Cabrera— 
para un paralelo con la de Ponce Va:fdes," El Imparcial, Guatemala, June 

12, 1945. 

28. Baltasar Estupinian to Mendoza, Guatemala, July 28, 1898, 

ANHPB. 



day that the Diet issued its ultimatum to Costa Rica, Lainfiesta coaxed 

the belligerents away from the battlefield. A conference followed that 

lasted nearly two months before all parties were satisfied. 

The discussions at San Jose' inMarch and April, 1898, revealed 

the importance of the conflict for all Central America. The Costa Ricans 

insisted that the United States should guide the meetings, and they 

wanted the border dispute included on the agenda. Their demands implied 

that Central Americans could not handle their own problems. Lainfiesta 

and the Diet argued, on the other hand, that~nothing could be accomplish

ed until the Nicaraguan exiles were restrained. They insisted also that 

resolution of the border conflict lay outside their powers, while the 

exile issue should be handled by Central Americans alone. The border 

issue centered on the matter of a future interoceanic canal which both 

parties hoped to control. Indeed, some said that this problem had 

29 
caused the conflict in the first place. 

An accommodation was finally reached aboard a ship off the 

Guatemalan coast on April 26, 1898. Costa Rica and Nicaragua agreed to 

withdraw their troops from the frontier and thereafter to watch exiles 

more carefully. They suspended a resolution of their border problem, 

however, pending the outcome of arbitration then being conducted by the 

29. Diario de Centro-Am^rica, February 28, March 15, 24, 1898; 
La Gazeta, San 3ob6, April 15-19, 1898; Mendoza, Managua, March 2; and 
Lainfiesta, Guatemala, April 16, both to Pacheco; Pacheco, San Jos^, 
Uarch 12, 26; and Manuel M. Peralta, Paris, March 29, both to Calvo; 
Zelaya to William Merry, Managua, April 15, 1898, all in ANCRRE. 
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United States. The belligerents conceded that the canal question was 

30 
too important a matter to be settled hastily. Finally, the Lainfiesta 

Accords, as they were called, reassured Costa Rica and the Greater 

Republic that they had little to fear from each other. The Costa Ricans 

relaxed when they learned that the constitution of the Greater Republic 

31 
allowed for control of the federal army by the state legislatures. 

Policarpo Bonilla was not satisfied with the Lainfiesta Accords. 

In his view, the agreements did not mark out positive steps toward a 

stronger Central American union; rather, they encouraged the disbanding 

of the Greater Republic. Bonilla worried that the Salvadoreans might 

take this opportunity to end the fragile partnership. 

The fears of Policarpo Bonilla were not groundless. He learned 

that pressures were mounting upon the government of El Salvador from all 

directions. Honduran exiles in San Salvador were asking Gutierrez to 

help them overthrow the Tegucigalpa regime. Moreover, the exiles 

received encouragement from Guatemalan agents. Meanwhile, the govern

ments of Guatemala and Costa Rica tempted the other two states of the 

Greater Republic with special bilateral trade agreements. Policarpo 

Bonilla learned of these developments in the late spring of 1898, and he 

realized that inducements other than war promised to make liberals 

30. Facio to Calvo, San Jose, May 12, 1898, ANCRRE; Diario de 

Centro-Am^rica, May 14, 1898. 

31. Villafranca to Pedro Perez Zeled&i, Guatemala, June 16, 

1898, ANCRRE. 
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forget their drive toward union. He urged the constituent assembly, 

32 
scheduled to move to Managua on June 16, to complete its work. 

The constituent assembly responded to the prodding of Policarpo 

Bonilla. In the next several months, they published a constitution and 

took steps to implement it; yet the legislators in Managua were unaware 

of the consequences of their actions. Their thinking helped to bring 

33 
about the end of the Greater Republic of Central America. 

When the constituent assembly of the Greater Republic published 

a constitution in late August, they looked forward to the election of a 

Federal Executive Council by the state legislatures. This task was 

completed in the fall, and in early November, 1898, the three-man 

Council took office in Amapala. It immediately began making arrange

ments for the choosing of a president and federal assembly of the 

Greater Republic. Among other things, the Council decided to make 

several military appointments in order to bring the federal army up to 

strength. As a first step toward that end, the Council filled several 

vacant positions at provincial garrisons in El Salvador. This act 

threatened the stability of the fragile Gutierrez regime in San 

Salvador. 

32. Lainfiesta, Guatemala, April 21; and MEtximo B. Rosales, 
Choluteca, Honduras, May 17, 1898, both to Policarpo Bonilla, ANHPB; 
Villafranca to Perez Zeledrfn, Guatemala, May 31, 1898, ANCRRE; Durdn, 
Coleccidn de escritos, III, 260. 

33. Mendoza to P^rez Zeled<£n, Managua, July 5, August 18, 1898, 
ANCRRE; Hernandez to Bonilla, Amapala, November 4, 1898, ANHPB. 
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Rafael Gutierrez was under great pressure from opponents of the 

Greater Republic and of militant Central American unionism. Manuel 

Estrada Cabrera, for one, had charged for months that El Salvador was 

aiding the revolutionary movement of Jose Le(£n Castillo, and now the 

Guatemalan insisted that Gutierrez arrest the exile unionist leader. 

Pressure from other sources was equally great. Costa Rican diplomats 

agitated among exile bands from Honduras and Nicaragua, and these groups 

pleaded for help from opponents of union in El Salvador, who in turn 

pressed their arguments with Gutierrez. It was in this context that the 

Federal Executive Council made its provincial military appointments in 

34 
El Salvador. 

On November 13, 1898, to no one's surprise, General Tom/s 

Regalado, the leading military figure of the country, overthrew the 

government of Rafael Gutierrez and withdrew El Salvador from the Greater 

Republic of Central America. The Federal Executive Council reacted 

immediately in bold fashion. Thinking that they could still save the 

Greater Republic, they ordered Jose'Santos Zelaya to send his armies 

into El Salvador. Zelaya hesitated to face war with another state so 

soon after the Costa Rican affair, hence he asked Policarpo Bonilla to 

support him if the Costa Ricans attacked Nicaragua. Bonilla could not 

rely on his army and refused. Zelaya thereupon told the Council that 

34. Villafranca to P^rez Zeledon, Guatemala, July 9, 1898, 
ANCRRE; Estupiniifn to Mendoza, Guatemala, July 28; Manuel Ugarte to 
Bonilla, Amapala, September 11, 14, 1898, ANHPB. 



he could not attack El Salvador alone; the Regalado coup d'etat went 

35 
unchallenged. 

It was clear that military commanders had grown suspicious of 

liberal politicians in El Salvador. The same was true in Honduras. 

33 

Over the past several months the commanders of the army of Honduras had 

worried about their role in a federal army. The spokesman of the 

officers, General Terencio Sierra, had demanded some important con-

cessions from President Bonilla. They included guarantees that key army .. 
officers would retain their posts and privileges regardless of the 

changes made by the Federal Executive Council, and Sierra himself wanted 

the president to endorse him as the official candidate in the coming 

elections. 

For his part, Bonilla could not be certain that Sierra would 

carry through the liberal reforms of the current administration or the 

commitments to the Greater Republic ~hat were so integral a part of the 

liberal program. Indeed, Bonilla's suspicions were sustained by rumors 

that Sierra had spoken with Regalado during the fall, and the conver-

sations had made it clear to the Honduran general that the Greater 

Republic could not expect Salvadorean participation for very much longer. 

36 
Afterward, Sierra's interest in Central American union had waned. 

35. Angel Ugarte to Bonilla, Amapala, November 27, 28, ANHPB; 
Villafranca to P~rez Zeleddn, Guatemala, November 30, 1898, ANCR~ 
Dur6n, Colecci6n de escritos, III, 303-304. 

36. Gutierrez, San Salvador, October 4; Terencio Sierra, Coray, 
Honduras, August 19; and Mariana de Sans6n, Chinandega, Nicaragua, Novem
ber 28; all to Bonilla; Manuel Ugarte to Sierra, Amapala, September 10, 
1898, all in ANHPB. 
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Liberal leaders were thus faced with a dilemma of some magnitude. 

They-needed the support of their, military commanders to successfully 

carry through their plans for Central American union, yet the officers 

remained unconvinced that unionism was a necessary part of liberal re

form in their respective states. Particularly, the soldiers refused to 

face the fact that exile movements by dissident military men often 

threatened their own security, especially if the exiles were successful. 

That is, the exiles were evidently looked upon as the best reason for 

maintaining the independence of the separate states, along with their 

distinct and powerful armed forces. This attitude is best described as 

military parochialism, or localism; and no amount of liberal ideas about 

more rational administration of politics and commerce in Central America 

could bypass the jealousies of military leaders. Indeed, militant 

unionism of the type represented by Jose' Santos Zelaya and Josd' Leon 

Castillo frightened most army officers beyond belief. They prepared to 

fight such views at all costs. 

The case of El Salvador is an example of such thinking. The 

Salvadorean military were apprehensive enough when Zelaya pressed them 

to join the new union. But when the possibility arose in 1898 that 

there was a connection in El Salvador between the militant unionism of 

Castillo and the position of Zelaya on the Greater Republic, the military 

was moved to action. A unionist exile group thus had provided an excuse 

to end the latest union design. 



The architects of the Greater Republic had recognized the 

strength of armed force when they acquiesced in the Salvadorean 

demands for a weak executive. Yet they miscalculated the extent of 

their differences with the military in Central America, because they 

subsequently went ahead with their original plans to vest control of 

the army of the new union in the Federal Executive Council. Despite 

the mistakes of their liberal colleagues, the Council members blamed 

Regalado and Zelaya for the failure of the ̂ Greater Republic of Central 

America. Their remarks were published at the end of November, 1898, 

37 
in a decree dissolving the union. 

37. Mendoza to P^rez Zeledrfn, Managua, August 4, September 12; 
Federal Executive Council to the presidents of the five republics, 
Amapala, November 29, 1898, all in ANCRRE. Also see, Herrarte, La union, 
pp. 233-235; Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 492. 



CHAPTER III 

THE TREATY OF CORINTO AND THE RISE 

OF MANUEL BONILLA, 1898-1904 

Such a work [as the Nicaraguan canal] will never 
endanger the sovereignty and integrity of the small 
nations that are therein bound together, but, rather, 
will be a guarantee of peace and a powerful incite
ment to union and progress.^" ' 

The wreckage of the Greater Republic of Central America left 

only one zealous unionist in power, Jos^ Santos Zelaya. The Nicaraguan 

strongman hoped to keep alive the wedding of unionist ideals with 

liberals in power. But to do that, he needed friendly relations with 

the governments of Guatemala and Honduras. Since those regimes promised 

to combine against him, Zelaya tried every means at his disposal to 

overthrow the government of Manuel Estrada Cabrera and prevent a take

over of Honduras by Manuel Bonilla. When intrigue failed him, Zelaya 

erected a diplomatic umbrella called the Treaty of Corinto to fight for 

him—and for Central American union. His tactics backfired, leaving the 

militant liberal dictator of Nicaragua with few supporters among the 

five states. 

1. Statement" of the president of Costa Rica, Rafael Yglesias, 
to the New York Herald, enclosure in Joaqufn Calvo to Justo A. Facio, 
Washington, February 3, 1900, ANCRRE. 

36 
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The center of attention in Central America shifted to El 

Salvador, where General Tomas Regalado had recently won control of the 

government. Regalado, thirty-seven years old, had established his 

reputation in previous regimes. He was a secretary to Rafael Zaldivar 

in 1883, fought against Justo Rufino Barrios, and ten years later he 

rode with Rafael Gutierrez in the 1894 revolution that promised to bring 

the benefits of liberalism to El Salvador. Regalado performed well 

enough in that engagement to become known as one of "the 44" Salvadorean 

4 

liberals of 1894-1895. But Gutierrez never instituted the reforms he 

promised, and as dissension increased in the country, Regalado needed to 

find only the right opportunity to oust his former chief. Once in power, 

Regalado declared in December, 1898, that the Pact of Amapala was not in 

the best interests of El Salvador, and it was thought that he would 

2 
ignore the problems of Central America in favor of local issues. 

The demands of Central American politics did not allow Regalado 

to withdraw from the scene. His neighbors vied for his attention. 

Terencio Sierra, soon to be the president of Honduras, wanted Regalado 

to restrain the Honduran exiles in El Salvador. Jos^ Santos Zelaya and 

Manuel Estrada Cabrera, on the other hand, viewed Regalado with mixed 

feelings. To both men the Salvadorean was at once a potential ally and 

an enemy, capable of aiding either of them tb undermine the leadership 

of the other in Central American affairs. El Salvador was a staging 

ground for large numbers of Central American exiles of all stripes; 

2. Lizardo Diaz 0., Estrada Cabrera, pp. 99-100. 
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their presence lent special importance to the political inclinations of 

• 3 
Tomas Regalado. 

A careful estimate of his situation led Regalado to move with 

caution. After his denunciation, of the Amapala Pact, Zelaya and others 

assumed that he was anti-union and anti-liberal. Regalado set about 

undoing that image in the next few years. At the same time, he remember 

ed that Guatemalan leaders liked to dominate Honduras and El Salvador. 

These thoughts made him listen carefully to the suggestions of Jos^ 

Santos Zelaya. As he did, he succumbed in some measure to liberal, 

unionist goals. 

Among the practical reasons why Regalado turned to unionism was 

his fear of Manuel Estrada Cabrera. Once the Guatemalan president was 

firmly in power, he had undertaken an investigation of the Guatemalan 

army and its connections with unionists and non-Guatemalans. The trials 

pointed toward a Central America-wide conspiracy against Estrada Cabrera 

with Salvadorean unionists playing a major role in the affair. There

after, Estrada Cabrera swore to stop such activities by pressuring Tomas 

4 
Regalado. 

Ueanwhile, the Salvadorean chieftain wondered what to do about 

Jos^"Leon Castillo plotting—with the help of Salvadorean unionists—a 

3. Beeche, Puerto Limtfn, December 1; Eugenio Araujo, December 
5, 1898, both to Pdrez Zeledt^n, ANCRRE; Vidal to Policarpo Bonilla, San 
Salvador, January 11, 15, 1899, ANHPB. 

4. Vidal, San Salvador, January 15; Guillen, San Salvador, 
February 25, 1899, both to Bonilla, ANHPB; Lizardo Diaz 0., Estrada 
Cabrera, pp. 102-103. 
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future invasion of Guatemala. Regalado acknowledged Guatemalan demands 

to stop these activities, then sent an agent to speak with Estrada 

Cabrera.- Many of the Guatemalan refugees in El Salvador were expelled 

from the country; among them was Jos^ Leon Castillo, who took up more 

hospitable quarters in Nicaragua. Regalado decided in the meantime that 

it might be helpful to talk with representatives of the regime in 

k 
Managua. 

A brief conference in late summer 1899 between Regalado and 

Fernando Sanchez, the foreign minister of Nicaragua, indicated that the 

two governments held similar views on many issues, particularly dealing 

with Guatemala and Honduras. For his part, Jose' Santos Zelaya was dis

mayed by the growing power of Guatemala, and he hoped to form a union 

once again of the three central states, though this time with a more 

centralized government. He believed that he held sway over Terencio 

Sierra, and that he could convince Regalado of the value of his scheme. 

Indeed, the Salvadorean strongman agreed more with Zelaya as the talks 

progressed;- Regalado hoped to prevent Honduras from becoming a satel

lite of Estrada Cabrera, and he made this clear to the Nicaraguan foreign 

minister. Furthermore, Regalado emphasized the friendship he felt for 

Terencio Sierra and his determination to hamper the activities of 

Nicaraguan exiles in El Salvador. It appeared after these talks that 

the militant unionists had smoothed over their differences with an 

important liberal chieftain, and that an understanding was reached that 

5. Cosio Villegas, Historia moderna, V, 623. 
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might bring forth in Central America a wedding of unionist ideals and 

the practical demands of power. 

The first goal of such a combination was the unseating of 

Manuel Estrada Cabrera. By the end of 1899, Guatemalan exiles under 

the direction of Castillo had once more organized a rebel movement. 

The exiles were back in El Salvador with the blessings of Honduras and 

Nicaragua. Castillo's lieutenants had set up headquarters in Santa Tecla, 

El Salvador, and from there they recruited officers in the Salvadorean 

cities. They especially made headway among former adherents of Rafael 

Gutierrez, and these men met periodically in various haciendas.^ In 

early December, 1899, Terencio Sierra allowed Castillo to organize a 

column of liberal exiles in Honduras, and these troops moved into 

Guatemala at the same time as the Salvadorean-based group. The two 

forces hoped to combine under Castillo in a few days and then move on to 

the capital. However, the entire action never moved beyond the eastern 

provinces of Guatemala. 

The invasion plans had completely fallen apart by December 8, 

1899, and the Guatemalan exiles and their Salvadorean cohorts were 

forced to retreat once again. A key factor in the defeat was Tom^s 

Regalado, who had allowed the insurgents to return to El Salvador before 

the invasion and had promised them military aid. When they most needed 

him, however, Regalado had changed his mind, and the Castillo forces ran 

short of food and ammunition. Their failure was complete when their 

6. Gramajo, Las revoluciones, pp. 29-31. 
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7 
badly coordinated attacks met strong resistance from Guatemalan troops. 

In the aftermath it was learned that Regalado did not especially 

want Castillo to rule Guatemala. He feared that Castillo was too close 

to Zelaya and that any federation effort would be dominated by their 

partnership, leaving Regalado in the lurch. Moreover, Regalado suspect

ed that his government would not last long if it was dominated by 

Guatemala and Nicaragua. At the last moment he decided to fall back 

upon an agreement he had concluded with Costa Rica in which the San Jose' 

government had promised to protect him from an attack by Nicaragua. The 

agreement was a check upon Regalado's enthusiasm for Central American 

union.8 

By backing out of the invasion of Guatemala, Regalado had un

wittingly called into play a host of unforeseen forces. The failure of 

the invasion aroused the vengeance of Estrada Cabrera, for example, who 

worked relentlessly to control the politics of Honduras. And it became 

virtually impossible for Zelaya to approach the goal of federation in a 

more moderate fashion. 

Zelaya's renewed determination to retain the leadership of 

Central American unionists after the failure of the Guatemalan invasion 

led to further bickering between Nicaragua and Costa Rica. This time 

their jealousies focused on the interoceanic canal issue. On the 

7. Ibid., pp. 32-37; Ar^valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles, p. 61. 

8. Gramajo, Las revoluciones, pp. 37-39, 50; Herrarte, La uni<£n, 

pp. 242-243. 
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surface, relations between the two countries were harmonious when on 

February 5, 1900, the Americans ratified the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, 

giving them unique control of any future canal. Within a month, 

however, Costa Rica and Nicaragua had filed countercharges of alleged 

hostility and had threatened to go to war. Both states knew that the . 

canal would traverse their common border and each wanted a major share 

9 
in negotiating the issue involved in the project. 

The threat of war came as a complete surprise to all observers. 

In January, United States technicians had surveyed the possible routes 

a canal might take and afterward Nicaragua and Costa Rica seem satisfied 

with their conclusions. At this point the two states knew that bicker

ing might damage their potential benefits from the canal. This view 

was underscored by the American minister, William Merry. As he put 

it: "Very important considerations[,] reaching far beyond the imme

diately deplorable results to the Central American Republics themselves, 

..10 
should now tend to the preservation of the public peace. 

9. Calvo to Facio, Washington, January 23, February 13, 27, 
1900, ANCRRE; Mary W. Williams, Anglo-American Isthmian Diplomacy 
(Washington: American Historical Association, 1916), pp. 302-304; Dana G. 
G. Munro, Intervention and Dollar Diplomacy in the Caribbean, 1900-1921 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964), pp. 37-38. 

10. Merry to Facio, Managua, March 13, 1900; also see Calvo, 
Washington, January 23, April 1, October 4; s/nchez, Managua, April 
24, 1900, both to Facio, all in ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1900, pp. 
107-109. 
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Zelaya and his Costa Rican counterpart heeded Merry's advice. 

By mid-summer 1900, both countries had formed border commissions to 

properly demarcate the line between them, and as they concluded their 

work they neared a border treaty. This pleased El Salvador, whose 

government expected the treaty to pave the way to peace and possibly to 

federation.** In this case, rather than add to hostilities, it seemed 

that the canal issue had prompted efforts to maintain the peace in , 

Central America. Jos^ Santos Zelaya felt that the moment was right for 

initiative on his part, and he issued an invitation to the five re

publics for a gathering at Corinto to discuss a treaty of peace and 

friendship. Even the recently harassed government of Guatemala accepted 

12 
the proposal. 

The Corinto meeting was postponed until early 1902, however, as 

adversity returned to haunt the peace of the Central American states. 

Nicaraguan exiles continued to raid across the border near the Caribbean 
* * 

coast. Zelaya repeatedly asked Costa Rica to restrain the conservative 

outcasts, whose leader, General Luis Mena, was a long-time foe of the 

Managua regime. Late in 1900, the pace of the raids quickened, causing 

Zelaya no end of worry. He insisted more vigorously that San Jos^ 

officials should stop Mena in the interest of peace—and the canal. 

Despite the raids, the American Congress ratified a revised Hay-Pauncefote 

11. Calvo, Washington, July 64; Francisco A. Reyes, San Salvador, 
July 25, 1900, both to Facio, ANCRRE. 

12. Cos^o Villegas, Historia moderna, V, 623-625. 
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Treaty in December and then gave tentative approval to the Nicaraguan 

canal route.^ 

•The exile raids upon Nicaragua failed to prevent the Corinto 

meetings, nor did the news of the canal route postpone the event. 

Indeed, these elements encouraged a peace gathering, for all Central 

America had a stake in these issues. But other news overshadowed all 

talk of canals and exiles: news reached Managua and San Salvador late in 

1900 that the liberals in Honduras were dividing over the coming presi

dential election. Whoever succeeded to the office would inherit badly 

deteriorated political conditions that might lead him to seek help 

outside the country. If the Honduran president turned to Manuel Estrada 

Cabrera, the liberals in Central America realized that this could bring 

on war. Central American union, and peace, would suffer once more. No 

14 
one questioned its impact upon the canal. 

Of all the leading candidates for the Honduran presidency in 

1901, the one who clashed most with Zelaya was Manuel Bonilla, the former 

revolutionary general. Bonilla had grown in popularity over the years 

and he could be counted on as a power in his own right. At the end of 

the year, several large north coast towns added stature to the man by 

13. Sanchez, Managua, November 29, December 18, 19; Calvo, 
Washington, December 4, 5, 1900, both to Facio, ANCRRE; Williams, 
Anglo-American Diplomacy, pp. 309-310. 

14. Fernando Somoza Vivas, Reivindicacicfn. Historia de la guerra 
legitimista de Honduras en 1903 (Tegucigalpa: Tipografla Nacional, 1903), 
pp. 15-18; Zaldjfvar Guzman, El~liberalismo, p. 44. 
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voicing support of his bid for the presidency. Bonilla was not considered 

a friend of the liberals in Central America, despite his association with 

the 1894 revolution in Honduras. Liberals remembered that afterward 

Manuel Bonilla broke with Policarpo Bonilla, largely over the relation

ship of Honduras with the Zelaya regime. It was well known that Manuel 

Bonilla hated Zelaya personally, carrying his feelings to the point of 

15 
aiding the Nicaraguan exiles after 1896. 

Hie partisans of Manuel Bonilla organized political clubs on his 

behalf and called their organization the Partido Nacional, to distinguish 

it from Terencio Sierra and the remainder of the liberals. They could 

term their efforts a success when they won the support of General 

Dionisio Gutierrez, another well known military figure, from the 1894 

X6 
revolution, and a number of university students in Tegucigalpa. 

A successful Manuel Bonilla candidacy seemed more possible as 

the year passed, especially because the liberals were seriously divided. 

Many of the former lieutenants of Policarpo Bonilla wanted to work for 

the candidacy of Juan Angel Arias, who promised a host of fiscal, edu

cational and military reforms. His election, in fact, seemed assured 

when he was endorsed by incumbent Sierra. However, government employees 

were prevented from direct participation on behalf of a candidate by the 

1894 constitution. Thus, the issue of whether or not to flout the law 

15. Somoza Vivas, Reivindicaci<jn, pp. 18-21, 55. 

16. Ibid., pp. 26-28, 40-44, 67-69. 
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to help a like-minded candidate provoked angry discussions in the Sierra 

cabinet. Arguments among the leading liberals became public; then new 

bitterness was added to the highly charged atmosphere when Arias 

attempted in early 1902 to bribe Manuel Bonilla by offering him the 

Ministry of War in exchange for his support. The insult was so damaging 

that large crowds who came out to hear the candidates speak, as well as 

perceptive lower echelon military officers, anticipated a victory tor 

17 
Manuel Bonilla. The division within liberal ranks effectively swung 

the young officers away from liberal leaders and buried federation as 

a campaign issue. 

Zelaya watched the political struggles in Honduras with growing 

consternation. At the same time, he learned that opposition to the 

Nicaragua-Costa Rica canal route had formed in the United States. 

The Nicaraguan leader suspected that diplomacy that fostered peace might 

best serve the liberal cause in these circumstances. He searched for a 

way to display the image of Nicaragua, and of all Central America, as a 

haven of peace and commerce, hoping thus to mute the critics in the 

United States. Moreover, some effort to ensure the peace of the area 

might be a step toward union. Bearing these aims in mind, Zelaya re

minded the Central American presidents of the meeting they had postponed 

at the request of Regalado, and renewed his invitation, suggesting that 

January, 1902, would serve as a convenient date for a Corinto gathering. 

The other states accepted quickly and in mid-month they met to study 

17. Ibid., pp. 31-34, 53-60. 
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proposals for peace and federation. While a peaceful climate the year 

before had dampened enthusiasm for union, the politicians suddenly re

newed their interest in peace and union when the mere threat of war 

arose in Central America. 

The Corinto gathering proved to be a highlight among diplomatic 

18 
accomplishments in Central America. On January 20, 1902, the delegates 

signed a treaty which paved the way for obligatory arbitration pro-., 

cedures, including an isthmian tribunal made up of one judge from each 

state. The arrangement of this panel, whose success depended unfortu

nately upon cooperation by its members, set a precedent for future 

Central American tribunals. To avid unionists, the tribunal was the 

first all-Central American institution, while liberals looked upon it 

19 
as an important device for avoiding fratricidal wars. The treaty had 

other merits. It excluded thorny boundary conflicts from the juris

diction of the Central American court and provided for restraints on 

political exiles. More than one liberal voiced his satisfaction with 

the Corinto pact. Some wondered if it was a new vehicle for federation 

as they looked forward to the seating of the judges on September 15 in 

San Jose, Costa Rica. 

18. Karnes, Failure, p. 183, suggests that the Treaty of Corinto 

was basic to the relations among the states for the next twenty years. 

19. The treaty is reprinted in Diario Oficial, Managua, January 
31, 1902. Also see, Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 500-501; Cosio 
Villegas, Historia moderna, V, 625. 
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The Treaty of Corinto did not enjoy universal success despite 

the enthusiasm of its supporters. Manuel Estrada Cabrera withdrew his 

delegate to the meeting after the man was insulted by the Salvadorean 

representative. Over the next few months, the signatories attempted to 

press Estrada Cabrera to join the pact and to send a Guatemalan to the 

San Jos^ meeting of the justices in September. He remained adamant, 

however, arguing that he was about to sign a similar accord at the Pan 

American Congress in Mexico City, and that he could see no difference 

20 
between the two documents. Estrada Cabrera was plainly hesitating 

while he observed the turn of events in Honduras. There, if Manuel 

Bonilla gained the upper hand, Estrada Cabrera could expect to have his 

revenge upon the militant unionists. In March, 1902, the candidates 

opened their campaigns and throughout the spring Bonilla's popularity 

spread, in the face of accusations about his relationship with Estrada 

Cabrera. Neither man publicly acknowledged their friendship and this 

caused Zelaya to view the Honduran campaign with all the more appre

hension. He realized that the fledgling Corinto Treaty was about to 

21 
face a severe test, and he was not sure it could stand up to it. 

20. Juan Barrios, Guatemala, February 2; Fernando A. Rios, San 
Salvador, March 22, 1902, both to Pacheco, ANCRRE. 

21. Somoza Vivas, Reivindicaci(4n, pp. 25-26, 35-37; P^o Bolanos, 
"Tentativa revolucionaria en contra del presidente de Guatemala Estrada 
Cabrera. Misi^n diplosi^tica de Nicaragua a El Salvador. La revolucion 
del general Manuel Bonilla, en Honduras," Revista de los Archivos 
Nacionales de Costa Rica, VIII, Nos. 9-10 (setiembre-octubre, 1944), p. 
551 (hereafter cited as RANCR); Barrios, Guatemala, May 10; Juan J. 
Ulloa, New York, May 13, 1902, both to Pacheco, ANCRRE. 
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Zelaya's fears were not unfounded. A rumored revolution threat

ened in late June to prevent the orderly election promised by Terencio 

Sierra, and many feared that the old general no longer was in command. 

Some weeks later, Maximo Rosales, the Honduran minister of war, endorsed 

Juan Angel Arias in a move that added much to the possibility of a con

flict within the army. Zelaya tried to avert a revolution in Honduras 

by sending his foreign minister, Fernando Sanchez, to convince Sierra to 

stay in office until tempers cooled among the officers. The attempt 
4 

failed, and Zelaya then turned to Juan Angel Arias as the only acceptable 

candidate for Central American liberals. On his part, Arias agreed to 

come out more strongly for Central American union in order to satisfy 

the liberals, but this tactic did little to ease the tension in Honduras. 

By late summer, Manuel Bonilla and his lieutenants were convinced that 

Josd'Santos Zelaya was attempting once more to rob the Honduran general 

22 
of his rightful victory. 

The leadership of Zelaya in Central America was contingent upon 

the Honduran election and the execution of the Corinto pact. The peace

ful adoption of the Corinto pact rested in turn upon whether or not 

Guatemala accepted its principals. The Nicaraguans used every means of 

persuasion to bring the Guatemalans into the Corinto fold, but Estrada . 

Cabrera managed to postpone a decision on the matter well into late 

summer 1902. Because the Guatemalans hesitated, the arbitral tribunal 

could not be convened until October. Estrada Cabrera's tactics were 

22. Somoza Vivas, Reivindicacion, pp. 97-116, 168-183. 
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puzzling to most of his fellow Central Americans, though a few realized 

that he could not sign the Corinto Treaty while he opposed the liberals 

in Honduras. To participate in a treaty arranged by Jose' Santos Zelaya, 

the leading liberal militant, would diminish the chances for a defeat of 

the liberals in the Honduran election. Estrada Cabrera hoped to coop

erate with Manuel Bonilla to end the power of the liberals in Honduras 

23 
as a prelude to the demolition of unionism in Central America. 

Zelaya did not intend to allow the Guatemalans to deter him from 

holding the peace treaty talks. He finally arranged to go ahead with 

the affair in early October, 1902. Delegates from the four republics 

assembled in San Jos^, Costa Rica, and speedily mapped out rules for the 

Central American tribunal and an arbitration process that allowed fifteen 

days for submission of complaints. Moreover, they spelled out their 

concern for abuses by political exiles and allowed for extra-isthmian 

arbitration in some cases. In short, they provided some specific guide

lines for the peaceful settlement of disputes in Central America. There 

was little doubt that liberal unionist ideas heavily influenced the 

treaty, but when the delegates finished their work they were congratu

lated by all sides. The American minister, William Merry, praised the 

24 
delegates and recognized the importance of the agreement. 

23. Reyes, San Salvador, August 22, September 12; C^sar Bonilla, 
Tegucigalpa, August 23, September 20; Romsfn y Reyes., Managua, September 
16, 1902, all to Pacheco, ANCRRE. 

24. Merry to Pacheco, San Jose, October 8, 1902, ibid. 
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Honduran domestic politics soon provided the first test for the 

Treaty of Corinto, as Zelaya had feared. Acrimonious debate among the 

candidates in that tense country had descended to the level of demagog-

uery. To sway the votes of liberals as well as to win sympathy in El 

Salvador and Costa Rica, Manuel Bonilla came out for Central American 

union. Meanwhile, Arias supporters whispered aloud that it would not be 

long before Zelaya interfered overtly to stop a Bonilla victory. The 

Honduran general seemed sure to win, for among his avid fans were the 

American consul in Tegucigalpa, H. K. Moe, and the director of police in 

25 
the city, an American adventurer named Lee Christmas. 

The presidential election was held in late October with Manuel 

Bonilla winning a clear majority of the vote. The general won 42,000 

votes against 28,000 for Juan Angel Arias and 7,000 for another opponent, 

26 
former president Marco Aurelio Soto. Though the election was reason

ably fair, the results were close enough to initiate a period of turmoil 

in the country that ended in civil war by February, 1903. Civil strife 

meant that Josd'Santos Zelaya was losing his bid to prevent Estrada 

Cabrera from controlling Honduran affairs. In the scheme of things, it 

also meant that liberal projects for Central American union were on the 

25. Somoza Vivas, Reivindicacion, pp. 219-220, 225-230. A 
journalistic biography of Christmas is Hermann B. Deutsch, Incredible 
Yankee. The Career of Lee Christmas (New York: Longmans, Green and 

Company, 1931). Also see, Alfred K. Moe, Honduras (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1904), p. 3. 

26. The vote results and discussion of it are in Somoza Vivas, 
Reivindicacion, pp. 235, 238; Zaldxvar Guzman, El liberalismo, p. 48. 
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verge of collapse. Consequently, Zelaya saw before him two alternatives: 

accept a Manuel Bonilla victory and lose an ally, or move quickly to 

keep Bonilla's electoral victory from ending liberal domination of 

Central America. If he chose the latter course, the only road open to 

him was to end the rule of Estrada Cabrera in Guatemala. Zelaya took 

the latter alternative, expecting that he would have the full cooperation 

in his plans of Tomas Regalado, who stood to lose a great deal from an 

alliance of Estrada Cabrera and Manuel Bonilla. In short, the liberal 
* •  

leader who recently had engineered the Treaty of Corinto was ready to 

place considerations of power before liberal ideals. To Zelaya, however, 

militant unionism meant essentially that liberalism could not exist 

27 
without power. 

Jos/ Santos Zelaya had not reckoned with the plans of Tomas 

Regalado. The Salvadorean was on the face of it not pleased with the 

growth of Guatemalan influence in Honduras. But he rejected a military 

solution to the problem, working instead to influence events in that 

troubled land. Regalado supported the Manuel Bonilla candidacy toward 

the end of the election campaign, and afterward let it be known that he 

was satisfied with the results of the contest. Regalado hoped that by 

casting his lot in with Bonilla he could retain the independence of El . 

Salvador in the contest between Nicaragua and Guatemala. At stake in 

27. Gramajo, Las revoluciones, p. 51; Aquino, Personalidad de 
Zelaya, p. 76; Bolanos, RANCR, 1944, p. 542. 
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this power struggle was the future of unionism in Central America. 

In basic agreement over objectives, therefore, the two liberal 

leaders held a rather bizarre conference in December, 1902, at Corinto. 

Zelaya asked for Regalado's help in promoting another attack by 

Guatemalan exiles. Regalado skirted the subject, immersing himself in 

champagne toasts and coarse jokes until his companions led him away from 

the puzzled Zelaya. In retrospect, Regalado probably feared that if an 

exile movement failed—as one had recently—El Salvador rather than 
4 

Nicaragua would suffer the consequences. He thought that Zelaya had too 

much confidence in Jos^Leon Castillo as the man to replace Estrada 

Cabrera; Regalado wanted to place the leadership of his neighbors in 

the hands of someone much less influenced by Zelaya and more popular in 

Guatemala. In his view, the man for the position was the youngest son 

• • 29 
of the well-known Montufar family, General Jose Montufar. Undaunted 

by Regalado's behavior, Zelaya tried to renew the conversations in 

January, 1903. The Nicaraguans, led by foreign minister Sanchez, 

learned to their dismay that Regalado's playfulness hardly had dissipated. 

The talks ended inconclusively after two weeks in San Salvador of gala 

receptions and occasional work. Zelaya had failed to convert the 

Salvadorean to his views on liberalism and union. 

28. J. F. Gonzalez to Pacheco, San Salvador, January 21, 1903, 
ANCRRE; Gramajo, Las revoluciones, pp. 47-48. 

29. Clemente Marroqu^n Rojas, "Regalado," La Hora Dominical, 
Guatemala, January 24, 1965, p. 9; Bolanos, RANCR, 1944, pp. 545-546, 
said that Regalado was influenced by his military advisors, among them 
Fernando Figueroa, who in turn listened to exiles Anastasio Ortiz and 
Jos^ Madriz, both still hostile to Zelaya. 
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In Honduras, meanwhile, events had conspired to aid Regalado 

beyond his hopes. On January 1, 1903, the Honduran national congress 

adjourned after failing to declare Manuel Bonilla their president. The 

congress argued that no candidate had won an absolute majority of the 

vote. President Sierra knew that this meant civil war, and at the end 

of the month he made his move. Sierra reconvened the national congress 

in special session, deposited executive responsibility with a Council of 

30 
Ministers, and departed the capital for Nicaragua. In reaction, the 

pro-Arias congressmen panicked and scattered to their homes, though some 

of their number remained in the capital long enough to hear the Council 

of Ministers declare Juan Angel Arias the new president of Honduras, 

31 
deliberately ignoring the results of the election. 

The stage was set for a civil war which began in February and 

ended in April, 1903. After Sierra left the government to his ministers, 

Uanuel Bonilla had issued a manifesto proclaiming his support for the 

Constitution of 1894 and declaring his right to take power as president. 

He then invaded the country with help from Tomas Regalado and key 

officers of the Honduran national forces. His success was delayed some

what by poor coordination of his armies and belated resistance from a 

patchwork army assembled by the rump government in Tegucigalpa. 

30. Caceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, pp. 42-43; Bolafios, 
RANCR, 1944, p. 541; Somoza Vivas, Reivindicacicfn, p. 243; Gramajo, Las 
revoluciones, pp. 47-49; Zaldfvar Guzmzfa, El liberalising, pp. 48-49. 

31. Diego Robles to Pacheco, Tegucigalpa, January 31, 1903, 

ANCRRE. 
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Furthermore, both Zelaya and Estrada Cabrera complicated his plans with 

behind the scenes maneuvering and veiled threats to join the fighting. 

As a result, Manuel Bonilla did not take possession of Tegucigalpa until 

early April, 1903. His victory was by no means the beginning of a social 

upheaval; but it had important implications for liberalism and union in 

32 
Central America. 

In the same months that Manuel Bonilla pursued his goal of 

victory in Honduras, the other Central American governments approached 

a point near to conflict that would engulf the entire area in war. 

Guatemala threatened El Salvador, while El Salvador and Costa Rica faced 

the hostility of Nicaragua. Within the separate states, changes in 

power further bewildered the analysts who tried to balance foreign war 

with domestic crisis. After March 1, the Salvadoreans tried to adjust 

to working with a new president, Jose Escaldn, who owed his office to 

Regalado. Observers wondered how Escalon would handle the recent threat 

of invasion from Guatemala, where Estrada Cabrera had reportedly amassed 

200,000 men on the border to keep El Salvador from intervening in 

Honduras. Meanwhile, Josd"Santos Zelaya turned momentarily to his own 

problem with exiles who again invaded his domain. On this occasion . 

Zelaya*s annoyance turned to real fear, for he suspected that once sepa

rate exile bands led by Luis Mena and Anastasio Ortiz now had combined 

32. Calvo, Washington, February 9, 18, 24; Robles, Tegucigalpa, 
April 30, 1903, both to Pacheco, ANCRRE; Bolanos, RANCR, 1944, pp. 549-
550, 559-560; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 332-335; Somoza Vivas, Reivlndicaci<4n, 
pp. 424-432. 
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forces and then linked their fortunes to those of Guatemala. Financial 

support for the exiles from Zelaya's arch-rival, Manuel Estrada Cabrera, 

could spell the difference between defeat and victory. The new source 

of energy seemed confirmed by reports sent to Zelaya that the exiles had 

captured government ships on Lake Nicaragua in mid-March, 1903, and that 

they invaded the country from several points at once. The stresses of 

power broke the ties among the elements of liberalism in Central America 

in these few months, yet one important instrument remained that could 

restore balance to the situation. It was an element shaped by the 

militant chieftain of Nicaragua: the Treaty of Corinto. As the tensions 

built toward war in the late spring of 1903, Jose' Santos Zelaya turned 

for help to the treaty which all the states had recently signed but 

33 
Guatemala. 

Zelaya appealed to his neighbors to honor their commitment to 

the Corinto pact. He wanted an arbitration tribunal to take steps to 

stop the invading exiles, and he hoped to expand the powers implicit in 

the treaty to prevent Estrada Cabrera from carrying out his designs on 

Honduras and El Salvador. So important were these objectives that Zelaya 

demanded a conference of the Corinto Treaty states three times in the 

33. Calvo to Facio, Washington, March 23, April 7; Julian Irxas, 
San Jos^", February 26; R. J. Echevarria, Guatemala, April 7; J. F^lix 
Gonzalez, San Salvador, April 17, 1903, all to Pacheco, ANCRRE. On the 
size of the Guatemalan forces see, Batres Jauregui, Memorias, p. 660; 
Jos^ N. Rodriguez, Estudios de historia militar de Centro-America (Guate
mala: Tipograf^a Nacional, 1930), p. 352. 



next year.' Two of those times the delegates met to expand and refine 

the document until it almost amounted to a Central American union against 

Guatemala. On none of these occasions, however, did the signing powers 

offer to go beyond the treaty to form a genuine union. Too many domestic 

problems intervened to preclude such a step being taken. Moreover, the 

canal issue stood in the.way of effective relations between Costa Rica 

and Nicaragua. In short, Central American liberals fought among them

selves in their states and carried these quarrels with them to the 

international arena, to the detriment of union. 

The first time Zelaya called for a meeting of the Corinto Treaty 

states Tomas Regalado asked for a postponement. The reason why he did 

so illustrates the conflicts between liberalism and unionism, for 

Regalado wanted to permit Manuel Bonilla enough time to consolidate his 

new regime in Honduras. At the same time, Regalado hoped to introduce 

the new elements of neutrality and non-intervention into the Corinto 

agreement, as well as to win endorsement of the principle of no re

election. His purpose was clear. Regalado wanted to combat through the 

Corinto pact the move underway in Guatemala to re-elect Estrada Cabrera 

34 
and to block Zelaya from further interference in Honduras. 

Regalado had Judged correctly on the postponement of the Corinto 

meeting. During May, 1903, Manuel Bonilla solidified his hold upon 

• 34. Merry, San Jose, May 11; Sanchez, Managua, May 13; Calvo, 
Washington, June 2; Gonzalez, San Salvador, June 11, 1903, all to 
Pacheco, ANCRRE. On the re-election of Estrada Cabrera see, for example, 
La Democracia, San Marcos de Guatemala, August 1, October 15, 1903. 
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Honduras by purging the remaining liberals from his government. A lead

ing unionist newspaper was forced to close down, which prompted the 

resignation from the Bonilla cabinet of General Dionisio Gutierrez and 

other liberal figures. Furthermore, Regalado knew that the Nicaraguan 

rebels had challenged Zelaya seriously for the first time since 1896, 

and the Salvadorean leader suspected that a delay of the meetings would 

allow him to judge his own position more accurately. Above all, Regalado 

wanted to retain his independence of Guatemala and Nicaragua. The path 

to that end lay with stability in the Manuel Bonilla regime—even if 

35 
that harmed the liberals. 

It was in this context that four Central American nations met in 

San Salvador during October, 1903. All of them but the Costa Ricans, 

who blindly gave priority to canal negotiations in Washington, assembled 

to exchange grievances on important matters. The complaints ranged over 

interference in domestic matters, harboring exiles .and conspiring to 

overthrow one another by direct or indirect support of political op

ponents. What emerged from these conversations was a clear indication 

of the need for some concrete planning for Central American union that 

surmounted the peculiarities of self-interested politicians. No one was 

ready to produce such a design. At least the delegates signed an amend

ment to the 1902 Corinto Treaty in which they demonstrated their 

sympathy with the Regalado approach to their problems. In the amendment 

35. Gonzalez to Pacheco, San Salvador, June 11, 1903, ANCRRE. 
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they promised greater vigilance for peace, non-intervention in the 

affairs of their neighbors, and they reaffirmed the principle of 

obligatory arbitration. The big difference was that Guatemala had 

joined the others in proclaiming the need for Central American efforts 

to attain lasting peace. It remained to be seen if Estrada Cabrera 

36 
could be convinced that federation should follow this step. 

A few days later, a rebellion in Panama brought American war

ships and marines to the Central American region and independence to 

4 

Panama. The news shocked the Central Americans, when the United States 

recognized the existence of its own progeny, whose government in turn 

said it would cede a canal zone to the United States. Among the Central 

American liberals who wanted union, the Panama affair was a windfall, 

for when the delegates returned to their homes they preached that unity 

was more necessary than ever for their survival. Moreover, they realized 

that greater United States interest in Central American affairs would 

mean more political interference to maintain stability in the area. 

They took this as a loss for Zelaya, who surprised them all by being the 

37 
first to recognize the new Panamanian government. 

Zelaya found his strength among Central American liberals dwin

dling fast after the San Salvador conference. Now he wanted to observe 

the changes brought about by the shift of United States interest to a 

36. Gonzalez to Ricardo Jimenez, San Salvador, October 31, 1903, 
ANCRRE; Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 501. 

37. Calvo, Washington, November 10; Gonzllez, San Salvador, 
November 13, 1903, both to Jimenez, ANCRRE. 
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Panamanian canal route. As he expected, the signs of change were most 

clear in Honduras, where a new national congress met for the first time 

in January, 1904. Though most of its members were in the government's 

Partido Nacional, several leading liberals won seats. Among them was 

Policarpo Bonilla, who was determined to return liberalism to its former 

38 
power in Honduras by legal means. 

Policarpo Bonilla became the watchdog of the congress. He soon 

raised his voice in opposition to government programs at every opportuni

ty, suggesting ever more strongly that the new regime was a dictatorship. 

In early February, the liberal deputies united against a bill to intro

duce a mounted police force into Tegucigalpa. Several Partido Liberal 

members accused the government of intimidation tactics during the 

debates on the issue. On February 8, after an overwhelming vote against 

the police bill, Manuel Bonilla entered the congress with several com

panions and arrested his major opponents, among them Policarpo Bonilla, 

Uiguel Navarro, editor of the unionist Diario de Honduras, and Manuel F. 

39 
Barahona, a youthful and militant partisan of Central American union. 

The arrests meant that the Manuel Bonilla government was in fact 

a dictatorship. More important, however, they ended any hope of recon

ciling the divergent views of liberal factions both inside and outside 

Honduras on the union issue. The arrests were approved beforehand by 

38. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 337-339. 

39. Ibid., pp. 339-347. For an outline of the radical views 
of Barahona on union when he was a student see, Miguel F. Barahona to 
Policarpo Bonilla, New Orleans(?), n.d., ANHPB. 
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Tomas Regalado. Later, though liberal newspapers in Central America 

condemned the affair, Manuel Bonilla was supported by several Salva-

40 
dorean newspapers. 

The pessimistic future of Central American militant liberalism 

became evident in August, 1904, when, at a third conference, delegates 

from four of the countries reiterated their desire for peace while they 

specifically opposed the use of force to unify their countries. The 

Nicaraguan went along with the gesture in the interest of harmony. 

Their impotence was made all the more clear by the absence of a dele

gate from the great opponent of union, the Guatemala of Manuel Estrada 

Cabrera.^ 

A few weeks later a hastily gathered constituent assembly in 

Honduras elected Manuel Bonilla president for the period February 1, 

1906, to February 1, 1912, and then dissembled. The Honduran dictator 

and his major ally, Tomas Regalado, had stood off both Guatemala and 

Nicaragua, and this combination would work effectively for some two 

years to initiate the downfall of Zelaya. In the process,' Central 

America succumbed to yet more devastating wars that continued to diminish 

42 
the hopes of liberals for union. 

40. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 347-357; Zald^var Guzman, El 
liberalising, pp. 49-51. 

41. Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 502-503. 

42. C^fceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, p. 62. 



CHAPTER IV' 

THE ECLIPSE OF LIBERAL POWER IN 

CENTRAL AMERICA, 1904-1907 

I must tell you, with my usual frankness, that I 
agree with your ideas as to the convenience of 
strictly maintaining the conventions and treaties 
that form the public international law of our 
countries; but I believe at the same time, that 
nothing is more opportune and necessary for that 
end, than the presence in the^forthcoming meeting 
of the Nicaraguan delegation. 

More disturbing than anything else to Central American liberals 

was the existence after mid-1904 of a blatantly conservative government 

in Honduras supported by the powerful Tomb's Regalado of El Salvador. At 

the very least, Manuel Bonilla had torn the veil from the illusion of 

liberal hegemony in the central states of the isthmus. The conservative 

leader, spurred by Manuel Estrada Cabrera, who was himself plagued by 

determined opponents, challenged Jos^ Santos Zelaya until both men 

reverted once again to war. Conflict among powerful liberals then 

encouraged intervention in the affairs of Central America by Mexico and 

the United States. The part played by these nations in Central American 

questions lent new importance to the problems of liberalism and unionism. 

1. Luis Anderson to Jos/ Santos Zelaya, San Jose7, August 30, 

1906, ANCRRE. 
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Less than two years after the last signing of the Corinto Treaty, 

invading Nicaraguan armies marched into Tegucigalpa, foreshortening the 

regime of Manuel Bonilla. The invasion came on the heels of ominous 

signs that rule by liberals in Central America was on the wane. The 

jailing of Policarpo Bonilla two years earlier had signified their 

growing weakness, and when Tomb's Regalado threw his weight behind the 

conservatives in Tegucigalpa, it was clear that only Jose'Santos Zelaya 

stood for liberalism and union. Zelaya could point to other warnings 

that suggested he stood alone. Guatemalan liberals had capitulated 

completely to the wishes of the Estrada Cabrera government. During 1904 

they organized the Partido Liberal behind the dictator's candidacy for 

re-election, contrary to the Constitution of 1879. Estrada Cabrera 

eased their consciences by proposing a reform of the laws to permit him 

to continue in office, and the national assembly grasped at the oppor

tunity. Their manipulation of the laws provoked another rebellion based 

in Mexico, but the movement foundered quickly, and in mid-1905 Estrada 

2 
Cabrera was the master of the situation. 

Zelaya realized that the collapse of the Guatemalan liberals 

also strengthened the regime of Manuel Bonilla in Honduras. And there 

was little prospect that the two conservatives would leave their 

neighbors in peace. Salvadorean advisers, meanwhile, voiced their 

concern about the prospect of cooperation between Guatemala and Honduras 

2. Lizardo Diaz 0., Estrada Cabrera, pp. 24-25; Ar^valo 
Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 77-79. 
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to end the Zelaya dictatorship. They felt that their independence was 

threatened by the partnership and were relieved to learn that Zelaya 

was appealing for friendship to the San Jos^ government as a conflict 

3 
appeared likely. A new alignment of forces was breaking up the liberals 

in Central America and leading to yet another test of strength. El 

Salvador held the key to success in the impending contest. 

In late February, 1906, Manuel Bonilla placed great pressure 

upon the government of El Salvador by freeing Policarpo Bonilla. The 

liberal leader expected immediately to gather an avenging army with the 

blessings of Tomas Regalado, whose help he sought. However, Policarpo 

Bonilla was rudely awakened when he learned that if Honduran exiles 

tried to use El Salvador as a base of operations they would get no 

4 
sympathy from the government. The Salvadorean attitude was not new or 

strange; it was simply that the government was under pressure from 

factions within the country looking forward to the presidential elections 

of early next year. One group was led by Tomas Regalado, who wanted to 

recapture full control of government. He was opposed by another general, 

Fernando Figueroa, who stood out as a determined opponent of Nicaragua. 

Indeed, Figueroa passionately hated Zelaya, so much that his views on 

the'future course of Central American politics were more in line with 

3. Zelaya to Esquivel, Managua, January 1; James G. Bailey to 
Anderson, January 7, 1906, ANCRRE. 

4. Calvo to Anderson, Washington, February 26, 1906, ibid.; 
Sanso, Policarpo, p. 359. 
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those of Manuel Estrada Cabrera. Another major figure in the country 

was Jos^ Rosa Pacas, a unionist who was remembered as a Salvadorean 

candidate for president of the ill-fated Greater Republic. Some ob

servers suggested that Pacas might be able to effect a compromise of 

the other two factions as well as preserve Salvadorean independence by 

g 
sending aid to Zelaya against his enemies. The existence of these 

factions reflected the unsettled condition of Salvadorean politics and 

prevented the government from revealing its sympathies on important 

issues. 

The issues that touched El Salvador were aired again at a con

ference in mid-February, 1906, between Tomas Regalado, Juan Angel Arias 

of Honduras and Nicaraguan exiles at the Regalado estate near Santa Ana, 

El Salvador. During the talks, Arias asked Regalado to prevent inter

ference in Honduras by its neighbors, while the Nicaraguan exiles 

suggested that open Salvadorean support for Policarpo Bonilla might 

tempt Zelaya into war against Manuel Bonilla. However, Regalado 

maintained his independent stance. He calmly told his listeners that 

he would restrain Policarpo Bonilla while requesting an amnesty for the 

liberal leader. Apparently Regalado made the alternatives clear to the 

Honduran government, for Policarpo Bonilla was freed shortly thereafter. 

5. Manuel de Jesus Jimenez to Jos^ Astua Aguilar, San Salvador, 
February 28, 1906, ANCRRE. 

6. Jimenez to Astua Aguilar, San Salvador, February 28, 1906, 

ibid. 
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Amnesty did not accompany freedom for Policarpo Bonilla, and he 

hurried to El Salvador after his release. Once in El Salvador he organ

ized an army and turned to his most powerful friends to underwrite his 

return in triumph to Tegucigalpa. Once again Policarpo Bonilla saw fit 

to encourage militancy among his fellow liberals in the central republics. 

Their responses to his request were shaped in large part by an assessment 

of their chances for success. The liberals around the Escaltin regime 

turned down the requests of the Honduran leader on the grounds that 

involvement would seriously affect their upcoming election. In Nicaragua, 

on the other hand, Jose Santos Zelaya took a very different view of his 

responsibilities as a champion of liberalism. 

Zelaya received Policarpo Bonilla as an old friend with whom he 

shared pleasant memories. Their situation came under careful review, 

during which they noted that the Costa Ricans were too preoccupied with 

a bitterly fought presidential election to hinder the plans of the 

militant liberals. Turning to El Salvador, they heard Regalado take a 

stand for the legitimacy of the Manuel Bonilla regime. Overall, Zelaya 

and Policarpo judged that conditions were not right for military action 

against Honduras. Instead, the tension called for use of the Corinto 

Treaty to unsettle the dictatorship of Manuel Bonilla. During the early 

spring of 1906 all eyes shifted to Guatemala, where war or peace and the 

7 
future of Honduras rested with Manuel Estrada Cabrera. 

7. Jos^ Ramon Sevilla, Campo Marte, Nicaragua, February 11, July 
3; Robles, Tegucigalpa, March 3, both to Anderson; Jimenez to Astua 
Aguilar, San Salvador, February 28; Manuel Bonilla to Esquivel, Teguci
galpa, March 2, 1906, all in ANCRRE. 
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All parties had treated Honduras with care up to this point in 

order to deter Estrada Cabrera from controlling the country outright. 

The Guatemalan chief found an excuse for action, however, in the 

invasions of his domain by exiles in May. These attempts came from four 

directions, starting a general conflagration in Central America that 

ended with mediation by Mexico and the United States. 

The Guatemalan liberals and unionists, angered by Estrada 

Cabrera's destruction of the Constitution of 1879, received assistance 

from neighboring states. The leaders, Manuel Lisandro Barillas and Jose 

he6n Castillo, directed the attacks from Mexico and El Salvador; military 

aid also came from Nicaragua. Thus, these exiles were not merely start

ing a civil war but an international conflict. It quickly grew beyond 

the scope of the Corinto Treaty. 

The major assault came from El Salvador, where Castillo had left 

a Nicaraguan ship with 500 men and captured an important Guatemalan port. 

Similarly, General Salvador Toledo, exiled since 1898, crossed into 

Guatemala from El Salvador with about 2,000 troops, many of them regulars 

of the army of El Salvador. Barillas, meanwhile, attacked Quezaltenango 

from Mexico, and another small force headed overland from British 

Honduras. The assistance of Nicaragua was also noted when Zelaya sent 

0 
a ship to Puerto Barrios to cut off escape by Estrada Cabrera. 

8. Diario del Hogar, Mexico City, May 30, 1906, ANCRRE (copy); 
Batres J^uregui, Memorias, pp. 660-661; Lizardo Ddfaz 0., Estrada Cabrera, 
pp. 27-29; Ar^valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 144-148. 
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Estrada Cabrera had prepared well for this invasion while the 

rebel forces, despite months of preparation, lacked coordination and 

speed. As they penetrated the country in early June, Estrada Cabrera's 

troops repelled them on several occasions. Defeat did not easily deter 

the rebels, however, and Estrada Cabrera complained bitterly at 

Salvadorean aid to his enemies. His accusations added to the tensions 

• 9 
that had built up over the spring between Guatemala and El Salvador. 

Estrada Cabrera turned next to the American minister in 

Guatemala, Leslie Combs, accusing the Escaldn regime of supporting the 

Castillo-Barillas armies. The Guatemalan dictator noted that the rebels 

even were allowed to print anti-Guatemalan tracts in the official 

Salvadorean daily; and he produced evidence of Nicaraguan involvement 

in the rebel plot. It seemed that the end was near for Manuel Estrada 

Cabrera, for the other two states had taken pains to neutralize the 

Honduran regime by reassuring Manuel Bonilla that they intended him no 

harm. In mid-June El Salvador severed diplomatic relations with 

Guatemala, producing a state of war in Central America for the first 

time since the signing in 1902 of the Treaty of Corinto.*^ 

Estrada Cabrera was not finished, however. Shortly before the 

end of diplomatic relations, the rebels under Salvador Toledo were 

9. Juan Barrios to Rosa Pacas, Guatemala, May 16; Pacas to 
Barrios, Lago Coatepeque, El Salvador, May 20, 1906, ANCRRE (copies). 

10. Anselmo Vald^s to Pacas, San Salvador, May 30, June 2, 9; 
Pacas to Vald^s, San Salvador, June 9 (copies); Robles, Tegucigalpa, 
June 9; Pacas, San Salvador, June 15, 1906, both to Anderson, ANCRRE; 
Foreign Relations, 1906, pp. 834-836. 
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defeated and the general was killed. His lieutenants returned to El 

Salvador where they pressed on Regalado the need to continue the fight. 

Regalado surveyed his position and decided to take the offensive. If 

Estrada Cabrera's armies drove him back he might still appeal to Zelaya; 

if he won, on the other hand, his victory would assure strength to 

liberals in power once more and possibly pave the way for a federation 

arranged in an atmosphere of calm and confidence in Central America. 

Finally, his victory would strengthen the moderate liberals in El 

Salvador against the forces of Fernando Figueroa. In early July, 

Regalado gathered up a mixed force of Salvadorean regulars and Guatemalan 

exiles and declared his intention to unseat the dictator of Guatemala in 

12 
the name of all Central Americans. In a pitched battle a few days 

13 
later near Guatemala City, the Salvadorean general was killed. 

The death of Regalado was disastrous for the liberal exiles. 

With renewed confidence, Estrada Cabrera now carried forward his in

tention to dominate Honduras by sending his armies toward Tegucigalpa 

and pressing an attack against El Salvador. For the next ten or twelve 

days his troops milled about aimlessly in Honduras, though the second 

11. R. J. Echevarria to Anderson, Puntarenas, Costa Rica, June 
18, 1906, ANCRRE. 

12. Batres J^uregui, Memorias, p. 661; Mariano Vasquez to 
Anderson, Tegucigalpa, July 13, 1906, ANCRRE; Sanso, Policarpo, p. 360; 
Hernandez de Leon, Efemerides, III, 57-60. 

13. Ibid., pp. 61-63; Barrios to Guatemalan consul at San Jose 
de Guatemala, July 12, 1906, ANCRRE (copy); Arevalo Martinez, Ecce 
Pericles, pp. 149-151, notes that Regalado came so close to the capital 
that Estrada Cabrera had packed his bags to leave for New Orleans. 
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column fought hard as the Salvadoreans held them off just inside the 

country. It was clear that some outside mediator was needed, but the 

14 
contenders ignored a Costa Rican offer to play that part. Two lessons 

emerged from this affair for the militant liberals of Central America: 

the liberal leadership in Guatemala was united in its support of Estrada 

Cabrera against exile invasions, whether or not supported by other 

governments; and the war presented an opportunity for intervention.by 

non-Central American states. Both Mexico and the United States took 

steps to mediate among the belligerents. It was the United States which 

15 
finally dominated the settlement. 

Theodore Roosevelt had earlier sent the USS Marblehead to the 

Pacific coast of Central America, and now he asked for a meeting aboard 

the Marblehead of representatives of all five republics. The Central 

American nations complied gratefully and conferences were held aboard 

ship for several days in July. The United States representative, 

William I. Buchanan, and the Mexican ambassador, Enrique Creel, persuaded 

the three belligerents, Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras, to sign on 

July 20, 1906, what became known as the Marblehead Conventions. The 

agreement was hastily drawn up and called for disarmament among the 

14. Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, July 13; Escal^n to 

"Masoto" (Marco Aurelio Soto?), San Salvador, July 14; Anderson to 
V^squez, San Jos£, July 14, 1906, all in ANCRRE. 

15. For statements by Guatemalan liberals supporting Estrada 
Cabrera during the invasions, see La Patria, Guatemala, July 14, 16, 17, 
1906«... Also see Escal&i's views on American and Mexican mediation in 
Escalon tp "Masoto," San Salvador, July 16, 1906, ANCRRE. 
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signers within eight days, an immediate end to hostilities and greater 

vigilance over exiles. Moreover, the three states promised to sign a 

full treaty of peace, friendship and commerce within two months. In the 

event of new difficulties, they would submit their differences to the 

presidents of Mexico and the United States; the last clause ran directly 

counter to the Treaty of Corinto. Later, Nicaragua would base its 

opposition to treaties formulated by outside powers on that national-

16 
istic point. 

4 

At the conclusion of the conference, Guatemala appeared to be 

the most satisfied of the five republics. Agustin Gomez Carrillo, a 

Guatemalan spokesman, revealed the basis for his country's satisfaction 

the next day. In an editorial review of the Marblehead Conventions, he 

attacked those he called "false apostles of union and liberal doctrine," 

and "political merchants," for presuming that the true destiny of 

Central America was a subject reserved for their knowledge alone. These 

people, who believed in armed struggle to overcome the problems of the 

five republics, needed to be stopped in honor of the widows and soldiers 

who had died on the battlefield. "Only the broad and beautiful highway 

of peace" would carry Central America to union, said G(?mez Carrillo, and 

the "anathema of the people must fall upon those who promote criminal . 

16. Other notable accomplishments of the Marblehead conference 
were suggestions for establishing a Central American international 
office for propaganda, and a pedagogical institute, the costs of both to 
be shared by the five countries. Foreign Relations, 1906, pp. 836, 840-
846; Karnes, Failure, pp. 186-187. 
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17 
struggles that deepen the chasms between the sons of a common family." 

Gomez Carrillo served notice that for its part Guatemala would 

continue to avoid these hotheads, and he felt certain that Salvadoreans 

and Hondurans shared the Guatemalan thirst for peace and harmony in 

order to achieve the sacred ideal of union. His attitude succinctly 

presented the view of leading Guatemalan liberals, who looked upon 

Central American union with disdain and impatience. What confused the 

issue was that this view was cloaked in a call for peace, harmony and 
4 

brotherhood. To the avid unionists, therefore, peace and harmony meant 

the continued and fatal fragmentation of Central America. Gomez Carrillo 

was unable to see that the divisiveness among the liberals of his own 

country characterized the liberals and unionists throughout Central 

America and prevented union. 

At any rate, by early August, a move was under way in San Jos/ 

to arrange a general treaty among the Central American republics along 

the lines laid down in the Marblehead conference. In response to Costa 

Rican urgings, all the Central American states promised to send delegates 

to San Jose except Nicaragua. Zelaya refused to join his neighbors in 

sanctioning the Marblehead Conventions. Falling back upon the Treaty of 

Corinto, Zelaya maintained that the principle of obligatory arbitration 

of disputes was already firmly entrenched in Central American policy. 

While his government took part in the Marblehead discussions to lend all 

possible aid, he stoutly insisted upon the lack of any need for further 

17. La Patria, Guatemala, July 21, 1906. 
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treaties. Furthermore, he argued that to place another treaty beside 

the Corinto document for the same purpose might only lead to delay in 

solving disputes, for the parties might disagree over which treaty 

applied to their case. Nevertheless, Zelaya realized that he must 

observe the proceedings at San Jos^, and he sent a delegate to sit at 

the sidelines to watch. 

The Costa Ricans had pleaded with Zelaya to join them in forming 

a new treaty, believing that conditions demanded that the Treaty of 

Corinto be severely revised, if not abandoned. On the contrary, Zelaya 

reminded them that the treaty was workable and that it was still in 

force. This exchange of views demonstrated the growing clash between 

those who wanted to restrict Central American affairs to handling by 

the five republics and those who were willing to accept outside help at 

any price. They did not foresee that the cost of their tactics might 

19 
be Central American union itself. 

The San Jos^ conference, held without official attendance by 

Nicaragua, met to work out details of the guidelines laid down in the 

previous July during the shipboard meetings. From the opening moments 

of the conference the delegates looked forward to designing an insti

tutionalized system of peacekeeping that would provide a setting for a. 

18. Sevilla to Anderson, Managua, August 17, 29, 1906, ANCRRE. 

19. Anderson to Zelaya, San Jose', August 30; Zelaya to 
-Anderson, Granada, August 31, 1906, both in ibid. On Zelaya's refusal 
to join the San Jos£ meetings, cf. Karnes, Failure, p. 187; and Aquino, 
Personalidad de Zelaya, pp. 80-81. 
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future federation of Central America. In the end, the four states 

signed a General Treaty of Peace, Friendship, and Commerce, and two 

conventions authorizing the establishment of both the Central American 

International Office (OICA) and a Central American Pedagogical Institute. 

The agreement praised the unionist spirit and called upon the republics 

to make common cause with each other in the face of war with non-isthmian 

nations. This last clause was an ironic comment upon the inability, of 

Central Americans to ever cooperate except in the face of foreign danger. 

But it was also a bid to entice Nicaragua to sign the treaty. At the 

same time, the participants rejected an effort by the Honduran delegates 

21 
to make of the agreement a quadruple alliance against the Zelaya regime. 

Nicaragua's stand on the San Jose' Treaty became clear in 

December, 1906. Unwilling to concede to any act that might replace the 

Corinto Treaty, the Zelaya government nevertheless welcomed the spirit 

of Central Americanism that came out in the decision to create the OICA 

and the Pedagogical Institute. But the Nicaraguans argued that there 

were two difficulties in the San Jose' agreement. First, the decision 

to submit arbitral disputes to the presidents of Mexico and the United 

States was a direct contradiction of the Corinto Treaty. Second, Zelaya 

wished to make it clear that the Marblehead agreements and the San Jose' 

Treaty applied only to the three belligerents of the previous spring, 

20. Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 508-509; Carlos Jose/ 

Gutierrez, "Neutralidad e intervencicSn,"Revista de la Universidad de 
Costa Rica, No. 14 (noviembre 1956), p. 19 (hereafter cited as RUCR). 
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Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador—and not to Nicaragua. The most 

effective point he made was that the different procedures spelled out 

in the Corinto and San Jos/ treaties would make it impossible for 

signatories of both to fulfill their obligations to either one. That is 

why the Nicaraguans saw a real need for reorganizing the tribunal of 

Central American arbiters, and why they were ready to discuss such a 

21 
reform. 

The need for reform of the arbitral tribunal became apparent in 

early fall 1906, when hostile exchanges resumed between Honduras and 

Nicaragua. The hostilities stemmed from the old antagonisms between the 

two chieftains, but the immediate clash turned on the commitment Zelaya 

felt for his long-time liberal partner, Policarpo Bonilla. Manuel 

Bonilla had demanded in early October that El Salvador evict the 

political exile, Policarpo Bonilla, in conformity with the Treaty of 

San Jose, claiming that the liberal leader was fomenting revolution 

against the Honduran government. The Tegucigalpa regime also tried to 

enlist the sympathy of Guatemala and Costa Rica, suggesting that exiles 

22 
from these countries also were nourished by the Managua liberals. 

The government of El Salvador, meanwhile, feared that it had a 

great deal to lose and little to gain from a clash between Honduras and 

Nicaragua. Thus with reluctance President Escaldn asked Policarpo 

21. Sevilla to Anderson, Managua, December 20, 21, 1906, ANCRRE. 

22. Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 509-510; Manuel Bonilla to 
Cleto Gonzalez V^quez, Tegucigalpa, October 11, 1906, ANCRRE. 
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Bonilla to leave the country, and as a further gesture he arrested a few 

minor Honduran activists. Escaltfn, at a loss for what to do, looked to 

the Costa Ricans for help. The San Jos/ government in response initi

ated a series of conferences designed to avoid a conflict between 

Nicaragua and Honduras. But Manuel Bonilla persisted in the suspicion 

that Zelaya was financing an extensive rebellion aga.inst his government, 

and he would not rest until he had mobilized the support of his neigh

bors against the invaders. He hoped that Policarpo Bonilla might go to 

Managua with his companions, offering further proof that a Honduran-

Nicaraguan conspiracy existed. But Escal<4n arrested the liberal leader 

and retained him in jail until the summer of 1907 while the conflict 

23 
raged on. 

Other Honduran exiles did gather in Nicaragua, from which point 

they harassed Honduran troops throughout the fall. Meantime, frenzied 

diplomatic exchanges attempted to forestall a war between the two 

countries. The conflict did not reach serious proportions until 

January, 1907, when Manuel Bonilla's troops crossed the Nicaraguan 

frontier in pursuit of rebels; in the process some Nicaraguans were 

killed. This was a clear violation of the Treaty of Corinto. Zelaya, 

acting wisely, decided to test the resilience of the Corinto agreement 

23. J. R-. Chamorro, San Salvador, October 24; Robles, Teguci
galpa, November 9, 1906, both to Anderson, ANCRRE; Sanso, Policarpo, 
pp. 360-369, asserts that it was Figueroa, influenced by Estrada 
Cabrera, who demanded the arrest of Policarpo Bonilla. Bonilla's 
papers are silent on this affair. 
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24 
by demanding a hearing and an indemnity for Nicaragua. Honduras 

quickly agreed to arbitration and both parties waited for the tribunal 

to take-up the Nicaraguan accusations on February 15 at its temporary 

25 
headquarters in San Salvador. 

Diplomatic relations between the hostile neighbors had ended 

over the border crossing incident, but as yet no one had declared war, 

though armies were poised on both sides of their mutual boundary. -In 

these tense circumstances the Central American arbitral tribunal met. 

Its first act was to call for disarmament by both belligerents. Indeed, 

the board declared that it would take no further action until the 

hostile parties complied with this requirement. Honduras seemed ready 

to bow to the demands of the tribunal and Costa Rica prepared to act 

as mediator between them. Surprisingly, though he accepted Costa Rican 

mediation, Zelaya was reluctant to disarm his soldiers. As a conse

quence of the delay, the tribunal was unable to continue and so ended 

its duties in a few days. It appeared that the Treaty of Corinto could 

, 26 
not withstand an attack. 

Nicaragua's reluctance to disarm was not mere obstinance. 

Zelaya in all likelihood felt that he could win a sustained war if 

24. M. Bonilla to Gonz/lez v/quez, Tegucigalpa, January 3; 
Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, January 19, 1907, both in ANCRRE. 

25. . Augusto Coello, Tegucigalpa, January 14; Jose Dolores 
G^tmez, Managua, January 14; Joaqu/n Sanson, San Salvador, February 6, 
all to Anderson; Anderson to the foreign ministers of Honduras and 
Nicaragua, San Jose', January 15, 1907, all in ibid. 

26. Gallardo, Las constituciones, I, 510. 
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Guatemala and El Salvador remained neutral. On the other hand, he did 

not want the United States to enter and complicate the situation. This, 

on the contrary, is exactly what the Honduran government hoped to 

accomplish. When Manuel Bonilla's lieutenants submitted the Honduran 

plea for arbitration, they based their action not upon the Corinto 

Treaty but upon the Treaty of San Jose of 1906, calling for submission 

of disputes to arbitration by non-Central American states if all other 

channels were closed. The Nicaraguan retreat from arbitral review, 

consequently, was a test of the conflict Zelaya earlier had expected to 

arise between the two treaties. Seen from the liberal's perspective, 

Nicaragua was pleading for retention of control of their own affairs in 

27 
the hands of Central American leaders. 

Unable to resolve this dilemma, the Central American arbitral 

tribunal adjourned and Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala 

all declared the Treaty of Corinto moribund. Zelaya had seriously mis

taken the intentions of his counterparts in the rest of Central America 

and now found himself on the defensive. The Guatemalans, for example, 

quickly came up with a new proposal for arbitration by a tribunal, this 

one to be selected by each of the belligerents as well as another 

American republic. This plan left the door open for United States par

ticipation and failed to awaken any support. It also implied that 

27. For the Nicaraguan position in this instance, see Sanson 
to Anderson, San Salvador, and copy of a statement submitted to the 
arbitral tribunal by Nicaragua, both dated February 8, 1907, ANCRRE. 
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tribunal. The Nicaraguans disagreed strongly with this view; they 

28 
argued that Manuel Bonilla had no legitimate complaint. 

Another development soon complicated the conflict. Despite 

Salvadorean denials, Nicaragua and Costa Rica learned that approximately 

5,000 Salvadorean regulars had joined Honduran forces in the southeast 

corner of the country near Nicaragua. The anti-Nicaraguan faction in 

San Salvador, led by strongman Fernando Figueroa, had clearly taken over 

in that country. And there developed a further possibility that Costa 

29 
Rica would lend material aid to sustain the Honduran effort. 

In early 1907 the armies of three Central American states 

fought a decisive battle at Namasigiie, Honduras, resulting in a bad 

beating for the Hondurans. Several further skirmishes occurred as the 

Nicaraguan troops advanced upon Tegucigalpa, and by March 25 the tri

umphant Zelaya armies had entered the capital of Honduras unchallenged. 

A series of discussions over the form a provisional government should 

take ended with a junta of three men, two of them firm supporters of 

Policarpo Bonilla: Miguel Oquelf Bustillo, Maximo B. Rosales and J. 

Ignacio Castro would exercise power under the aegis of Nicaragua until 

the election of a president. Jose' Santos Zelaya had avenged himself 

28. Barrios to Anderson, Guatemala, February 15, 1907, ANCRRE. 

29. Gamez to Manuel Delgado, Managua, February 2, 24; Delgado 
to Gamez, San Salvador, February 23; Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, 
March 2, 1907, all in ANCRRE. 
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upon the conservative and anti-unionist trend that had developed in 

Central America. He now expected to have an ally in his dream of 

forcibly uniting the isthmian republics in the style of Justo Rufino 

30 
Barrios. 

Zelaya maintained for a short while the illusion that federation 

by force had triumphed, yet the odds against him grew longer with time. 

His latest nemesis, Fernando Figueroa, took over the presidency of El 

Salvador on March 18 and confirmed the growing power of the conservative 

bloc in Salvadorean politics. Moreover, a short-lived but bitter 

squabble occurred between Zelaya and William Merry, the American 

minister. Though the misunderstanding had obscure origins, it led to 

31 
further estrangement of Nicaragua from the United States. Zelaya 

further angered North American officials by refusing an armistice 

proffered by President Porfirio Diaz of Mexico, giving as a reason the 

fact that his occupation of Tegucigalpa foreclosed the issue. 

Nicaragua's neighbors now worried that Nicaragua would attack the 

Figueroa regime for the latter's aid to Manuel Bonilla. The neighbors 

turned for help to Washington, where they learned that it would be 

better if the non-belligerents in Central America reached an accord with 

30. Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, March 16, 1907, ANCRRE; 
Bolanos, RANCR, 1944, p. 560; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 24-26. 

31. Fernando Figueroa to Gonzalez Viquez, San Salvador, March 
18; Lomar C. Quintero to Anderson, New Orleans, March 23, 1907, both 

in ANCRRE. 
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Zelaya by themselves. American officials were not eager to become the 

32 
whipping boy for another unionist campaign by Zelaya. 

Zelaya nevertheless hoped to make the most of his supposed 

vindication of the Treaty of Corinto. Within a few days after his 

armies entered Tegucigalpa he turned upon Costa Rica, where he wanted 

to apply diplomatic pressure to force neutral behavior upon San Jose'. 

The two governments proceeded for weeks to carry on an angry corre

spondence larded with charges and counter-charges. Amid the passions 
4 

it was clear that both sides were sharpening their views on the relative 

usefulness in Central American disputes of the Treaty of Corinto and 

the 1906 Treaty of San Jos/. At the heart of these arguments were 

conflicting attitudes toward liberalism, unionism and power. To the 

Costa Ricans, the power of international tribunals took precedence over 

all other considerations. Zelaya, on the other hand, argued passion

ately that power must ultimately rest with the liberals who controlled 

their states. Without this precondition, Jose' Santos Zelaya firmly 

believed no union of Central America was possible. As his foreign 

minister, Jose Dolores Gamez, put it: "The right of a nation to take up 

arms to repel monstrous .aggression antecedes and is superior to all 

33 
international promises." Zelaya and his followers meant that the 

Treaty of Corinto, and not the Treaty of San Jose' reflected the true 

spirit of Central American liberalism. 

32. Calvo to Anderson, Washington, April 2, 1907, ANCRRE. 

33. Gamez to Anderson, Managua, April 13, 1907, ibid. 
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While arguing with the Costa Ricans, Zelaya learned that General 

Miguel Davila was chosen as provisional president of Honduras. The 

choice was not initially pleasing to Zelaya, but on April 18, 1907, 

Davila organized a cabinet composed of several former well known lieu

tenants of Policarpo Bonilla. Among them were E. Constantino Fiallos 

and General Dionisio Gutierrez, the latter heading the war ministry. 

This was an obvious effort to please the Nicaraguan dictator, who soon 

changed his mind about the new president of Honduras. All appearances 

indicated that the liberals who emphasized the priority of federation 

had regained power and were about to make their presence felt in Central 

America. The Zelaya campaign of the previous month had succeeded; he 

34 
could now turn his attention to Fernando Figueroa. 

On April 23, at Amapala, Nicaragua and Honduras cemented their 

renewed friendship with a treaty of peace and commerce. Later they were 

joined by representatives of El Salvador. Though no record of this 

tripartite meeting exists, apparently little understanding was reached 

among the three states. In the third week of April a minor uprising 

among Salvadorean exiles gave Zelaya the opportunity to pursue his 

grudge against Figueroa, and he began anew his plans to form a lasting 

35 
union of the central sta.tes of the isthmus. 

34. Calvo, Washington, April 10; Robles, Tegucigalpa, May 25, 
1907, both to Anderson, ANCRRE; Caceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, pp. 
81-82. 

35. Ramon Garcia, San Salvador, June 15; Calvo, Washington, 
June 19, 1907, both to Anderson, ANCRRE. Also see Gallardo, Las 
constituciones, I, 511. 
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Zelaya left a detachment of troops on the Caribbean coast well 

within Honduras and launched another expedition against El Salvador. A 

gunboat-loaded with soldiers crossed the Bay of Fonseca where the three 

countries met on the Pacific, landed at Acajutla, El Salvador, and 

penetrated inland to the town of Sonsonate on June 11. There the 

hastily organized operation bogged down and returned in confusion to 

its ship. Undaunted, Zelaya threatened to renew the invasion later, in 

the month. His eagerness was inspired by the clumsy counter-moves of 

El Salvador and Guatemala. Fernando Figueroa hesitated to launch a 

campaign against Zelaya in fear of the Salvadorean exiles. In Guatemala, 

Manuel Estrada Cabrera was driven to caution by a daring attempt upon 

his life from within the country. On April 29, outside the chief 

executive's home, a bomb exploded under his carriage, killing the 

driver. Later stories on the motives for the effort varied, some 

sources blaming dissident intellectuals linked with the remnants of 

unionists in Guatemala. Others noted that the assassins were disen

chanted with the horrors that accompanied the war of 1906. At any rate, 

the bombing was followed by cruel repressions upon Guatemalans of every 

class and opinion, and it diverted Estrada Cabrera from throwing 

36 
Guatemala's army against Zelaya. 

36. The famous bombing incident is mentioned or studied in 
Batres J^furegui, Memorias, pp. 654-655; Hernandez de Ledn, Efem^rides, 
II, 177-181; Ar^valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 169-171, who emphasizes 
the youth of the conspirators, and the best work on the subject, 
Clemente Marroqu^n Rojas, Los cadetes. Historia del segundo atentado 
contra Estrada Cabrera (Guatemala: Sanchez y de Guise, 1931), pp. 24-25 
36-44, 75-84. 
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Guatemala and El Salvador thereafter reverted to diplomatic 

pressure in an effort to halt Nicaragua. One of their earliest steps 

was to send special agents to Honduras to persuade the Davila government 

to remain neutral. Estrada Cabrera also sent emissaries to El Salvador 

to discuss the prospects of keeping Policarpo Bonilla and all militant 

liberals out of their homeland. Zelaya countered by sending an agent to 

demonstrate to Davila the good intentions of Nicaragua, shown when they 

withdrew their troops from the Honduran north coast. Davila was con

fused. He was reluctant to deny his warmth for Nicaragua, but he also 

believed that the Treaty of San Jose had imposed neutrality upon 

Honduras. He hoped that the Costa Ricans could help him out of his 

dilemma. No relief was in sight, however, as tensions among the five 

37 
republics mounted. 

El Salvador and Guatemala sent other missions to the Central 

American capitals. Though most of them were arranged under the guise 

of fostering cordial relations, their real motive was revealed by 

Fernando Figueroa in a frank letter to Luis Anderson. Figueroa stated 

frankly that he had hoped to influence Miguel Davila in much the same 

way that Regalado had swayed the attitudes of Manuel Bonilla. However, 

Davila was not the same kind of person, having much more sympathy with 

the militant liberals in Honduras and Nicaragua than his predecessor. 

To Figueroa, Davila's actions only reinforced the view that Zelaya had 

37. Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, June 8, 22, 1907, ANCRRE; 
Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 371-372. 
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in mind the union of Central America—rather than simply the interests 

of Nicaragua—which was a menace to the other governments. The 

Salvadorean concluded that the only alternative left was to eliminate 

Zelaya from the Central American political scene. This was the unstated 

intention of the other four regimes more or less since 1904, and after 

Figueroa made his candid admission the tide of battle turned against the 

militant approach to union. Zelaya's strength reached its apex in'1907 

with the change of administration in Honduras. Thereafter the Nicaraguan 

dictator faced a relentless campaign to purge him from the leadership of 

Central American militant liberals. Without Zelaya, Honduran and 

Salvadorean unionists would be ineffective. Consequently, how the purge 

of Jos^ Santos Zelaya was accomplished must be examined carefully. 



CHAPTER V 

THE EXCLUSION OF ZELAYA FROM CENTRAL AMERICA, 1907-1910 

[jose Santos Zelaya's] permanence in power in 
Nicaragua is absolutely incompatible with^the 
peace and tranquility of Central America. 

During the summer of 1907, Honduran politics once again became 

the key.to understanding the fortunes of Central American liberals and 

unionists. The choice of a president in Honduras was hinged about by 

domestic concerns as well as by the larger question of satisfying the 

demands of the states vying for predominance in Central America. The 

Hondurans chose to make more concessions to Nicaragua than to anyone 

else, and as a result Honduran politics became the entering wedge for 

those forces that opposed the continued leadership of Jose7 Santos Zelaya. 

The Nicaraguan chieftain frustrated every effort to undermine his 

strategies until the United States stepped strongly into the picture 

and he was forced to leave Central America to its fate. 

Factionalism had beset the triumphant liberals of Honduras, who 

in the summer of 1907 were organizing a government in the absence of 

Manuel, Bonilla. Bitter quarrels developed on the question of a candi

date for president. A person was needed who could end the divisiveness 

1. Fernando Figueroa to Luis Anderson, San Salvador, June 25, 
1907, ANCRRE. 
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that had crippled the liberals in the past. Unionism became one of the 

prime considerations in deciding upon the right candidate, though along 

with union the liberal strategists had to meet personal and local 

demands for power. Two of the leading candidates for the presidency 

were Policarpo Bonilla and Miguel Davila. In assessing the two men, 

political leaders realized that Policarpo Bonilla might serve Honduras 

and Nicaragua well, but he would rekindle the martial spirit in El.. 

Salvador and Guatemala. On the other hand, though a Davila adminis

tration would not wholly unify the liberals, it would placate El Salvador 

and Guatemala. The provincial political chieftains finally asked Davila 

to lead the nation and make Dionisio Gutierrez, a liberal favorite, his 

vice-president. Meanwhile, they urged Policarpo Bonilla to reorganize 

2 
the Partido Liberal, which was his prime interest. Many thought that 

this combination would strengthen the relationship between the liberals 

and the government. As it worked out, however, the Partido Liberal 

suffered and all opportunities to unite Central America vanished, 

leaving Jos^ Santos Zelaya without allies in his fight against the 

conservatives. 

Zelaya watched the developments in Tegucigalpa with growing 

disappointment. He had hoped that the new regime would revive its 

commitment to union and join him in a war against Fernando Figueroa; 

pressure to do so was put upon Davila by private individuals in Honduras 

2. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 372-378; Robles to Anderson, Teguci
galpa, August 7, 1907, ANCRRE. 
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who believed that Zelaya was the one man who could best unite the 

fragmented republic. Davila was reluctant to fight a war, however, and 

he replied to all advice and suggestions that Honduras wished to remain 

neutral. Indeed, he asked Mexico soon afterwards to intervene between 

3 
El Salvador and Nicaragua to prevent a war. 

Nevertheless, the danger of a war between El Salvador and 

Nicaragua breaking out afresh persisted to the end of the summer. 

Neither government seemed willing to go to the conference table with a 

third party suggested by the other until Costa Rica reluctantly assented 

to act as a mediating agent in early September. On September 13, 1907, 

agents of Nicaragua and El Salvador met in San Jos^ for several days 

without fruitful results. The exchange of accusations revealed little 

more than Nicaraguan charges of duplicity against Fernando Figueroa in 

the war of 1906. After a few heated conversations, the diplomats 

returned to their respective capitals. Though a war did not immediately 

follow, the diplomatic machinery of Central America was not performing 

4 
the tasks assigned to it. 

3. Robles to Anderson, Tegucigalpa, August 7, 1907, ANCRRE. 

4. Calvo, Washington, August 29; Gallegos, San Jose, September 
17, 20; Rodolfo Espininas, San Jose', September 18, 1907, all to Anderson, 
ibid. For the arguments of El Salvador and Nicaragua in their meeting, 
see the memoranda in Legajo de documentos originales correspondientes al 
protocolo firmado en el mes de setiembre de 1907 entre la secretarfa de 
relaciones exteriores y los representantes de El Salvador y Nicaragua, 
ibid. 
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After these discussions failed, the United States offered its 

services. Washington invited the Central American governments to a 

conference in the United States. Most of the Central Americans welcomed 

this initiative, but it was learned that in late October Jose Santos 

Zelaya asked for a meeting of the five governments at Amapala to discuss 

a rumor that the United States and Mexico hoped the Central Americans 

would accept protectorate status prior to the Washington conference. 

Another rumor had it that El Salvador had encouraged Zelaya to hold the 

Amapala meetings in order to block Mexican ambitions in Washington. 

These stories, some absurd and some near truth, reveal the uncertainty 

and suspicion among the five republics about the forthcoming gathering 

. 5 
in the United States capital. 

Zelaya had managed to convince the leaders of Honduras and El 

Salvador to talk with him, and on November 6 the three men met to 

discuss ways to perpetuate peace among their nations. The conclusions 

they came to reflected the fears held by Zelaya on the potential strength 

of American influence in Central America. They declared all treaties 

signed among them to be in force, agreed to subject their delegates to 

the Washington conference to common instructions, and planned to meet 

again at Amapala immediately after the Washington sessions. They 

invited Guatemala and Costa Rica to join them in this statement of 

0 
solidarity. 

5. Foreign Relations, 1907, II, 665-666; Robles to Anderson, 
Tegucigalpa, November 2, 1907, ANCRRE. 

6. G^inez to Anderson, Managua, November 8, 1907, ibid. 
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Guatemala and Costa Rica would have no part of the Amapala 

statement. Manuel Estrada Cabrera already had tied the future of his 

government to close cooperation with the United States and was not about 

7 
to jeopardize his new-found friendship. Costa Rican leaders feared any 

step that looked like federation. They so opposed union at this time 

that they had committed El Salvador—unbeknown to Zelaya and Davila— 

to let Costa Rica speak for them in Washington. Before Salvador 

Gallegos left San Jos/ at the end of the September, 1907, conference, he 

had signed a secret agreement with foreign minister Luis Anderson 

clearly stating their mutual desire to prevent the union of Central 

America at Washington. The two governments pledged that prior to union 

they insisted upon constitutional regimes, guarantees for political 

exiles, obligatory arbitration and the neutrality of Honduras. After

ward the Salvadorean rebuffed all Nicaraguan requests for a meeting 

prior to the scheduled affair in Washington. In these circumstances, 

Guatemala and Costa Rica practically could dictate the terms of any 

8 
treaty on Central America formed by the five countries. 

7. See the two revealing letters from Manuel Estrada Cabrera to 
Antonio Batres Jauregui, the chief of the Guatemalan delegation to the 
Washington conference, Guatemala, November 9, 17, 1907, Documentos 
Antonio Batres Jauregui, Biblioteca Nacional, Guatemala. 

8. See the signed agreement of Salvador Gallegos and Luis 
Anderson, made at San Jos4, September 23, 1907, ANCRRE. For Nicaraguan 
efforts to talk to the Costa Ricans, see Sevilla, Managua, August 2; 
Francisco Sacasa, Managua, November 11; G^mez, Managua, November 18, 27, 
1907, all to Anderson, ibid. 
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The Washington Conference of 1907 has been scrutinized from 

several angles and its main features are well known. But from the per

spective of Central American liberalism and unionism, the conference 

takes on a different meaning. Confident that their views were in a 

majority among the Central American republics, the Honduran and 

Nicaraguan delegates travelled to Washington hoping to impress the 

United States officials that the liberal view of union was inseparable 

from the progress of Central America. On November 14, the sessions 

opened and in the next few weeks the unionist delegates learned that 

neither the United States nor the other Central Americans accepted the 

9 
liberal equation. 

The Honduran delegates, led by Policarpo Bonilla, combined among 

them a high degree of diplomatic skill and enthusiasm for union. Zelaya 

matched them by appointing the former exile leader, Jose' Madriz, to head 

the Nicaraguan delegation. These two groups adhered to the obligations 

of the recent Amapala meeting and during the second session of the con

ference brought up a plan for the union of Central America. Immediate 

opposition arose from Guatemala and Costa Rica, supported much to the 

surprise of the others by El Salvador. The Hondurans and Nicaraguans 

pressed hard nevertheless for the creation of a constituent assembly to 

9. Useful descriptions of the Washington Conference are in: 
Karnes, Failure, pp. 188-191; Herrarte, La unio'n, pp. 249-252; Gallardo, 
Las constituciones, I, 513-523; Munro, Intervention, pp. 151-155. Also 
see Foreign Relations, 1907, II, 666-727. For another perspective, see 
Charles L. Stansifer, "Application of the Tobar Doctrine to Central 
America," The Americas, XXIII, No. 3 (January, 1967), pp. 252-254. 



unify the five republics. Their opponents easily defeated them and 

sought a compromise. The result was a ten year treaty of peace and 

amity accompanied by six major conventions. They outlined the for

mation of a Central American International Bureau, a Central American 

Pedagogical Institute and a Central American Court of Justice. Of these 

institutions, the court was enthusiastically received by all parties, 

while the former two turned out to be window dressing designed to please 

the avid unionists. The United States and Mexico demonstrated their 

lack of enthusiasm for Central American union when they stood on the 

sidelines watching while the opponents of the constituent assembly 

10 
defeated the proposal. 

Reactions to the treaty in Central America were mixed. It was 

accepted in Guatemala and El Salvador with little debate, while the 

Costa Ricans hesitated for fear of mixing too much in Central American 

affairs until they realized that this document could stave off genuine 

union. Then they ratified the treaty almost unanimously. Nicaragua 

and Honduras accepted the Washington Treaty and the conventions in 

cautious silence; their leaders felt that this agreement failed to 

specify procedures for handling vengeful exiles or internal overthrows 

<tu 
10. The unionist effort is reviewed in Salvador Mendieta, 

El problema unionista de Centro-Am/rica y los gobiernos locales (Quezal-
tenango, Guatemala: Talleres Tipogrdficos "CDS," 1931?), pp. 43-45; Sanso, 
Policarpo, pp. 381-383; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 30-34. 
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of legitimate governments. The Hondurans especially worried about these 

11 
matters, for it was there that the treaty was tested first. 

.The situation in Honduras brought Policarpo Bonilla once more 

to the center of controversy, for the liberal leader had become 

estranged from Miguel Davila over the need for harmony between the 

Partido Liberal and the government. Their disagreement spilled over the 

border; Manuel Estrada Cabrera urged Davila to exile his liberal 

challenger and encouraged Manuel Bonilla to return to power at the same 

time. The connection of liberals and unionists with this issue came 

in April, 1908, when a new bomb plot against Estrada Cabrera was dis

covered to be the work of officer cadets, zealous liberals and unionist 

exiles. In retaliation, Estrada Cabrera plotted to overthrow the 

12 
liberals and their allies in Honduras and Nicaragua. 

The tension that had developed in Central America after the 

signing of the Washington Treaty was broken in late June, 1908, when 

Honduran exiles, starting from British Honduras with Manuel Bonilla, 

rose up against the Davila regime. Honduras—supported by Nicaragua— 

Immediately accused El Salvador and Guatemala of aiding the movement and 

submitted their complaints to the new Central American Court of Justice 

at'Cartago, Costa Rica. The Court handled its first case with great 

11. Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, pp. 19-22; Caceres Lara, Fechas de 
Honduras, pp. 63-64, 82-83. 

12. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 383-385; Hernandez de Le<£n, Efem-
^rides, II, 123-128. The assassination attempt is in Marroquin Rojas, 
Los cadetes, pp. 97-130. 



vigor; it demanded the detention of political exiles by Guatemala, 

Honduras and El Salvador. Then it settled back to review the case. 

Some time later, with Costa Rica casting the crucial vote, the Court 

decided that there was insufficient evidence to accuse Guatemala and El 

Salvador of aiding the revolution against the Davila government.^ 

The ruling of the Court was upheld by the actions of at least 

one of the involved governments. Contrary to the accusations made before 

the Court, Fernando Figueroa actually had cooperated extensively with 

Davila in preventing Honduran exiles and their Nicaraguan and Salva

dorean compatriots from prosecuting a well-coordinated revolution. The 

evidence from Guatemala, however, is sparse. Estrada Cabrera may not 

have lent military support to the Honduran rebels in his country, but 

there is little to suggest that he impeded their operations, which in 

14 
turn may have prolonged the efforts of Manuel Bonilla. 

The success of the Central American Court in stifling an up

rising against the government of Honduras was hailed in some quarters as 

the start of a new era in the progress of Central America. The opti

mists had failed to note, however, that the Court's ruling was obeyed 

13. Karnes, Failure, p. 195; Ernesto Martin, Anales de la Corte 
de Justicia Centroamericana (7 vols.; San Jose: Imprenta Alsina, 1911-. 
1920), I, 15-29. 

14. Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, p. 35; Figueroa to Estrada 
Cabrera, June 26; to General Valladares and to Davila, June 28; to the 
Comandantes de Armas of La Union, Cholatenango, and Suchitotepeque, from 
San Salvador, July 7, 8; and Estrada Cabrera, Guatemala, June 26; Davila, 
Tegucigalpa, June 30, July 1, 6, 7; J. B. Escobar to Figueroa, La Unidn, 
El Salvador, July 5, 8, 1908, all in ANCRRE (copies). 
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largely because it was momentarily convenient to the states involved. 

In no way did this decision suppress the growing conviction among 

Central American governments that the liberals must be stopped, and that 

the way to do this was through control of Honduras and encouragement of 

Nicaraguan exiles against Jose/ Santos Zelaya. Soon after the Court's 

decision it was rumored that Central America could expect a general war 

in the near future. In early January, 1909, it became evident that 

Guatemala and El Salvador were fomenting resolution in Honduras and that 

the dictator of Nicaragua was moving troops toward the frontier of 

Honduras. Miguel Davila appeared doomed. Even Zelaya wanted to replace 

15 
him, preferably with Juan Angel Arias. 

Nicaraguan soldiers never crossed the border and war was averted 

for the time being. Indeed, it appeared in early 1909 that Estrada 

Cabrera had initiated the effort to remove Jose^ Santos Zelaya from 

power. The dictator began a strategic withdrawal after this that turned 

into a defensive holding action, ending in his resignation from the 

presidency of Nicaragua. Several developments pointed to this con

clusion, among them a concerted Guatemalan propaganda campaign in 

Honduras and Costa Rica directed at portraying the current adminis-

16 
trations in those capitals as puppets of Zelaya. Other factors that-

signalled the downfall of Zelaya were a sudden upsurge of visible 

15. Diario de Centro-Ame/rica, January 2, 5, 1909; Calvo to 
Alfredo Volio, Washington, January 7, 1909, ANCRRE. 

16. Manuel Aragon to Volio, Tegucigalpa, January 9, 1909, ibid.; 
Diario de Centro-America, January 14, 15, 1909. 
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opposition within Nicaragua, reluctance by his neighbors to discuss the 

17 
exile problem, and growing hostility from the United States. The 

Washington government chose this time to revive some hoary claims 

against the Managua regime by American citizens, and though the issue 

was settled in a few months, it served to widen the gap between the two 

* 18 
governments. 

Zelaya tried other tactics to deflate the pressures against him. 

During the spring he was convinced that the Figueroa regime lay at the 

bottom of his troubles and he decided to remove his enemy. An attempt 

to land troops by sea was thwarted by United States warships in the Gulf 

of Fonseca. The United States was fast becoming the key element in the 

political quarrels of Central America and the trend of thinking in 

Washington was demonstrated by the reaction of officials there to 

appeals to the Washington Treaty. In June, Washington diplomats dis

missed Honduran and Nicaraguan charges of belligerence by Guatemala and 

El Salvador, yet they complained loudly and acted fast when Zelaya took 

action earlier against his enemies. Even Joaqu/n Calvo, the Costa Rican 

envoy in Washington and no friend of Zelaya, feared that these trends 

17. Calvo, Washington, March 10, 14; Robles, Tegucigalpa, March 
23, August 14, 1909, both to Volio, ANCRRE; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, 
pp. 34-35. 

18. Foreign Relations, 1909, pp. 460-467; Calvo to Ricardo 
Fernandez Guardia, Washington, June 2, 1908, July 6, 1909; and to Volio, 
March 23, 1909, ANCRRE. 



threatened to bring to Central America governments "like that which has 

..19 
been established in Cuba. 

•Zelaya's difficulties were not serious enough in themselves 

to endanger his rule. The confrontations with his Central American 

opponents and the growing animosity of the United States hampered his 

effectiveness, but Zelaya had survived such problems before. Now, 

however, his adversaries worked together for the first time. This.. 

development combined with a breakdown in the political structure of 

Honduras to frustrate his actions. The opportunity to end his regime 

came when Zelaya instituted financial reforms in Nicaragua. 

The Honduran political structure broke down in the summer of 

1909 and shortly thereafter Zelaya provoked his opponents on the 

20 
Caribbean coast of Nicaragua by announcing new taxes. The deterio

ration of unity among the liberals in Honduras in June ended with the 

exile of Policarpo Bonilla once again and the replacement of his par

tisans in the cabinet with those of Manuel Bonilla. Young liberals in 

the country were so distressed by these actions that several youthful 

liberals threatened to leave Central America to organize a rebellion in 

21 
New Orleans. Zelaya was now separated from his only potential ally 

in an emergency. 

19. Calvo to Volio, Washington, April 28; and to Fernandez 
Guardia, Washington, June 9, 1909, ANCRRE. 

20. Jenaro Cardona to Volio, Managua, August 28, 1909, ANCRRE. 

21. E. Lanza Ramos to Policarpo Bonilla, Roat/n, Honduras, June 
28, 1909, ANHPB; San so, Policarpo, pp. 390-391; C^ceres Lara, Fechas de 
Honduras, p. 84. 
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Bereft of allies, Zelaya was at the mercy of well-organized 

opponents. His economic reforms had awakened new hostility among 

American and Nicaraguan merchants in the cities of San Juan del Norte 

and Bluefields on the Caribbean coast. The merchants convinced the 

governor of the Department of Zelaya, Juan J. Estrada, to declare a 

revolution and ask for recognition abroad of his provisional government. 

Awaiting this opportunity to return to Nicaragua were the conservatives 

in exile, Luis Mena and Emiliano Chamorro, whose forces now entered 

22 
Nicaragua proclaiming a new regime of their own. 

Nicaraguan liberals were quick to blame the conservatives as 

word of the rebellion spread through Central America. They heaped abuse 

upon Juan Estrada, calling him a captive of the conservatives, while the 

rebel chieftain took possession of key coastal cities. The invading 

forces used similar propaganda tactics; Emiliano Chamorro accused Zelaya 

of hiring Guatemalan exiles to help him without mentioning the support 

Chamorro himself received from the Guatemalan government. Though their 

victories came quickly, the rebels moved slowly because they were work

ing at cross purposes. Chamorro complained often that Estrada hindered 

23 
his progress. 

22. Munro, Intervention, pp. 175-176; Minister of Interior of 
Costa Rica to the governor of Puerto Limon, San Jose7, October 11, 1909; 
Julian Irfas to Volio, Campo Marte, Nicaragua, October 12, 27, 1909, all 
in ANCRRE. 

23. Robles to Volio, Tegucigalpa, October 27, plus end.; 
Emiliano Chamorro to Gonzalez V^quez, Barro Colorado, Nicaragua, Novem
ber 7, 1909, ANCRRE; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 36-38. 
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The rebellion foundered on two counts; lack of political support 

and poor coordination. The leaders tried to make up for their faults by 

dragging Costa Rica in on their side; they accused Zelaya of crossing 

the Costa Rican border to fight rebels, in violation of the Washington 

Treaty. Costa Rica was not tempted, however, because the internal 

situation there prevented an effective response. But the rebels did not 

wait long for aid. In November, 1909, the United States finally came to 

24 
their support. 

When American officials decided to join the rebels against 

Zelaya, they did so without the consent of Mexico, their traditional 

working partner in these affairs. The decision to take these steps 

alone reflected a high degree of confidence on the part of Americans 

that they had chosen the winning side and therefore no longer needed to 

consult the Mexicans. The Mexican government was disturbed by this 

action. Under Porfirio Diaz it had developed a reasonably consistent 

policy on Central American union, at least since the days of Justo 

Rufino Barrios. In the Mexican view, a unified Central America was 

politically dangerous because it might become powerful enough to 

distract Mexico from its more important vigil against the United States. 

Consequently, as they heard Americans express pleasure at the prospect 

of Central American union, the Mexicans supported whichever state seemed 

24. Estrada to Gonzalez V^quez, Bluefields, November 8; 
Espinosa to Volio, Bluefields, November 18, 1909, ANCRRE; Cuadra Pasos, 
Medio siglo, pp. 37-38. On American neutrality, see Foreign Relations, 
1909, p. 453. 
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at the moment to oppose union or whichever ones wanted to form a union 

without Guatemalan predominance. To the Mexicans, no union could live 

25 
long or successfully without the consent of Guatemala. 

Mexican ministers in Central America were always ready to act on 

the union issue. In 1898, the Mexican foreign minister was impressed by 

Estrada Cabrera's lopsided majority in a relatively free election, and 

afterward he warned his country to remain neutral in Central American 

affairs. However, the Mexican minister to Guatemala in 1900 thought 

that Estrada Cabrera was a menace to Central American peace, and he 

traveled through the five republics to work for a peace treaty. His 

efforts were poorly received in Nicaragua and Guatemala. Indeed, 

Estrada Cabrera claimed that the Mexicans were aiding Jos^ Leon Castillo 

26 
to overthrow him and the Mexican venture ended in failure. 

After 1903, their anxiety over the part to be played in Central 

America by the United States led the Mexicans to consult frequently with 

American officials on the issues of peace and union. Mexican diplomats 

joined with the United States in arranging for the Washington Conference 

of 1907, and despite the fact that neither they nor the United States 

signed the conventions at the time, both nations felt obligated to the 

27 principles that emerged from the gathering. 

25. Cosilo Villegas, Historia moderna, V, xxix. 

26. Ibid., 599-614; Herrarte, La union, pp. 242-244. 

27. Walter V. Scholes, "Los Estados Unidos, Mexico y America 
Central en 1909," Historia Mexicana, X, No. 4 (abril-junio, 1961), 
613; Cosio.Villegas, Historia moderna, V, 680-683. 
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In the next two years, Mexican officials in Washington adopted 

the American view of how to solve political problems in Central America. 

Despite.their continued anxiety over Estrada Cabrera, the Mexicans 

reluctantly agreed that the only adequate solution for Central America 

was to eliminate Zelaya. However, the Mexicans and Americans had not 

made it clear to each other what each meant by elimination, nor whether 

intervention in Central America was the only method by which outside 

powers could hope to achieve both the elimination of Zelaya and a peace

ful settlement of Central American disputes. In the process, they 

neglected to distinguish among the different liberal factions. When in 

October, 1909, the Americans clearly intended to oust Zelaya by force, 

the Mexicans were helpless, and they simply provided passage to Mexico 

28 
for Zelaya on his way to Europe. 

American neutrality toward the Nicaraguan upheaval did not last 

very long after the Washington Treaty. In March, 1909, Secretary of 

State Philander Knox had threatened Zelaya with a rupture of relations 

over a minor claims dispute, and American warships were sent to 

Nicaragua almost at once, ostensibly to protect American interests. 

Shortly afterward, the Americans recognized de facto the rebel 

Estrada goverment which relegated the Zelaya regime to the same 

29 
status. Finally on December 1, when Zelaya captured and tried 

28. Scholes, Historia Mexicana, 1961, pp. 616-622. 

29. The political impact in Nicaragua of American policy in 
1909-1910 is not yet fully known, though several scholars have approached 
the subject. See: Munro, Intervention, pp. 175-182; Powell, HAHR, 1928, 
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two American adventurers serving with the rebels, Secretary of State 

Knox completely broke diplomatic relations with Managua in an extremely 

hostile note. This forced Zelaya to admit that his position was hope

less.^® 

Among the reasons for turning the country over to the legis

lature and leaving, Zelaya thought the most important was the threat in 

the American note to send troops to Nicaragua. He did not want to-be 

remembered as the man who brought United States troops to Central 

America. In part, his decision to abdicate was influenced by Mexican 

diplomats, bolstered by advice from his own followers. Another of his 

considerations was the reputation and heritage of liberalism. If Justo 

Rufino Barrios had died in 1885 for principle, in Zelaya's eyes that 

viewpoint should not be blamed in 1910 for bringing foreign armies to 

the area. It would mean the death of meaningful leadership by liberals 

in Central America. Listing his accusations in a letter to the president 

of Costa Rica, and warning that all Latin America might submit to 

pp. 48-49; W. H. Callcott, The Caribbean Policy of the United States, 
1890-1920 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1942), pp. 
279-282; Vicente sdenz, Norteamericanizacion de Centro-America (San 
Jos^: Talleres de La Opinion, 1925), pp. 48-62; Stansifer, The" Americas, 
1967, p. 256. On American neutrality and relations with the rebels, 
see Foreign Relations, 1909, p. 337; ibid., 1910, p. 262. 

30. In addition to Munro, Intervention, pp. 175-177, see the 
note printed in full in Foreign Relations, 1909, p. 455. Also see Julio 
Acosta to Volio, San Salvador, November 26, 1909, ANCRRE. 
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American domination, Zelaya resigned his position and left Nicaragua on 

31 
December 16, 1909. 

The resignation of Jose Santos Zelaya was felt throughout 

Central America. Its impact was visible immediately in Honduras, where 

the government of Zelaya's former allies now fell apart completely, 

giving way to a rebellion and a return to power of the archenemy of 

liberals and unionists, Manuel Bonilla. The Honduran liberals were 

powerless to prevent the return of the exiled general and they could not 

even appeal to their, traditional friends in Nicaragua. When Zelaya left 

the country he was replaced by Jose Madriz, the liberal who swung from 

revolutionary in 1893 to exile and then to Nicaraguan representative at 

the Washington Conference of 1907. Madriz presided over a regime 

weakened by serious divisions within the liberal majority; it was 

impossible for him to give any comfort to his liberal neighbors. The 

chaos in both countries spread quickly. The Tegucigalpa regime which 

remained neutral during the bitter controversy between Zelaya and the 

31. Zelaya to Gonzalez Viquez, Campo Marte, December 5, 1909, 
ANCRRE. See Zelaya's reply to Knox and President Taft in Jose' Santos 
Zelaya, La revolucion de Nicaragua y los Estados Unidos (Madrid: 
Imprenta Bernardo Rodriguez, 1910), pp. 58-59; J. Santos Zelaya, 
Refutation of the statements of President Taft (Brussels: n.p., 1911); 
Manifiesto del Gral. J. S. Zelaya al pueblo nicaraguense (Managua: 
Tipografia y Encuadernacion Internacional, 1910?). Zelaya's statements 
are repudiated* by the spokesman of Guatemala in that era, E. G<$mez 
Carrillo, Zelaya y su libro (Paris: Garnier Hermanos, 1910), pp. 9-23. 
Munro, Intervention, pp. 176-178, says it was Knox's undisguised purpose 
to force a change in government in Nicaragua. Cosfo Villegas, Historic 
moderna, V, 699-700, says that the Mexicans wanted Zelaya to remain in 
power, for a conservative government in Managua meant that Estrada 
Cabrera could dominate Central America, a dangerous prospect for the 
Mexicans with or without union. 
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United States was rewarded with an uprising that began in early De

cember, 1909, on the north coast and moved to the countryside. Rather 

than bring peace, the American involvement in Central America had 

32 
engendered political turbulence. 

Nicaragua suffered likewise under Josd Madriz. Juan Estrada and 

the other rebel chieftains had not slackened their attack after Zelaya 

left. Though in early 1910 Madriz was given some chance to hold the 

political structure of the country together^ as the months passed his 

rebellious opponents gained support. Honduran liberals warmed to 

Madriz all this while, admiring his efforts on behalf of the liberal 

unionist partisans. Policarpo Bonilla thought well enough of him to 

send him a warning: "if your efforts fail, I do not wish to see you in 

power, because the armed intervention of the United States should not 

be blamed on you."**3 In the early months of 1910 the liberals sensed 

what Jos^ Santos Zelaya already knew, that they must not allow their 

heritage to be tainted by association with intrusion by an outside 

power. And they realized that they would not have to wait long for an 

American invasion. 

Central American envoys in Washington were more optimistic about 

the danger of intervention than were their countrymen. Even the Mexican 

32. Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 750-754; Robles to Volio, 
Tegucigalpa, December 25, 1909, ANCRRE, specifically links the Honduran 
situation with that of Nicaragua. Also see Lanza Ramos, Roatan, Decem
ber 20, 1909; Mariano Guillen, Trujillo, Honduras, January 6, 1910, both 
to Policarpo Bonilla, ANHPB. 

33. Policarpo Bonilla to Josd Madriz, Tegucigalpa, January 11, 

1910, ANHPB. 
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ambassador, Enrique Creel, felt he had helped to avoid the landing of 

American troops after Zelaya left. The diplomats did not realize, 

however, that Manuel Estrada Cabrera had emerged as the dominant figure 

in Central America. He boasted of American support for his actions in 

the invasion of Honduras, yet he was not able to dominate Honduras and 

Nicaragua. The only bond that remained to prevent him from dictating to 

his neighbors was the thread of friendship that existed between the 

34 
Honduran and Nicaraguan liberals. Intellectual and political bonds 

4 '  

such as these did not make for military strength, however, and Madriz's 

position deteriorated in the face of the growing conservative rebellion. 

Uadriz finally decided to ask the United States for help in the 

spring. He requested that Washington send him a few mercenary troops 

to help put down the ever more powerful dissidents. The request was 

not honored, and in fact it only alienated some of Madriz's more youth-

35 
ful supporters when they learned of it. The antipathy to Madriz was 

drowned quickly by more dangerous developments in the revolution. Juan 

J. Estrada began calling for the formation of a "new Nicaragua" under 

his leadership, to be formed by the departments already under his 

34. Antonio Laza Arriaga, New York, January 27; Enrique Creel, 
Chihuahua, Mexico, January 29, 1910; both to Policarpo Bonilla, ANHPB;. 
Foreign Relations, 1910, pp. 739-749. For Estrada Cabrera's actions 
against Honduras and Nicaragua, see Luis Gamero and others, Danli, 
Honduras, March 15; Lazo Arriaga, New York, April 7, 19, 1910; both to 
Policarpo Bonilla, ANHPB. On the friendship of the liberals, see Madriz 
to Policarpo Bonilla, Managua, May 1, 6, 1910, ibid. 

35. Rafael Heliodoro del Valle to Policarpo Bonilla, Mexico, 
May 13, 1910, ANHPB. 
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control in the eastern part of the country. Estrada controlled the 

important customs houses on the east coast and the suggestion seemed 

36 
logical to his followers. Added to this was the threat of an American 

intervention. It appeared that the conservatives would have the help of 

the powerful United States in carrying through their ideas. Coming when 

they did, these developments assured the success of the conservative 

rebellions in Nicaragua and Honduras and spelled the end of liberal 

power for some time in Central America. 

Under these circumstances Honduras teetered on the verge of 

chaos. A presidential election was near and representatives of the 

younger generation demanded the leadership of Policarpo Bonilla, reject-

37., 
ing the bland candidates offered by the government: The electoral 

struggle and the skittishness of the fragmented liberals provided an 

opportunity for Manuel Bonilla. His movement had faltered earlier in 

1908, but in late July, 1910, he moved inland from the north coast of 

Honduras with more confidence; the bitter divisions among liberals 

hardly dissipated with his coming. Policarpo Bonilla did his best to 

stay out of the bickering that surrounded President D^vila, but the 

fears of the desperate incumbent in Tegucigalpa ran him afoul of other 

would-be supporters. DSvila lost the allegiance of the powerful 

generals when he accused them of undermining his authority by seeking 

36. Lanza Ramos to Policarpo Bonilla, Roat^n, June 27, 1910, 

ibid. 

37. Heliodoro del Valle to Policarpo, Mexico, July 8, August 
12, 1910, ibid., for youthful views of Miguel D^vila and Manuel Bonilla. 
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38 
help from Guatemala. Under these conditions the Manuel Bonilla 

forces kept the country in turbulence. Long before Jos^ Madriz 

surrendered the presidency of Nicaragua to the conservatives on August 

20, 1910, liberalism and unionism had reached their lowest ebb in the 

republics of Central America. The passion for union had overridden 

every other goal, leaving disorganized liberal factions in its wake. 

Unionism had wrecked liberalism by 1910. Jose Santos Zelaya symbolized 

this wreckage, but it took further failures for liberals to learn these 

lessons. 

38. Dionisio Gutierrez to Miguel Davila, Tegucigalpa, July 17, 

1910, ANHPB. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE DEFECTION OF NICARAGUA AND THE SEARCH 

FOR NEW LEADERSHIP, 1909-1917 

A pact of union is the only means to impede the loss 
of our sovereignty through the isolated will of one 
of the Central American states.1 

With the removal from Central American politics of Jos^ Santos 

Zelaya and his successor, Jos^ Madriz, unionist activities shifted 

direction once more. Heretofore, two trends were evident in unionist 

thought and politics. One, characterized by the Barrios-Zelaya tra

dition, had emphasized military methods to reforge the isthmian 

federation. A second dwelt upon pacific measures to achieve the same 

goal, exploring legal and diplomatic channels in its search. The ouster 

of Zelaya in 1910 had eliminated the immediate possibility that a strong 

military leader again would attempt to coerce the five countries into 

a single political unit, and it created a power vacuum that would be 

difficult to fill. 

The governments of Nicaragua and Honduras drew away from the 

unionist ideal over the next few years, yet the aspiration for union did 

not die. For brief moments, unionist factions in several of the ist'hmian 

1. Mariano V^squez, quoted in Carlos Lara to Manuel Castro 
Quesada, Guatemala, July 11, 1914, ANCRRE. 
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nations sought desperately to unify Central America. They did so in the 

face of developments that included the forging of financial links 

between United States speculators and the governments of Nicaragua and 

Honduras, as well as military intervention by the United States govern

ment in Central American affairs. Central American inability to prevent 

these moves emphasized the disunity and lack of leadership displayed by 

isthmian liberals. 

The center of unionist sympathies remained in Honduras after 

Zelaya left the isthmus. Typically, there was little agreement on the 

most effective method for reaching a consensus on federation. Leading 

politicians were more concerned with preventing complete chaos than with 

union. Policarpo Bonilla, for one, found himself in a quandary relative 

to both union and the presidency of Honduras. Several alternatives were 

available to him, but he was puzzled over whether or not to run for the 

presidency of Honduras and, furthermore, whether this step would hurt 

the chances of reuniting the isthmus. A number of friends urged him to 

announce his candidacy in order to save Honduras from the return of 

Manuel Bonilla who, rumor had it, would soon invade the country with 

the unacknowledged assent of the United States. Policarpo Bonilla 

finally decided to back the candidacy of the compromise incumbent, 

Miguel Davila. The liberal leader suspected that a fair election was 

impossible under the circumstances and that the union movement would 
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2 
be irreparably damaged if an election campaign became controversial. 

The widespread support for the former revolutionary leader 

reflected in part the desperation of all opposition elements in Central 

America. Liberal leaders were confronted with ouster of Zelaya, the 

imposition of a weak government upon Nicaragua, and the recent efforts 

of former general Manuel Bonilla to reassert his power in Honduras. 

They were convinced, in short, that only Policarpo Bonilla could prevent 

Central America from becoming a total satellite of the United States, 

and that he might even unite the various centrifugal forces in the 

isthmus. But two factors worked against their thinking. For one, 

Policarpo Bonilla hesitated to grasp the reins of power once more, for 

the reasons mentioned. Second, his judgment was confirmed by the news 

that Manuel Bonilla had already begun his revolution against Davila, 

and his success seemed assured because he had the help of Guatemala, 

which government in turn seemed to have the tacit approval of the 

3 
United States. 

Indeed, some observers were certain that the Americans were 

unwilling to criticize an overturn of government in Honduras precisely 

because they expected to find the new group more favorable to an 

2. Leopoldo Ydi/quez, Danl^, Honduras, September 24; J. Marcos 
Meria, Guatemala, November 13; Rtjmulo E. Duro'n, Tegucigalpa, December 12, 
1910, all to Policarpo Bonilla, along with drafts of replies, ANHPB. 

3. Robles to foreign minister, Costa Rica, Tegucigalpa, August 
6, 1910, ANCRRE; Ramon J. Matamoros to Policarpo Bonilla, San Pedro 
Sula, Honduras, September 14, 1910, ANHPB. 
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American loan. True or not, the impression grew in the minds of con

cerned Central Americans that the United States government wished to 

arrange'Central American finances "by means of treaties similar to that 

of Santo Domingo."^ The test of American actions, it was thought, would 

be the breakdown of the Honduran loan negotiations which had recently 

been undertaken in Washington. Such considerations immobilized the 

5 
liberals and unionists. 

The response of the Honduran government to this state of affairs 

was unimaginative. The Congress declared a state of seige and President 

Davila sent an emissary to Nicaragua to plead for military help from 

Juan J. Estrada after he learned that Guatemala was encouraging 

Honduran exiles to join Manuel Bonilla. The Davila government hoped 

that congressional approval of the American financial arrangement, 

known as the Knox-Paredes Convention, would stop the onrushing general 

6 
and his lieutenants. 

Despite official disapproval voiced in Washington on the Manuel 

Bonilla movement and his failure in early 1910, the general continued 

with his plans. He moved his troops by sea from Nicaragua in early 

January, 1911, and captured the Caribbean island of Roat^in. From there 

4. Lazo Arriaga to Policarpo Bonilla, New York, October 14, 
1910, ANHPB. 

5. On the Santo Domingo treaty, see Munro, Intervention, pp. 
115-125; Nearing and Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy, pp. 124-128. 

6. Ydi^quez to Policarpo Bonilla, Danlf, December 12, 1910, 
ANHPB; Robles, Tegucigalpa, December 31, 1910, January 20; Calvo to 
Castro Quesada, Washington, January 1, 1911, ANCRRB; Munro, Inter
vention, pp. 193-194, 217-225, on the Knox-Paredes loan convention. 
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he proclaimed himself president and proceeded to invade the country with 

little opposition. The tide of instability had by no means receded in 

Honduras, despite the promise of a loan. The political tension was due 

more to the encouragement that Manuel Bonilla received from Manuel 

7 
Estrada Cabrera. 

The Guatemalan dictator won a partial victory within the next 

month in contravention of the stated desires of United States policy

makers and in violation of the Washington treaties of 1907. The 

unstable government of Nicaragua was helpful to him in this respect by 

staying neutral in the Honduran affair, although late in January Estrada 

did hinder the invasion plans of some Honduran exiles. But Estrada 

Cabrera's real victory lay in the fact that his man, Manuel Enrique 

8 
Araujo, assumed office on March 1, 1911, as president of El Salvador. 

This important event was obscured by developments in Honduras 

in.January. During that month the United States minister to Guatemala 

demanded that Estrada Cabrera not interfere in Honduran affairs while 

at the same time an American warship captured the rebel schooner Hornet 

in an apparent effort to assist the Miguel Davila government. Mean

while, the Bonilla invasion continued to press toward Tegucigalpa where 

Davila despaired of retaining control. Evidence of support for Manuel 

Bonilla had blossomed, while a deep rift had developed between 

7. Calvo to Castro Quesada, Washington, January 10, 1911, 
ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 549-561. 

8. Centro-Am^rlca. Organo de publicidad de la Qficina Inter-
nacional Centro-Americana (12 Vols.; Guatemala: Tipografia Sanchez y 
de Guise, 1909-1920), III (1911), 83-91. 
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Tegucigalpa officials and the liberals under the leadership of Policarpo 

Bonilla. Furthermore, it was reported to Davila that if his repre

sentative in Washington, Juan Paredes, did not agree to a loan the United 

States would establish a protectorate over Honduras and give its full 

support to Manuel Bonilla. It was in this context that Davila declared 

g 
his desperate readiness to accept the American loan. 

Within the next few weeks the political situation in the D/vila 

government collapsed completely. Miguel Davila repeated his fervent 

desire to approve an American loan in early February and he learned that 

the American government was willing to work out an armistice and to 

mediate between Manuel Bonilla and the Tegucigalpa government. The 

Honduran national congress considered this to be blackmail, however, and 

they refused to approve the loan.*^ Another element that affected the 

congressional action was the split in the liberal leadership of the 

country which was confirmed in a note later from Guatemala when Carlos 

Lara said the congress blamed Davila for the country's ills.** 

9. Calvo, Washington, January 15, 22; Robles, Tegucigalpa, 
January 25; Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, January 26, 1911, ANCRRE. 
It was Lara who observed caustically that "Right now everyone laments 
the famous Treaty of Washington, which to date has only served to deceit
fully cover the surface of a turbulent base of passions and wretched 
politics." Manuel Ugarte, Tegucigalpa, January 12; "Meme" to Bonilla, 
Tegucigalpa, January 17, 1911, ANHPB. On the Honduran loan affair, see 
Robles to foreign minister, Costa Rica, Tegucigalpa, August 14, Septem
ber 4, 1909, ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 555-570. 

10. Robles to Castro Quesada, Tegucigalpa, February 1, 2, 1911, 
ANCRRE. The first of these notes contained a quoted transcript of ex
changes between Davila, William Howard Taft and the American minister, 
Fenton McCreery. Also see Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 577-580. 

11. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, February 4, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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At this point the El Salvador government ended its state of 

seige and welcomed its citizens back, feeling that the Honduran situation 

was headed for peace. Yet by February 8, Manuel Bonilla had control of 

virtually the entire north coast-of Honduras, had asked for recognition 

of his government from Washington and had even received help from a 

detachment of American marines at Puerto Cortes, the banana exporting 

port of the north coast. The detachment had landed "to prevent dis-

„12 
order. 

Despite official disinterestedness in Washington, Americans in 

Caribbean waters were aiding the Manuel Bonilla revolution and Honduras 

seemed near collapse into the camp of Manuel Estrada Cabrera. The 

Bonilla generals continued to press their attack successfully enough 

that General Saturnino Medal quickly approached to within twenty-four 

miles of Tegucigalpa while his leader made it known that he too was 

receptive to an American loan. Manuel Bonilla*s representative in 

Guatemala, General Fernando Somoza Vivas, meanwhile, was protesting to 

the American representative there that El Salvador was threatening to 

provide military forces to Davila. It seemed a fitting way to pervert 

13 
the already demolished principles of the Washington Treaty of 1907. 

Indeed, the Davila government could take hope only from the knowledge 

12. M. Castro Ramirez, San Salvador, February 4; Robles, 
Tegucigalpa, n.d. [February 6?]; Lara to Castro Quesada, February 8, 
1911, ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1911, pp. 291-297. 

13. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, February 9, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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that Manuel Bonilla had agreed to suspend action on February 7, pending 

an armistice and negotiations, and the United States clearly wanted only 

14 
peace at any price at this point. 

Negotiations between the' legitimate government of Honduras and 

Manuel Bonilla took place on board the USS Tacoma off the coast of 

Puerto Cortes. An American mediator, the experienced financial expert 

and diplomat, Thomas Dawson^ sat with two representatives of each party. 

The meetings were governed mainly by the issue of control of the 

national government of Honduras. It was learned, however, that the 

American loaning agents preferred that Antonio Lazo Arriaga be given 

the provisional presidency of the land, to be superseded by a new 

president chosen later in an open election. D^vila himself favored 

Lazo Arriaga, while the State Department was known to oppose only the 

tenure of Davila. In the end, Dawson chose Francisco Bertrand, a 

moderate who leaned toward Manuel Bonilla. Bertrand took office in 

Tegucigalpa on March 25, 1911, and three days later Miguel Davila 

resigned.^ 

The federation movement had suffered a damaging blow, all the 

more so because Manuel Bonilla was now in a position to take power 

14. Lara to Castro Quesada. Guatemala, February 16, 1911, 

ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1911, pp. 298-301. 

15. It was agreed that a presidential election would be held in 
the last three days of the following October and that the constitution 
of Honduras would remain suspended until February 1, 1912; Centro-
Am£rica, III (1911), pp. 294-295; Calvo, Washington, February 19, 26; 
Robles to Castro Quesada, Tegucigalpa, March 23, 1911, ANCRRE. Also see 
C^ceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, pp.. 85-86; Munro, Intervention, pp. 

225-230. 
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legally In Honduras and Manuel Estrada Cabrera's plans had succeeded so 

far. Once again, deep divisions within liberal ranks had created a 

military and economic vacuum of leadership which ungovernable forces had 

managed to fill. Moreover, the'turn of events in Honduras weakened the 

liberals in Nicaragua while strengthening the isthmian power of Manuel 

Estrada Cabrera's dictatorship. 

Estrada Cabrera was re-elected president without opposition on 

March 15, 1911, and afterward virulent attacks appeared in the offici

ally controlled Guatemalan press upon the United States for its 

16 
mediatory role in the Honduras settlement. Meanwhile, turbulence 

began in Nicaragua. In mid-February, Zelaya partisans were blamed when 

the Managua army barracks were bombed, and two weeks later several 

former Zelaya lieutenants, among them Rodolfo Espinosa and Jose Dolores 

G^inez, were expelled from the country.1^ Nicaragua's government was 

faced now with the Honduran loan precedent with all the extenuating 

pressures that accompanied such a situation. The Nicaraguan loan affair 

is probably better known, like the Honduran, for the relationship 

between the government at Managua and that of the United States. As 

important for the theme of federation leadership, however, is the 

question of the impact of the negotiations upon the domestic and Central 

American relations of Nicaragua. 

16. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, March 2, .1911, ANCRRE 
plus encl.; Centro-Am^rica, III (1911), 128-130. 

17. Calvo to Castro Quesada, Washington, March 5, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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It had become immediately apparent that Manuel Bonilla's revo

lution would have repercussions beyond the borders of Honduras and the 

beginnings of these in Nicaragua have already been suggested. Near the 

end of March, moreover, Nicaragua's inflationary policies had produced 

serious problems with bogus money in circulation. Although Policarpo 

Bonilla and others of his persuasion were forced to leave Honduras at 

this time, one perceptive observer noted that an arbitral ending of the 

Honduran civil war meant that in the future it would be difficult to 

sustain armed insurrection against incumbent regimes in Central America. 

If this were true, then events in Nicaragua in the next few years would 

reinforce the idea that incumbent regimes were unshakable if they merely 

gave evidence to foreign interests of fiscal responsibility, or if 

political and military disunity prevented any strong leadership from 

developing. 

For the moment, the tug of war between Guatemala and Nicaragua 

for leadership in isthmian affairs centered on El Salvador. Events in 

the contending countries brought pressure to bear on the Salvadorean 

political scene, making the recently declared amnesty in that country a 

hollow sounding pronouncement. The national assembly in San Salvador 

manifested its discomfort at the turn of events following the Honduran 

settlement by quickly ratifying a series of long delayed conventions 

formulated at the previous Central American conference in San Salvador 

18. Joaqu/n Gomez, Managua, March 24; Robles to Castro Quesada, 
Tegucigalpa, April 1, 1911, ANCRRE; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 393-395. 
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in February, 1910, and imploring the OICA to convince Costa Rica to 

do the same. The Salvadoreans wanted an ally once more to aid them 

in preserving their individual position in the face of the Nicaragua-

Guatemala struggle, and they expected that Nicaragua could best be 

19 
pressured to keep hands off El Salvador. 

Nicaragua easily seemed weaker to the Salvadoreans than 

Guatemala, and for good reason. Despite the fact that Juan J. Estrada, 

a compromise figure, occupied the presidency at Managua after the 

Americans had expressed lack of confidence in Jos^ Madriz, factional 

disputes did not end in Nicaragua. Reports by Salvadoreans in Managua 

and others in Honduras revealed that a power struggle had developed 

around the key military figures, General Luis Mena, General Emiliano 

Chamorro and General Adolfo Dfaz, the last named being a favorite of 

American mining interests. Mena had joined Estrada's ministry which 

gave him an advantage over the others. By early May, 1911, Estrada 

resigned in favor of his vice-president, Adolfo Diaz, and Mena remained 

in control of the armed forces. In late October, Mena was chosen by 

the national assembly to succeed D^az on January 1, 1913. Mena 

realized his ambitions but this act contravened the Dawson agreements, 

which had provided for free presidential elections to choose a new 

government once Estrada's term had ended. Emiliano Chamorro now had an 

19. Foreign minister of El Salvador to Castro Quesada, March 
16, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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excuse to carry out his long held plans to bring Nicaragua under his own 

control 

"Emiliano Chamorro's rise to prominence began when Jose' Santos 

Zelaya's revolution succeeded in 1893. At that time, Chamorro had fled 

to the east coast, thence to Costa Rica's northern region, where he 

organized sporadic and unsuccessful opposition to Zelaya. He nearly 

succeeded in 1903, when his lieutenants captured government steamships 

on the Nicaraguan lakes, and no amount of appeals by the Costa Rican 

government or by Zelaya dampened his enthusiasm over the years. At 

last in 1911, Chamorro's tenacity was rewarded as he traveled about the 

Central American region gaining recognition as a key political figure 

in his country. As his power grew, his statements and desires carried 

21 
greater weight. 

After Diaz had assumed the Nicaraguan presidency in May, 

Emiliano Chamorro began his campaign. On a visit to Honduras he made 

it clear that he wanted the friendship of Francisco Bertrand and 

Manuel Bonilla; later he was linked with Manuel Estrada Cabrera in 

Guatemala and with the old Rafael Yglesias group still alive in Costa 

Rica. Chamorro hoped to form a military alliance among the Central 

20. Powell, HAHR, 1928, p. 50; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 
83-84. Centro-America, III (1911), 200, reprinted the resignation on 
May 9 of Estrada Cabrera. Also see Foreign Relations, 1911, pp. 625-627, 
652-653; ibid., 1912, p. 1047. 

21. On the background of Chamorro and his supporters, see 
ANCRRE, 1894, 1895, passim; Cuadra Pasos, Medio siglo, pp. 18-21. 
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American governments. It was clearly an anti-Zelayista movement, and 

it derived strength from the possibility of support from the United 

22 
States. 

Chamorro undoubtedly was encouraged by domestic affairs in 

Nicaragua and Honduras. In his own country, the Diaz government placed 

its future in the hands of a successful negotiation of an American loan 

which was heralded to "transform the country into a never before dreamed 

of paradise," while in Honduras Manuel Bonilla announced his candidacy 

23 
for the presidency in mid-September with much the same attitude. 

However, the key to all future hopes for the conservatives seemed to be 

El Salvador. Further rumors bolstered the notion that as many as 7,000 

Honduran exiles had gathered there, strengthened by the presence of 

former Honduran president Miguel D^vila. All signs pointed to mounting 

24 
pressure upon El Salvador's government. 

Activities in Guatemala reinforced the pressure. One indication 

that Guatemala was thinking in trans-isthmian terms was the sudden 

ratification by the government in May, 1911, of a series of conventions 

agreed upon the year before by the Third Central American Conference. 

These measures were aimed at commercial and educational cooperation. 

22. Robles, Tegucigalpa, June 3; Calvo to Castro Quesada, 
Washington, August 4, 1911, ANCRRE. 

23. Calvo to Castro Quesada, Washington, September 10, 1911, 
ibid.; Centro-America, IV (1912), 19-23; Foreign Relations, 1911, 
pp. 636, 666-667. 

24. Calvo, Washington, September 10; Robles to Castro Quesada, 
Tegucigalpa, September 16, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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They lacked specific political content, but the Guatemalans seemed 

anxious to have them approved. Estrada Cabrera especially wanted to 

see action by Costa Rica on formation of the Central American Peda-

25 
gogical Institute. Thus, all indications were that an explosive 

situation had formed. Guatemala was nervous about the possibility that 

Francisco Madero's government in Mexico would encourage Guatemalan 

revolutionaries, while Manuel Bonilla expected and prepared for an 

attack from El Salvador. Estrada Cabrera s^nt an emissary to San 

Salvador as Luis Mena broke more openly with Adolfo Diaz in Managua. 

The State Department viewed developments in the isthmus with some 

trepidation and when the opportunity arose the Secretary of State voiced 

his disapproval of reform of the Central American Court of Justice and 

discouraged unionism altogether. He was especially unhappy, it was 
/ 

learned, that some Salvadoreans had thoughts in this direction. His 

statements were nearly an open invitation to the anti-unionists in 

26 
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. 

To be sure, there was no unity of opinion on federation in El 

Salvador itself. It would be more accurate to say that the Araujo 

regime deplored such notions and regretted their circulation. However, 

two factors worked against them taking such a position publicly. One • 

25. Foreign minister of Guatemala, Guatemala, May 24; Lara to 
Castro Quesada, Guatemala, June 8, 1911, ibid. 

26. Lara, Guatemala, September 21; Calvo to Castro Quesada, 
Washington, September 24, 1911, ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 
1037, 1042, 1046-50. 
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was the Salvadorean centenary, an appropriate occasion for recalling 

fonder days when the Salvadoreans had sponsored both independence and 

federation; another was a vociferous pro-federation faction which made 

the government consider twice its public statements against the Court 

or unionism. 

Instead Araujo cooperated with Francisco Bertrand, informing 

him that Dionisio Gutilrrez,· the liberal military figure, led the exile 

movement, while Araujo's government harassed the Honduran federationists 

and ignored its own union enthusiasts. At the same time, El Salvador's 

leaders went out of their way to pacify Guatemala in order to avoid an 

invasion by Manuel Estrada Cabrera. Guatemala was thus able to exert 

influence upon not only El Salvador but also Honduras. In the latter 

country, with presidential elections approaching in December, it became 

27 
difficult to publicly criticize Manuel Estrada Cabrera. These 

attitudes reflected American actions in recent months and clearly 

indicated that federationist leadership had failed its mission at this 

juncture~ 

Manuel Estrada Cabrera's success in suffocating the independence 

of the nearby Central American states depended in large measure upon 

Nicaragua's.ability to oppose Guatemalan hegemony. In turn, that 

opposition reflected the degree of political and ideological unifi-

cation within Nicaragua.· The Managua government at this time was 

/ 27. Castro Ram1rez, San Salvador, October 27, December 11; 
Gilberte Lorfns, president of the OICA, Guatemala, November 7; Robles 
to Castro Quesada, Tegucigalpa, December 16, 1911, ANCRRE. 
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preoccupied, for it was evident by 1912 that civil war among the 

military factions could not be prevented. This state of affairs brought 

about greater concern with Caribbean matters in Washington, and American 

interference in Central America'!became more familiar. For various 

reasons, among them the "disorganized condition" of the country, 

28 
Nicaragua received the bulk of this attention. 

In large part, the civil war which ensued in Nicaragua in 1912 

was an outgrowth of the traditional liberal-conservative power struggle. 

The conflict at this point centered on the bitterness that had developed 

between the Adolfo Diaz faction and the Luis Mena group. Mena had 

served until July, 1912, as Diaz's minister of war. At the end of the 

month he resigned under pressure and joined the liberal dissidents 

gathering in the city of Masaya. This faction was led by anti-American 

former Zelayistas, among them Rodolfo Espinosa and Julian Irias. They 

hoped to prevent the nation from falling completely into the hands of 

29 
the conservatives. 

The civil war was short, sharp and inconclusive, and it en

gendered more hostility than it settled. The liberals were quickly 

28. Williams, Anglo-American Diplomacy, p. 315; Foreign Re
lations, 1911, pp. 655-659; ibid., 1912, pp. 1027-1034; Centro-Am^rica, 

IV (1912), 161-164. 

29. Williams, Anglo-American Diplomacy, pp. 317-318; Powell, 
HAHR, 1928, pp. 51-52; Rodolfo Espinosa and Julian Ir/as, Nicaraguan 
Affairs. Memorial to the Senate of the United States of America. From 
the Land of Exile to the Nicaraguans (San Jos^: Alsina Press, 1912), 
pp. 1-4. Also see Foreign Relations, 1911, pp. 627, 649, 655, 662-664. 
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routed and Julian Irias left the country for New Orleans. The fray 

brought Emiliano Chamorro out into the open as the real source of power 

in Nicaragua, yet he agreed after conferring with the American minister 

at Managua, George Weitzel, that Adolfo Diaz should remain in the 

presidency for the next four years (1913-1917). The United States 

played a more overt role in this affair when American marines helped to 

maintain the Corinto to Granada railway in October to the advantage of 

the government. The American role was clearly an act of intervention, 

and by helping to defeat the liberals—even these moderate federation-

ists—the United States re-emphasized its anti-Zelaya views, making a 

mockery of the pro-federation stand it took in the Washington con-

30 
ventions of 1907. 

Nicaragua could no longer oppose Guatemalan strength in Central 

America and the Chamorro-Weitzel Treaty of 1913 only emphasized that 

condition. Protest was lodged against the new agreement in Honduras 

and El Salvador, but even more important it evoked a reaction which once 

more spurred unionism. Policarpo Bonilla was named a representative of 

the Junta Patri^tica Centroamericano, whose headquarters were in El 

Salvador. Bonilla was in contact with the Nicaraguan, Julian Irias, in 

New Orleans. Along with Costa Rica, these groups protested vigorously, 

against the Chamorro-Weitzel interoceanic canal agreement which finally 

died in the United States Senate because it contained a protectorate 

30. Powell, HAHR, 1928, p. 51; Williams, Anglo-American Di
plomacy , pp. 317-318; Karnes, Failure, pp. 199-200; Cuadra Pasos, Medio 
siglo, pp. 85-87, 94-95; Foreign Relations, 1912, pp. 1043-1044, 1069. 

1 
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31 
clause. A renewed effort to unify Central America afterward blossomed 

in Honduras and came out in the open in 1914, the year of the conclusion 

of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. Nicaragua's internal weakness and the 

evident hegemony of the Guatemalan dictator over Honduras and El Salvador 

was the reason for the reluctance of Costa Rica to favor federation in 

1913 and 1914. But as 1914 began, there was a movement underway led 

again by young liberals who were largely out of power. 

The renewed zeal of Central American unionists was a product 

of several circumstances. In part, it grew out of the reaction to both 

the Knox-Castrillo convention of 1911, which was a loan agreement, and 

the Chamorro-Weitzel Treaty of 1913. Another factor was the sudden 

death from illness of Manuel Bonilla in April, 1913, while he ruled 

Honduras, a condition which allowed for the return to the country of 

Policarpo Bonilla. The death of the general left in power Francisco 

Beftrand, who was unable to prevent either the return of Policarpo 

Bonilla or a resurgence of Central American unionism. 

The movement was sponsored by government officials in El 

Salvador and Honduras, where the presence of federationist pressure 

groups influenced this abortine flurry of federationism. Many liberals 

in Honduras perceived that the OICA, though housed in Guatemala City, 

31. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 399-402; Cabezas Gomez to Castro 
Quesada, Managua, May 26, 1913, ANCRRE; Foreign Relations, 1912, jpp. 
993-997, 1096. A Costa Rican argument against the treaty is Ramcm Rojas 
Corrales, El tratado Chamorro-Weitzel ante Centro-Am/rica y ante el 
derecho internacional (San Josd: Imprenta Moderna, 1914). 
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might serve as an effective instrument for unifying Central America by 

diplomatic means. The convention signed at Washington in 1907 had urged 

that the OICA delegates, one from each country, meet periodically to 

advance the cause of union. A preliminary meeting took place in Teguci

galpa in 1909, but from the beginning the organization was in trouble. 

The first of a half-dozen Central American conferences sponsored 

by the OICA brought the weaknesses of the organization into sharp relief. 

During the talks, the Guatemalan delegate nearly ended the meetings by 
' 4 

making a diplomatic issue of what he believed were pro-Nicaraguan state

ments issued by Miguel Davila. Apologies smoothed over ruffled feelings, 

but the delegates were barely able afterward to prepare the groundwork 

32 
for a scheduled formal conference. These faltering steps reinforced 

the view that Manuel Estrada Cabrera hoped to use the OICA to assert 

the predominance of Guatemala over the five republics. The Guatemalans 

nevertheless invited the other states, to confer with them at Amapala 

under the direction of the OICA, but to no avail. When the delegates 

met in Tegucigalpa at their first Central American conference in January, 

1910, the discussion therefore was carefully restricted to details of 

synchronizing their currency, weights and measures, customs and consular 

OO 
services. 

32. Aragcjn to foreign minister of Costa Rica, Tegucigalpa, 
January 9; Honduras foreign minister to Aragon, January 26, 1909, ANCRRE. 

33. Echeverria to the presidents of Central America, Guatemala, 
January 2; Gonzalez vfquez to Echeverria, San Jos^, February 17, in 
Centro-Am^rica, I (1909), 170-171, 174; H. Aguirre M., Tegucigalpa, 
January 20; Aragrfn to Anderson, San Jos^, February 26, 1909, ANCRRE. 
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The OICA found its activities hampered for more compelling 

reasons. On the heels of the early controversy came questions dealing 

with the proper scope of the organization. Several times in the form

ative years of the OICA, member states called its activities into 

question and threatened to cut off funds which it desperately needed 

to continue operations. The question of operating funds had bothered 

the OICA delegation from its inception, though at the Washington cqn-

ference the states had pledged to remand to the OICA fifteen hundred 

dollars a year. Subsequently, the states failed to make good their 

promise, usually citing faltering financial conditions. The states owed 

the OICA fund several thousands of dollars apiece by 1920 when the 

organization ceased to exist. In the end, the OICA quarterly, 

Centro-Am^rica, became a journal of scholarship and a bulletin for 

commercial and financial information, while from time to time it issued 

non-controversial unionist propaganda. 

On occasion a state attempted to make political use of the OICA 

for the purposes of engendering a spirit of union among the states or 

to propagate its own plan for federation through the OICA machinery. 

Salvadorean unionists in 1911 tried to urge federationism upon a 

reluctant state government by publicizing their views in Centro-Am^rica. 

The.embarrassed regime could only support the pronouncements while 

insisting that the political conditions of the republics were not 

propitious for such a move. In late 1913, the most serious effort to 

achieve federation by using the mechanism of the OICA came about in 

Honduras. 
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The Honduran unionist plan of 1913 was aired at the Sixth Central 

American Conference, held in early January, 1914, at Tegucigalpa. The 

opportunity for presentation of the Honduran views came during the early 

part of the meetings when the foreign minister, Mariano V^squez, pre

sented his opening speech to the assembled delegates. Carlos Lara, the 

Costa Rican representative, was strongly opposed to a new drive toward 

union. Lara had learned before the meetings that v/squez and Salvador 

Rodriguez G., private secretary to Carlos Mel^ndez of El Salvador, had 

agreed on the bases for a treaty of political union of the five countries 

and would press for adoption of their position at the Tegucigalpa gather

ing. Furthermore, he learned that V^squez and Rodriguez were working 

without prior instructions from their governments on the matter and 

suspected that in some fashion this effort was designed to perpetuate 

the political power of both Carlos Mel^ndez and Francisco Bertrand, 

since both men were forbidden to run for office again. Lara opposed 

consideration of this plan during the meetings on several grounds. 

Among his reasons was the persuasive argument that if the plan took 

serious shape, it might provoke even greater interference in the isthmus 

by the United States. He threatened finally to quit the conference and 

the matter was suddenly dropped. The delegates gave their attention 

instead to more banal questions of free trade and commerce. A govern-

34 
ment-sponsored federation had failed. 

34. Opening speech of Carlos Lara, Sixth Central American Con
ference, Tegucigalpa, January 1; same to Roberto Brenes Mes^n, January 
19, 26, 1914, ANCRRE. 
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Costa Rica inadvertently became a friend of Guatemala in the 

aftermath of this episode. Manuel Estrada Cabrera went out of his way 

to placate the Costa Rican governing elite in order to retain Costa 

Rica's neutrality in the face of his own attempts to dominate the 

surrounding isthmian states, and he watched with satisfaction as 

presidential elections approached in San Jos/ to replace the Ricardo 

Jim/nez government. He was evidently gratified to see a regime take 

office in May, 1914, led by Alfredo Gonzales Flores. Gonz/lez Flores 

was under pressure from the country's military and conservative forces 

which he placated by voicing concern about foreign penetration of his 

country as well as the trend in favor of federation. His response to 

these developments came out in his inaugural address, during which he 

solemnly promised "to enter into no treaties or contracts, nor to make 

concessions of any kind that would jeopardize the autonomy of the 

Republic."35 

The impact of the turn of events in Central America upon liberal 

solidarity and federation was clear. The liberals had once again failed 

to agree among themselves on methods and goals. They had been frighten

ed by the prospect of American intervention in Nicaragua and they were 

unprepared to deal with the military questions that arose from the 

possibility of another federation. All this was symbolized by the 

35. Centro-Am^rlca, VI (1914), 197-202. Also see Diego M. 
Chamorro, Managua, February 18; Lara to Brenes Mes/n, Guatemala, March 
22, May 3; Anselmo Rivas to Castro Quesada, Managua, May 11, 1914, 

ANCRRE. 
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decision of Policarpo Bonilla, back in Honduras in the spring of 1914, 

not to run for the presidency "because of the danger of outside 

qg 
forces." He did, however, warn Francisco Bertrand that continuismo 

was dangerous. Bertrand paid no attention and neither did Juan Angel 

Arias, who Bertrand defeated to become president for the 1916-1920 term. 

The only recourse left open to moderate unionists by 1916 was the .legal 

one of working through the Central American Court of Justice to obtain 

their ends. This alternative made the Bryaji-Chamorro Treaty all the 

more significant. 

Throughout the period August, 1914 to February, 1916, when the 

Bryan-Chamorro Treaty was ratified, United States-Nicaraguan relations 

might have served as a catalyst for another attempt at federation in 

Central America. Every Central American nation's ruling elite except 

Guatemala's protested against the Bryan-Chamorro agreement for reasons 

37 
which are clear. There is little evidence to clarify the attitude 

each state took. Nevertheless it was difficult to achieve unity of 

action among the dissenters to this international pact. El Salvador, 

for example, which might have gone to war to defend its interests, found 

itself without an ally. The only potential ally at hand was Costa Rica 

among its interested sister nations. The Costa Ricans, however, feared 

the military aspects of federation. Furthermore, the new Gonzalez 

36. Sanso, Policarpo, p. 404. 

37. Hernandez de Let^n, Efemerides, III, 229-233; Foreign 
Relations, 1912, p. 1074; ibid., 1913, pp. 1040-1047, 1050-1056. 
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Flores administration was anxious to placate Guatemala in the hope that 

Estrada Cabrera would contribute heavily to a building fund to begin the 

38 
Central American Pedagogical Institute. As the moment for action 

passed, Estrada Cabrera continued to praise the Nicaraguan treaty and 

to hesitate on funds for the proposed building for the educational 

QQ 
institute. In the end, these regimes realized that their only 

alternative was to present their complaints to the Central American 

Court of Justice. 

By mid-summer 1914, opinions in government circles had pretty 

much swung around to the Costa Rican position—or rather, the Honduran 

position. It was Honduras that had most severely opposed the treaty 

and whose leaders now took the lead in promoting federation once more 

as a response to the threat to Central America's independence. In the 

hectic summer of 1914 Honduras tried to cajole the surrounding states 

into forming a plan for union. It seemed appropriate because the 

others were casting about for a way to impede the conclusion of a 

Nicaraguan canal treaty with its obvious "Piatt Amendment" conditions. 

In early July, it became obvious that in order for the protests of the 

Central American governments to be effective Guatemala would have to 

take the lead in arguing their case. Though Manuel Estrada Cabrera 

hesitated to take a stand on this issue, he was embarrassed because 

Honduras pressed its claim through the Central American Court of Justice 

38. Hern/ndez de Ledn, Efem/rides, III, 233-234; Lara to 
Castro Quesada, Guatemala, May 19, 20, 30, 1914, ANCRRE. 

39. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, June 2, 1914, ANCRRE. 
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with the support of El Salvador and Costa Rica. The countries pressed 

two different arguments in San Jose' and in Washington. In the latter 

capital their case centered on the loss of autonomy by Central America, 

while in San Jos£ they were concerned with the legality of the treaty.'*® 

Now the Honduran government made its move. The Honduran minister 

lodged a protest against the treaty in Washington and Mariano Vasquez, 

the foreign minister, took advantage of the situation to argue that the 

establishment of an American protectorate would most of all "impede the 

union of the five Central American states into a single political 

entity, as has been and is their goal." Furthermore, he pleaded for a 

pact of union to halt such an eventuality. Vasquez's pronouncements 

demonstrated further the disunity among the Central American opponents 

of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. The Costa Ricans especially voiced their 

opposition to his views, remembering the Vasquez effort at the Sixth 

Central American Conference a few years earlier in Tegucigalpa. At the 

time, the Costa Rican delegate, Carlos Lara, was convinced that 

40. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, July 9 and two notes of 
July 10, 1914, ANCRRE. For the cases presented to the Central American 
Court of Justice, see American Journal of International Law, X, No. 2 
(April, 1916), 344-351. Two legal studies of the Court are: Juan 
Anchisi Caceres, La Corte de Justicia Centroamericana (Guatemala: 
Imprenta Universitaria, 1951); Manley 0. Hudson, "Central American 
Court of Justice," American Journal of International Law, XXVI, No. 4 
(October, 1932), 759-786. Also see Thomas Bailey, "interest in a 
Nicaraguan Canal," HAHR, XVI (February, 1936), 2-28. 

41. Quoted in one of two notes from Lara to Castro Quesada, 
Guatemala, July 11, 1914, ANCRRE. 
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Vasquez's unionism was an instrument for personal political convenience 

and his opinion of Vasquez had not changed in the new circumstances. 

According to Lara, such dangerous allusions would only "bring us a 

little closer to the wolf's mouth. 

The most important motive for Costa Rica's reluctance to agree 

with the Vasquez view of the impact of the treaty upon Central America, 

and the course of action to be followed before it was concluded, may be 

found in Costa Rican-Nicaraguan relations in mid-summer 1914. 

Nicaragua's pro-American government viewed with alarm the recent 

developments in Costa Rica, most especially the fact that the newly 

elected Gonzalez Flores administration had rewarded with key posts men 

who were known to be hostile to Emiliano Chamorro. For example, Jos^ 

Zeled<5n had been made secretary of interior of Guanacaste province in 

the northwest, a powerful post dealing with matters of local policing 

and justice. Also the Nicaraguans opposed the leadership in foreign 

affairs of Manuel Castro Quesada, and they were especially disturbed by 

appointment of the strongman Federico Tinoco to the ministry of war in 

San Jose. The Costa Rican minister to Managua, F. Cabezas G<£mez, 

attempted to reassure Managua that Costa Rica would comply with its 

international promises and denigrated the importance of Costa Rica's 

appiarent enthusiasm at the Central American conferences which Managua 

42. Lara to Castro Quesada, Guatemala, July 11, 1914, ANCRRE. 
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43 
had looked upon with suspicion for several years. The Nicaraguans 

were afraid that unionist and anti-American elements in Nicaragua 

44 
would be encouraged by events in the rest of the isthmus. 

The reassurances of Costa Rica were effective, however, and in 

mid-summer the Nicaraguan press and government toned down their hos

tility toward their southern neighbor. However, nothing was done by the 

rest of the isthmian states, primarily because Manuel Estrada Cabrera 

refused to lend weight to their arguments. He preferred to believe that 

the Chamorro amendment to the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty would not pass in 

the American Senate. In part because of this disunity and the protests, 

•ear the end of August, 1914, the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, containing a 

clause that mentioned the rights of Nicaragua's neighbors, seemed secure 

45 
of passage. 

The immediate response in Central America to the conclusion of 

the treaty was mixed. In most of the states there were demonstrations 

but the Nicaraguans had an uprising on their hands. In view of the 

circumstances of Nicaragua's defensiveness about the canal treaty, the 

uprising contributed to keeping Costa Rica out of the federation move

ment over the next few years. The conspiracy was led by highly-placed 

43. Especially revealing is Cabezas Gomez to Castro Quesada, 

Managua, July 14, 1914, ANCRRE. 

44. Ibid. 

45. Lara, July 16; Rivas, Managua, July 31; Cabezas Gomez to 
Castro Quesada, Managua, August 6, 18, 29, 1914, ibid. 
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officials and army officers. They included Salvador Castrillo, former 

minister to Washington and Paris, General Bartolom^' Viquez, commandant 

of an important military post and Colonel Camilo Barberena, a well-

placed political chief in Chinandega. The business never got off the 

ground, in fact it never reached public proportions, but it was enough 

to make the government of Adolfo Diaz suspect foul play by Costa Ricans. 

Of course, another good reason for the movement was the enduring 

financial chaos of the country. The Managua government, in despair at 

the hostility provoked by the canal treaty and the subsequent delay of 

its passage, had begun issuing paper money that engendered serious 

inflation. The plot, according to revelations of the Nicaraguan 

president, was confirmed by Antonio Reyes, political chief of Le6n, the 

47 home base of liberals in Nicaragua. Once Nicaragua and Costa Rica 

had signed a pending mutual extradition agreement, however, relations 

between the two countries were at least temporarily smoothed. 

It is clear that the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty's impact on Costa 

Rica revealed a widening split in that country between the ''isolation

ists" and the pro-federationists, the latter opposed by Manuel Castro 

Quesada and his followers, while General Federico Tinoco lent positive 

assistance to the "isolationists" and to the Nicaraguan plotters. This 

46. Cabezas G<£mez to Castro Quesada, Managua, September 24, 
1914, ANCRRE. 

47. Ibid., October 13, 1914. 

48. Chamorro to Castro Quesada, Managua, November 23, 1914, 

ibid. 
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split promised to widen and explode later on, but for the present Costa 

Rican hopes for calm were undergirded by a spirited campaign by the 

liberals in Honduras against the re-election of Francisco Bertrand in 

1915. The liberals were split between supporters of Policarpo Bonilla 

and Juan Angel Arias, over the issue of whether or not Bertrand ought 

to stand for re-election. Policarpo Bonilla had made his opposition to 

re-election clear. • 

Bertrand sidestepped the issue by leaving office temporarily, 

placing the administration in the hands of his lieutenant, Alberto 

Membreno, a long-time favorite of Manuel Bonilla. Bertrand was then 

proclaimed a candidate and on February 1, 1916, took office. Mariano 

V^squez, who had used the federationist ploy to evident success, became 

his foreign minister, in an evident appeal to nonpartisanship. Though 

the federationists were defeated, their spirit was high and with the 

prospect of organizational help from other isthmian liberals, such as 

49 
the Costa Ricans. their potential was strong. 

Hence the election in Nicaragua became all the more important 

for the future of both liberalism and federation in Central America. 

The liberals had high hopes in Nicaragua for unity behind Julian Irias, 

their candidate for president in 1916. But as far as the United States 

was concerned, Ir^as's credentials were tainted by his earlier asso

ciation with Jos^Santos Zelaya. He .also had taken a stand publicly 

49. Deutsch, Christmas, pp. 184-185, for Honduran events. Also 
see Centro-America, VIII (1916), 41-43. 
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against the Chamorro-Weitzel agreement and the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. 

The American minister at Managua let it be known once again that his 

government would not recognize anyone associated with Zelaya, regard

less of how he came to power, and despite an evident liberal majority 

in the country admitted even by the conservatives, Irias could not hope 

50 
to take office. 

The Nicaraguan election was also overshadowed by events follow

ing the ratification in February, 1916, by the United States Senate of 

the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. News of the act dropped like a bombshell in 

Central America, despite the rumor that it would happen. It was learned 

in San Jos^ that the Senate had ratified the treaty on February 18 with 

the significant amendments that funds collected by use of the projected 

canal would be disbursed by Nicaragua with the approval of the Secre

tary of State of the United States or his appointee, and that "nothing 

in said convention is intended to affect any existing rights of any of 

the said named states. The impact of this amendment, stemming from 

the objections raised in Central America when negotiations on the treaty 

began in 1912, was immediate and hostile. Costa Rica took the lead in 

establishing a complaint with the Central American Court of Justice 

against the legality of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, and El Salvador and-

50. Powell, HAHR, 1928, p. 52; Foreign Relations, 1911, pp. 
666-668, on the Dawson plan and Mena and Estrada, and 1916, p. 849, on 
the treaty and its passage. 

51. Quote from the treaty in Edward J. Hale, American minister 
in Costa Rica, to Mariano Guardia, San Jos^, February 21, 1916, ANCRRE. 



Honduras quickly followed suit. Costa Rica also notified Nicaragua's 

government of its action and outlined its case against the Managua 

position 

Both Washington and Managua were in harmony and well prepared 

for the onslaught of criticism. The Chamorro government had protected 

itself by forming a secret treaty of free commerce with its ally, .the 

willing and pliant Bertrand government in Tegucigalpa, and Chamorro 

provided a ready answer for his assailants.4 In notes to both the 

Central American Court of Justice and San Jos^", Chamorro stoutly in

sisted that the treaty was only an agreement between Nicaragua and the 

Unitesd States and had nothing to do with the rest of Central America. 

Furthermore, he asserted, the treaty because of the parties involved, 

' 53 
was not subject to review by the Central American Court. 

Pressures mounted by isthmian opponents of the treaty may have 

had some effect upon the chamber of deputies in Managua, for the 

measure did not pass unanimously as one might have supposed it would 

under a tight Chamorro dictatorship. The final vote was twenty-six in 

54 
favor and seven opposed. But the act spurred the isthmian opponents 

52. Rafael Oreamuno to Mariano Guardia, Washington, March 28, 
1916; Toledo Herrarte to Acosta, Guatemala, April 17, 1916, ANCRRE. 

53. Chamorro to foreign minister of Costa Rica, Managua, 
January 14; same to the secretary of the Central American Court of 
Justice, Managua, April 1; to foreign minister of Costa Rica, Managua, 
April 1, 1916, ANCRRE. 

54. Cabezas G<^mez to Acosta, Managua, April 11, 1916, ibid. 
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on to greater efforts, though not on any unified course. Costa Rica, 

for one, was evidently more worried about its own national interests 

than those of Central America as a whole. Indeed, emphasis on purely 

selfish interests mired San Jose'' in fruitless legal arguments which 

could be and were rebuffed by the State Department staff at every turn. 

Among the arguments refuted by the Americans were those insisting that 

the Central American Court should have primary jurisdiction over the 

case, the non-jurisdiction of the Washington conventions of 1907 in 

matters not related to intra-Central American affairs, and the inability 

of the Central American Court to handle disputes between Central 

America and the United States. Nevertheless, the San Jos^ leaders 

doggedly pursued their course even in the face of counter-arguments by 

the United States that Costa Rica was trying to prevent Nicaragua from 

55 
fulfilling contractual obligations. 

Despite the legal arguments developing on all sides, the 

Nicaraguan senate on June 11, 1916, approved the "treaty of peace and 

56 
friendship" betv/een Nicaragua and the United States. Yefc the Costa 

Ricans continued to pursue the matter on the basis that the treaty was 

concluded without taking into account the rights of Costa Rica to prior 

consultation on any matter affecting a canal concession. This point, 

55. Frank L. Polk to Castro Quesada, Washington, May 22; Castro 
Quesada to Robert Lansing, Washington, May 23; R. J. Urrutia, Teguci
galpa, May 27; Francisco Martinez Suarez to Acosta, San Salvador, May 
26, 1916, ANCRRE. 

56. Cabezas Grfmez to Acosta, Managua, June 11, 1916, ibid. 
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and not the national rights of Central America, was the key to the Costa 

Rican view. San Josh's frustration was alleviated somewhat, however, by 

learning that the State Department response of May 22, 1916, was sent 

them in haste and without the knowledge of the ill Secretary of State, 

Robert Lansing. Already they were willing to look forward to a change 

of attitude in the next administration of the United States. 

It was indicative of the lack of unity among the Central Ameri

cans that they rarely consulted together either in Washington or in the 

isthmus on the canal concession issue. Sources in New York tried to 

relieve the worries of San Jose, nevertheless, by reminding the Costa 

Rican minister, Manuel Castro Quesada, that the treaty merely provided 

57 
for an option and not a sale of land. 

The Central American opponents of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty were 

unable in the face of Nicaraguan and American intransigence to alter the 

course of decisions on a canal agreement. Though they tried through the 

late summer and fall of 1916 to influence the decisions of Nicaragua and 

the United States, they received no satisfaction. Their efforts were 

directed through two familiar channels, the Central American Court of 

Justice and the State Department in Washington. By the end of the 

year, any action in the isthmian court was precluded by the resignation 

of the Nicaraguan judge. Without his presence, a court decision on the 

cases brought before it by Costa Rica and El Salvador would have little 

57. Castro Quesada to Lansing, Washington, June 20; same to 
Acosta, Washington, June 22, 1916, ANCRRE. 
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validity. The only other possibility left was to exert influence upon 

58 
the seats of government in Managua and Washington. 

Hopes for dealing reasonably with Managua and Washington were 

dashed effectively in the months ahead. In Managua, it was learned that 

a degree of unity was achieved among the contending parties. The anti-

Chamorro faction, headed by Carlos Cuadra Pasos, made a pact with the 

general's supporters whereby Cuadra Pasos would become the official 

candidate for the 1917-1921 presidential period while one of Chamorro's 

59 
people would serve in the vice-presidency. Although this agreement 

would not come to fruition as planned, it served to blunt hopes for 

60 
replacing the pro-American leadership in Nicaragua. 

Finally, concerning Washington, the leadership in San Jos^ soon 

realized that the Washington government was preoccupied with the 

European war and Mexico at this stage, and relegated the Costa Rican 

dispute to a minor position on its list of priorities. Indeed, San 

Jose's arguments were made ineffective by two further developments. 

Manuel Castro Quesada was captivated by Woodrow Wilson and almost 

brought around to the American president's point of view. Second, 

American officials demanded to know why the Costa Rican army continued 

58. Oreamuno, Washington, December 23; R. Grijalva M. to 
Acosta, San Salvador, November 28, 1916, ibid. 

59. Cabezas G<$inez to Acosta, Managua, June 21, September 21, 
1916, ibid. 

60. Cabezas Gomez to Acosta, Managua, June 21, September 21, 
1916, ibid.; Foreign Relations, 1916, pp. 905, 907-912. 
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to harass and intimidate Panama, where Costa Rica had a border problem 

of long standing.®1 The American minister to San Jos^pressed this 

argument further by inquiring as to whether Costa Rica intended to 

prevent Joaqufn Tinoco, the brother of the secretary of war, from 

62 
occupying Panamanian lands. In the face of these developments, 

opposition to the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty in Central America, on whatever 

grounds, was reduced to mere grumbling. The liberals of the isthmus, 

refusing for the most part to pursue the deleterious impact of the 

treaty upon the eventual unification of the five republics, themselves 

dealt a death blow to the chances of federation. Yet even this fact 

did not entirely end hopes for some sort of unification of Central 

America. These hopes now came from more idealistic sources and they 

were given incentive by two processes, a revolution in Costa Rica and 

a successful move to overthrow the dictator in Guatemala. 

61. Castro Quesada, Washington, July 1; Oreamuno to Acosta, 
Washington, December 31, 1916, ibid. 

62. E.J. Hale to Acosta, San Jos^, September 1, 1916, ibid. 



CHAPTER VII 

PRELUDE TO FEDERATION, 1917-1920 

At the turn of 1916-1917 two events dramatized the conditions 

that would bear heavily on the character of a future federation of 

Central America. One of these was the final ratification of the 

Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, the other was a coup d'etat in Costa Rica led 

by Federico Tinoco. These circumstances opened the way for renewed 

enthusiasm among union partisans and imparted a somewhat different 

flavor to federationism. It would now take on a decidedly more anti-

American aura and it would generate new leadership. Nevertheless, the 

new unionism was doomed to failure almost at the outset. 

A summary of the events surrounding the signing of the Bryan-

Chamorro Treaty and the litigation brought before the Central American 

Court of Justice will remind us of the forces merging into a renewed 

eagerness for federation among isthmian leaders. The treaty was signed 

August 5, 1914. In it Nicaragua ceded to the United States in perpe

tuity the exclusive right to enough property necessary to build and 

maintain an interoceanic canal along the San Juan River and Lake 

Nicaragua, plus the right to maintain a naval base at some unidentified 

point on the Gulf of Fonseca. 

The geographical specifications of the treaty led to two demands 

placed before the Central American Court of Justice which were 

143 
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adjudicated in late 1916 after much hesitation. In one case, Costa 

Rica claimed that the canal concession trampled upon its rights of 

navigation in the San Juan River and violated the Ca'nas-Jerez Treaty of 

1858 and the 1888 Cleveland Award. The other case was brought before 

the Court by El Salvador jointly with Honduras. Their lawyers argued 

that the treaty jeopardized their common rights in the Gulf of Fonseca. 

Given the Court's makeup of one judge per Central American-

republic, there are various perspectives from which to judge these 

cases. It can be argued, for example, that El Salvador and Costa Rica 

contributed to the demise of the Central American Court of Justice when 

they insisted that it rule upon the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, an agreement 

made between a Central American nation and an outside power, for in 

doing so they forced Nicaragua to damage the tribunal's impartial 

status. There is also room for arguing that the litigants were drawn 

unavoidably into making these demands, due to the nature of the treaty 

and the demand for union that arose in the wake of the canal agreement. 

At any rate, regardless of the perspective placed upon these 

events, the Court was faced with a choice which its members realized 

could sound its own death knell.* The Central American Court decided 

1. On the treaty and its implications for the neighboring 
countries on the Pacific coast, see Salvador Rodriguez Gonz/lez, "The 
Neutrality of Honduras and the Question of the Gulf of Fonseca," AJIL, 
X, No. 3 (July, 1916), 509-542, which is a summary, of the arguments of 
the same author in El Golfo de Fonseca y el tratado Bryan-Chamorro 
celebrado entre los Estados Unidos de Norte America y Nicaragua. 
Doctrina Mel&uiez (San Salvador: Imprenta Nacional, 1917). 
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it had jurisdiction over the matter, though only with reference to the 

geographical claims of El Salvador, Honduras and Costa Rica, despite the 

dissenting voice of the Nicaraguan judge. In its decisions, the Court 

declared that Nicaragua erred in ceding territory on the San Juan River 

without taking the rights of Costa Rica into account and, furthermore, 

it affirmed the historic character of the Gulf of Fonseca, agreeing that 

El Salvador and Honduras held condominium there that was violated by the 

Bryan-Chamorro pact. The Court was careful, however, not to judge the 

validity of the treaty itself and refused to consider the United States 

2 
government a litigant in these cases. 

That the United States was excluded from the issues dealt with 

in these two cases makes even more clear the extent to which the United 

States was recognized as a powerful participant in Central American 

affairs. The Court wisely chose not to deal with the international 

aspects of the treaty, thinking foremost of its own survival. The 

judges knew well that the Washington conventions of 1907 had provided 

only a ten year life for the institutions it had created. Therefore, 

the members of the Court were determined to adjudicate fairly upon the 

issues without alienating too many of the disputants. They especially 

did not want to bring the United States into 'the matter when that 

government had repeatedly asserted its non-involvement in Central 

2. The judgments of the Central American Court were reprinted 
in AJIL, XI, No. 1 (April, 1917), 181-229, No. 4 (October, 1917), 
674-730. Also see Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, pp. 57-58. 

\ 
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American internal affairs. Yet even this attitude reaffirmed the 

conviction of many Central American leaders that the United States was 

3 
covertly opposed to Central American political union. 

El Salvador and Costa Rica were not agreed on a single approach 

to the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, and their lack of unity was confirmed by 

circumstances which at first glance were not related to the union move-

4 
ment. Those conditions grew out of the coup d'etat of January 25, 

1917, in Costa Rica, the second of the events which determined the 

character of the last gasp of federationism. Related to that coup 

d'etat was the attitude of the new government of Nicaragua, openly 

managed by Emiliano Chamorro after the election of late 1916. 

Despite the publicly detached attitude of the Americans, 

Chamorro took an independent position on the Court and the larger 

question of the ten year old Washington Treaty. When the five republics 

arranged for a meeting to renew the 1907 agreements with a view toward 

breathing new life into the Central American Court and the OICA, 

Nicaragua's leaders took pains to block the gathering. They suggested 

first that the participants meet in Panama or Washington, knowing full 

well that both places symbolized Central America's subservience to 

3. On this see Karnes, Failure, pp. 208-209. 

4. With respect to the lack of unity on the Nicaraguan question, 
see F. Martinez Suarez to Acosta, San Salvador, December 22, 1916, 
ANCRRE, who noted that the November 17 meeting of Manuel Delgado and 
Acosta in San Jos^ led to this realization, though both men felt they 
could work things out, even though it was too late. 
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American wishes, and they stirred a controversy by expressing a desire 

to invite Panama to attend the sessions. This would have complicated 

matters by bringing to bear on Central American problems the views of a 

5 nation not yet fully accepted as an equal by its neighbors. 

Despite the suspicion felt among the surrounding states that the 

Chamorro government was playing evasive games, they were unable at this 

point to effectively unify their protests. El Salvador and Honduras 

were seriously at odds over whether or not to accept the Central Ameri-

can Court's recent decision, for example, and when on March 9, 1917, 

Nicaragua denounced the convention which had created the Court, the 

0 
response on the part of its neighbors was a feeble one. Lack of unity 

on the part of Nicaragua's neighbors in these crucial matters was not 

entirely the result of wasteful bickering. One circumstance which 

contributed to their disharmony was largely a product of Costa Rican 

internal politics—the surprising Federico Tinoco coup d'etat. 

Little is yet known of the internal processes of Costa Rican 

politics that produced the overturn of the government of Alfredo 

Gonzalez Flores at this moment, and a variety of arguments have done 

little to clarify the situation. It is necessary thus to present the 

major views of what occurred, always bearing in mind the implications . 

5. Diego Chamorro to Acosta, Managua, January 1, 1917, ANCRRE; 
Karnes, Failure, pp. 207-208. 

6. Rafael Guirola D. to Acosta, San Salvador, January 5, 1917, 
ANCRRE; Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, pp. 24-25. 
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of the affair from the perspective of liberalism and federation in 

7 
Central America. Federico Tinoco held the post of Minister of War in 

the Gonzalez government, an administration said to be in difficulty from 

its inception. Some students of the affair note that Gonzalez Flores 

had lost support gradually since the disputed election of 1914. At that 

time Gonzalez Flores was not even a presidential candidate, but he won 

the office in the national congress after none of the three contenders 

had received a majority of the popular vote.. 

The choice of Gonz/lez by the congress resulted apparently from 

an agreement between the leaders of the two major parties. In return 

for the presidency, Gonzalez Flores agreed not to make binding contracts 

with foreign interests nor to enter into treaties that might jeopardize 

the independence of the nation, a promise which implied non-adherence to 

any federation. Gonzalez Flores submitted to these conditions and his 

government was guaranteed by the major political powers of Costa Rica, 

including Maximo Fernandez, leader of the Partido Republicano and the 

new minister of war, Federico Tinoco. The election of Gonzalez Flores 

broke with the traditional politics of the country which had rested in 

the hands of a comfortable oligarchy since the end of the 1880's, and it 

7. The bibliography on the Tinoco affair is reviewed in 
Stansifer, The Americas, 1967, p. 258fn. 
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provided a reasonably democratic government that relied for support upon 

8 
swelling numbers of new voters. 

In the wake of this breach of political etiquette, Gonzalez 

Flores's government remained weak, propped up temporarily by military 

9 
power. The government happened also to be in office during the 

economic dislocations that accompanied World War I. When Gonzalez 

Flores tried to cope with these problems, he lost favor gradually among 

those in the oligarchy who had temporarily shown him patience. Among 

other things, he had determined that a progressive income tax and a 

10 
property tax could help the country to weather the economic storm. 

These proposals alienated Gonzalez's moneyed supporters enough 

so that he had little backing when the tension developed in late 1916 

over such matters as conflicts between foreign oil interests, the 

Bryan-Chamorro Treaty and the question of the survival of the Central 

American Court of Justice. Pressures came to a head when it was rumored 

that Gonzalez Flores might attempt to choose his own successor to the 

presidency in the forthcoming elections. At last, Tinoco made his move, 

8. Jos4 Rafael Oreamuno, La ca^da del gobierno constitucional 
en Costa Rica. .El golpe de estado del 27 de enero de 1917 (New York: 
DeLaisne and Carranza, 1919), p. 10; Federico Tinoco, P^ginas de ayer 
(Paris: Imprimerie Solsona, 1928), pp. 11-14. Details concerning the 
congressional election, are in a memo by Ricardo Fernandez Guardia, 
Foreign Relations, 1917, pp. 314-315. 

9. Ibid; Tinoco, P^ginas, pp. 12-13. 

10. Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, p. 27; Oreamuno, La Cajfda, p. 11; 
Munro, Intervention, p. 427. 
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and in a nearly bloodless effort he usurped control of Costa Rican 

politics. 

A constant factor in the tenure of the Tinoco regime was the 

refusal of the United States to-give it recognition. Eventually, how

ever, the issue led to the downfall of the military president. During 

its tenure of over two years after an official election in April, 1917, 

the Tinoco regime worked out its own compromises with the various 

foreign interests in Costa Rica, especially with the oil developers. 

Tinoco made much of his declaration of war upon Germany in early 1918, 

ousting German oil entrepreneurs, while he gave favors to Americans 

engaged in that business, yet these acts did not move the American 

12 
government. Most notably, however, Tinoco's advisers saw fit not to 

deal with the questions of the Central American Court of Justice, the 

renewal of the Washington Treaty and conventions, and federation. . 

Indeed, the dissolution of the Court on March 12, 1918, passed without 

significant attempts by the government in San Jose/to halt its death. 

The divisiveness among Central Americans that had already 

existed before Tinoco, meanwhile, continued unabated. On the one hand, 

11. For treatment of the problems of the international oil and 
banana interests and mutual accusations on that aspect of the coup 
d'etat, as well as the question of non-recognition by the United States, 
see Munro, Intervention, pp. 433-441; Stansifer, The Americas, pp. 258-
260; Alfredo Gonzalez Flores, El petri&eo y la poTftica en Costa Rica 
(San Jos/: Trejos Hermanos, 1920). 

12. Cf. Fernandez Guardia, Foreign Relations, 1917, pp. 229-
231, and Munro, Intervention, pp. 432-435. 
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Manuel Estrada Cabrera was initially pleased with Tinoco, no doubt in 

relief at being rid of Alfredo Gonzalez Flores. On the other hand, the 

pro-federation Salvadoreans urged Washington not to recognize Tinoco and 

Nicaragua also opposed his rule, though not on the same grounds. Indeed, 

the attitudes of leaders in Guatemala and Managua provide evidence that 

Central American federation was a key issue in the affair, since both 

Guatemala and Nicaragua were opposed to the Central American Court and 

13 
to the recent revival of federationism. 

Guatemala and Nicaragua seized on the alleged illegitimacy of 

the provisional Tinoco administration as an excuse to deny further life 

to the Central American Court of Justice and, by implication, to budding 

federationism. Emiliano Chamorro, despite the expressed wish of the 

United States that the Central American Court remain a viable insti

tution, suggested that Tinoco ought to follow Nicaragua's view if he 

wanted recognition by that government. Chamorro was using Tinoco to 

demolish the Court, for the Nicaraguan president further informed the 

new San Jos^ government that it would receive recognition when it was 

constitutionally legal. No more revealing statement was ever made link

ing the refusal by Woodrow Wilson to recognize Tinoco's control to the 

14 
death of the Central American Court and thereby federation. 

13. Astua Aguilar, Guatemala, March 7 and 8, plus end.; J. A. 
Urtecho to foreign minister of Costa Rica, March 9, 1917, ANCRRE. 

14. Aragon to foreign minister of Costa Rica, Managua, March 
10, 15, 1917, ANCRRE. 
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In the eyes of concerned Central Americans the chances for 

preserving the Court lay with recognition of the new San Jos^ government 

by its sister states. It was hoped that Guatemala would provide the 

leadership in securing such recognition, and Costa Rican diplomats 

worked hard to bring the cautious Guatemalan dictator around. Evidence 

was made available to him that the Partido Republicano had come out in 

support of Tinoco; several conferences were held with Estrada Cabrera to 

discuss the ramifications of recognition. Meanwhile, all Central Ameri

can governments were urged not to take issue with a recent public 

denunciation of the Central American Court by Nicaragua. 

The Costa Rican arguments presented to the Guatemalan dictator 

centered on two questions. The first was how to reply to the Nicaraguan 

denunciation of the Court, and the second was on the urgency of obtain

ing recognition for the San Jose' regime, especially by Guatemala and the 

United States. On the first issue, the Tinoco government suggested that 

Chamorro was simply being vengeful against El Salvador and that there

fore all parties ought simply to declare the Court in existence while 

waiting for Chamorro to cool down and come to his senses. However, it 

was also clear to Tinoco that the demise of the Court might mean resort

ing once again to "political conflicts" in Central America. The United 

States, he thought, could make Chamorro see the light of reason. On 

recognition, the Costa Ricans argued .that Estrada Cabrera should base 

15. Astua Aguilar to Lara, Guatemala, March 10, 16, 1917, 

ANCRRE. 
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his decision on the fait accompli of the revolution and on the ac

knowledgment that recognition was required for the "peace and finances" 

of Costa Rica. Estrada Cabrera was further urged to bring his influence 

to bear on the State Department; the Costa Ricans cited the coming 

popular election as a manifestation of the support given to the Tinoco 

16 
government by the voters. 

Indeed, Federico Tinoco derived some hope in these early mbnths 

from the knowledge that the United States did not completely agree with 

the Nicaraguan view of the Central American Court and that there were 

some suggestions that the Court might be refounded without Nicaraguan 

participation. Nevertheless, though his government successfully sur

vived a national election, Tinoco was unable to obtain recognition from 

17 
any but his neighboring Central American republics. 

By the summer of 1917, the leaders of the new Costa Rican 

government learned that no persons even remotely connected with Federico 

Tinoco could possibly work out a modus vivendi with Washington. Their 

only hope was to retain the Central American Court of Justice in order 

to keep alive the 1907 Washington pacts. The latter were the firmest 

16. Astua Aguilar to Estrada Cabrera, Guatemala, March 19; 
Fernandez Guardia to Lara, Washington, March 20, 1917, ibid. 

17. Astua Aguilar, Guatemala, March 22; Martinez Suarez, San 
Salvador, April 12, 1917, both to Lara, ibid. 
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hope that Tinoco's neighbors could be prevented from invading the 

18 
country to topple his regime. Circumstances thus had pushed the Costa 

Ricans in an unforeseen direction. Ih desperate straits to achieve 

legitimate status, and wanting to avoid a conflict with either Nicaragua 

or the United States, the Tinoco government made the first moves 

that opened up discussions of the reunification of Central America. 

That this was easily done—and accidentally possible—is clear when it 

is recalled that the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty had already given rise to 

talk of union in El Salvador and Honduras. 

The Costa Ricans faced a dilemma not entirely of their own 

making. They had avidly sought a conference to revise the Central 

American Court of Justice and were rewarded in their pursuit. However, 

the responses were not uniformly pleasing to Costa Rica. The Guatemalans 

were entirely receptive to the idea of meeting on September 15, 1917, in 

San Jos/, and noted that the advantages of the Central American Court 

were clear to them. El Salvador expressed a wish for such a meeting 

earlier in May. Its prospects for success seemed assured, with or 

19 
without Nicaraguan participation. However, the purpose for the 

conference was lifted to a new level by Honduras. The Hondurans quickly 

snatched up the idea and wanted to take the opportunity to establish new 

18. Fernandez Guardia, Washington, May 24, June 19; Toledo 
Herrarte, Guatemala, August 7, 1917, .both to Lara,, ibid. 

19. Toledo Herrarte to Lara, August 7, 1917, Guatemala, ibid. 
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20 
bases for a union of Central America. Given this turn of events and 

the enthusiasm expressed for new direction by the OICA, there was little 

at first that the Costa Ricans could do to prevent the expansion of 

21 
their original proposal. 

An onslaught of enthusiasm for discussion of a new union swept 

through Central America in the wake of the Costa Rican and Honduran 

suggestions. It seemed that the governments had found the courage-and 

an issue around which unionists of all stripes could rally. El Salvador 

suggested that, as in 1907, Washington and Mexico City officials be 

invited to attend. San Jos/ officials could only join the chorus of 

enthusiasm, though the Costa Ricans did manage to slow the pace of 

Honduran plans by pleading that they needed time to arrange their 

affairs. This excuse was accepted and the meetings were delayed until 

/ 22 
October 12, still to gather in San Jose. 

In the ensuing six weeks, the opponents of a broader conference 

in San Jos^ took measures to restrict the subjects to be dealt with and, 

failing that, to further postpone the gathering. A break came for the 

anxious opposition when it was learned that the Salvadoreans were far 

from united on the questions of the Central American Court and federation. 

20. Vasquez to the president of the OICA, Tegucigalpa, August 
12, 1917 (copy), ANCRRE. 

21. Gilberto Larios, President of the OICA, to Vasquez, 
Guatemala, September 4, 1917, ibid. 

22. Martinez Suarez, San Salvador, August 15; Vasquez to Lara, 
Tegucigalpa, August 26, 29, 1917, ibid. 
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The Salvadorean government had wished at first to discuss the Washington 

Treaty of 1907, yet was unable to commit itself to meeting without the 

support of Mexico. Once they learned that Mexico gave considerable 

importance to the existence of the Court, the Salvadoreans urged that a 

Mexican representative be invited to attend the meetings. Moreover, in 

the view of the Salvadoreans, the presence of an American delegate would 

make the conference an "international triumph," lending support to the 

23 
Central American Court decisions on the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. 

The Salvadoreans had not yet mentioned the larger question of 

federation. Costa Rican leaders were aware, however, that El Salvador 

was not pleased when the Tegucigalpa regime proposed an enlargement of 

the forthcoming conference. The Salvadorean press and unionist organ

izations, including one called the Asociacion Civica Fraternidad 

Centro-americana, welcomed the Honduran gesture quickly enough, and they 

even evoked a statement from President Carlos Melendez that he would 

24 
leave power if necessary to achieve a "rebirth of the fatherland." 

However, privately Melendez had little faith in the success of such a 

movement, especially since he knew that Manuel Estrada Cabrera disagreed 

with the Honduran approach. These viewpoints were gratefully acknowl-

25 
edged by the Costa Ricans. 

23. Tobias Zufiiga Montufar to Lara, San Salvador, August 31, 
September 2, 1917, ANCRRE. 

24. Ibid. 

25. A facade was maintained in El Salvador and Costa Rica to 
keep the conference alive. Zuniga Montufar to Lara, San Salvador, 
September 18, 1917, ibid. 
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Guatemala dramatically relieved the Costa Ricans from the 

pressures upon them just three weeks before the start of discussions. 

Manuel Estrada Cabrera proposed that in order to avoid an unproductive 

conference in San Jose there should first convene a conference of 

"notables" in Guatemala, preferably made up of the representatives of 

the OICA, to plan the format of the San Jose meetings. Estrada Cabrera 

suggested that these experts would better be able to formulate a work-

26 
able agenda. The reception to this suggestion was enthusiastic. 

Rather than indicating hypocrisy among the governments, however, the 

enthusiasm reflected the confusion and suspicion felt by the Central 

Americans in the wake of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty. Some had suspected 

from the start that Nicaragua would be unable to participate and might 

even reccive the blessings of the United States if they tried to destroy 

the conference. The Salvadorean government was sure that Nicaragua's 

dependence upon the United States would be impossible to smooth over or 

27 
to bypass. 

In addition to the Nicaraguan problem, the isthmian states were 

suspicious of each other's motives in supporting a conference to discuss 

the Central American Court and federation, and the passage of time 

between the original proposals and the actual conference helped to 

26. Toledo Herrarte to Lara, Guatemala, September 20, 1917, 

ANCRRE. 

27. Zuniga Montufar to Lara, San Salvador, September 18, 

October 4, 1917, ibid. 
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magnify their doubts. The Salvadoreans feared that Honduras had ex

panded the original purpose of the San Jose' conference at the instigation 

of either Manuel Estrada Cabrera or the United States. If this were 

true, the conference might mask a design to subvert the real value of 

union: national sovereignty for Central America. Street demonstrations 

28 
in San Salvador by unnamed groups supported this view. Evidently 

Nicaragua shared this outlook, for Chamorro instigated delays which 

meant that the Managua government wished to see the United States play 

a greater role in the internal politics of Central America. Honduras 

opposed any delay and urged instead that all five states meet under the 

29 
auspices of the OICA. 

Mutual suspicions notwithstanding, all of the governments but 

Nicaragua agreed to attend the preliminary meetings in Guatemala City. 

The date for the meeting was set for February 10, 1918, and Costa Rica, 

El Salvador and Honduras indicated their intention to participate in 

forming a program. By this time the Honduran government had scaled down 

its goals for the isthmus. Honduran delegates were instructed to re

solve at least the problem of the Central American Court of Justice if 

the question of federation did not reach the agenda. Mutual suspicions 

and hostility had led every government to proceed more slowly toward the 

eventual goal of unification. Honduras was influenced in this direction 

23. Ibid. 

29. Vasquez to foreign minister of Nicaragua, Tegucigalpa, 

October 15, 1917, ANCRRE (copy). 
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30 
by the attitudes of its neighbors, El Salvador and Costa Rica. 

Despite the removal of all obstacles, however, the preliminary con

ference-failed to meet. On December 25, 1917, an earthquake almost 

completely demolished Guatemala City. Nature aborted a desperate effort 

qi 
to respond to a critical national problem in Central America. 

Other problems already had begun to reshape the new federation 

movement. The effort by some Honduran leaders to expand the scope.of 

the proposed San Jose discussions in 1917 had evoked surprise and 

suspicion in El Salvador. There was ample reason for the startled 

reaction in San Salvador, for the leaders in Tegucigalpa, President 

Bertrand alnd his foreign minister, Mariano V£^squez, were not known to 

be liberals or unionists. This gave rise to the suspicion that Bertrand 

was encouraged by Manuel Estrada Cabrera, whose unionism seemed to cloak 

less exalted goals, and made the Salvadoreans hesitate to move quickly 

on federation. After the Guatemalan earthquake they carefully watched 

the internal politics of Honduras which were brought to a state of 

agitation in 1918 by the indecision of the government of Francisco 

Bertrand. 

Bertrand had originally assumed the presidency of Honduras as a 

compromise candidate in 1913 after an arrangement made with American 

30. Vasquez to Lara, Tegucigalpa, November 1, December 18; 
Zufiiga Montufar to Jimenez, San Salvador, December.9; Toledo Herrarte 
to Lara, December 12, 1917, ANCRRE. 

31. The earthquake was reported in Centro-America, X (1918), 
263. 
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mediators and the death shortly thereafter of General Manuel Bonilla, 

and he was re-elected in his own right in 1915 for a four year term. 

The compromise president was in a precarious political position in 1918 

on several counts. For one thing, the simmering border conflicts that 

had pestered relations with Nicaragua for years flared up again during 

his tenure. For another, the political scenario of Honduras was once 

more in turmoil, owing to the belief among many elements that Bertrand 

was about to choose his own successor to the presidency. Finally, the 

national economy had suffered severe disruptions in the course of World 

War I, and various groups who favored some experimentation in export 

products were angered that the government ignored their pleas. When 

these dissatisfied elements voiced their grievances in a more direct 

fashion, the government began to lose its close relationship with the 

military. 

Into this maelstrom were thrown several key Honduran figures. 

They included Policarpo Bonilla, now serving as envoy extraordinary in 

Washington, General Rafael Lopez Gutierrez, commander of the key depart

ment of Tegucigalpa, and various prominent adherents of the late Manuel 

Bonilla who later had turned to Bertrand. Alberto Membreno and Francisco 

Uej^a were two of the better known members of this group. From among 

these men, Hondurans hoped to choose their new president for the 1920-

1924 presidential term. The issues alive in 1918 centered on the 

election to begin with, for they revealed the weaknesses of the Bertrand 

administration. His government had become embroiled with its neighbors 



to the east and west at nearly the same time over pristine border 

disputes. The frontier questions were under mediation through Policarpo 

Bonilla in Washington, but they left a bad taste by raising once again 

32 
the problem of penetration of the country by foreign banana interests. 

The sadly misshapen internal politics of the nation also revealed 

the problems of the administration. The factions centered around. 

Policarpo Bonilla and Manuel Bonilla had flailed each other into dis

repute and death; no significant leadership^had arisen to replace those 

colorful and dynamic figures. Bertrand certainly was not considered a 

real leader. He had no widespread backing, and though Policarpo Bonilla 

was alive, he was occupied in Washington. Only Rafael Lopez Gutierrez 

emerged as a man with enough appealing to win the support of all ele

ments. For the moment, however, Bertrand stirred controversy through 

his efforts to enhance his prestige by choosing his own successor. 

Furthermore, Bertrand foolishly suggested that, in view of the failure 

of the projected Guatemala and San Jose conferences, El Salvador and 

33 
Honduras should merge their political systems without further delay. 

Carlos Melendez, president of El Salvador, was keenly aware of 

pressure from dissatisfied unionist elements in his country, and he 

surmised that he could gain something from encouraging the Honduran pro

posal. Some State Department officials suspected that Melendez was urged 

32. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 409-413; Aguilar R. to Policarpo 
Bonilla, Tegucigalpa, May 6, 1918, ANHPB. 

33. See Munro, Intervention, pp. 450-451, 
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to take the stand that he did by Mexico. It was rumored that the year 

before Mexico and El Salvador had plotted together with Honduran and 

Nicaraguan liberals led by Julian Irxas to overthrow the Chamorro 

regime. The possibility was so imminent that Julian Irias was detained 

by United States authorities for questioning in New Orleans.^ At any 

rate, the haste with which El Salvador and Honduras entered into this 

project precluded its early failure. Indeed, the idea never progressed 

beyond a formulation on paper. The Carlos Melendez government ended at 

the close of 1918, and the idea which had been put forth of placing 

Honduran north coast and western outposts under the command of Salva

dorean officers was dropped. It began to lose the support of State 

Department officers when some thought it might lead to war with the 

35 
other Central American states. 

The furor created in Honduras by Bertrand's tactics to enhance 

his own prestige made the question of presidential succession even more 

important, and exacerbated the political jealousies that were emerging 

in the country. A presidential campaign got under way in midsummer 1918 

under these stimuli. Among those considered to be potential candidates 

for the highest office in the land were Policarpo Bonilla and Rafael 

Lcjpez Gutierrez. By the end of the summer, groups of informed citizens 

had coalesced behind several important figures. Supporters of Alberto 

34. Fernandez Guardia to Lara, Washington, April 3, 1917, 
ANCRRE; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 419-420; Foreign Relations, 1919, I, 
115-116, 122-123. 

35. Ibid., p. 421; Munro, Intervention, p. 451. 
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Membreno and Francisco Mejia had organized clubs and published broad

sheets proclaiming their candidates' qualifications. It appeared to one 

observer that the rural vote supported General Lopez Gutierrez. The 

general seemed anxious to win the support of liberals, led by Policarpo 

Bonilla, and he was pleased to learn that the liberal leader had opposed 

the Bertrand project to unite with El Salvador because the scheme ex-

36 
eluded Nicaragua. 

On the question of the presidency, Policarpo Bonilla chose to 

remain silent on his potential candidacy or his preference for any other 

likely candidate. Despite Bonilla's silence, his cohorts were active 

behind the scenes. Most of them accepted his non-candidacy and many 

tended to see General Lopez Gutierrez as the logical successor to the 

liberal mantle. He embodied at the moment their desires for order as 

37 
well as their wish to reassure the Americans. Near the summer's end, 

the main issues in the Honduran campaign took shape as the circle of 

Lopez supporters widened when it was learned that the United States 

leaned toward Alberto Membreffo as the most respectable candidate. Many 

supposed that Membreno's favor in America resulted from his association 

with Francisco Bertrand. Liberals were discouraged by this, but above 

all they hoped for unity among the major factions in order to avoid a 

36. Jose F. Lagas, Tegucigalpa, July 8; Santos Soto, Teguci
galpa, August 12; to Bonilla, ANHPB; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 420-421. 

37. Mariano Guillen to Bonilla, Trujillo, August 4, 1918, 

ANHPB. 
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civil war. An over-abundance of candidates could only result, in the 

view of many observers, in a repetition of the debacle experienced in 

38 
the era of Terencio Sierra. 

More than anything else J' the liberals deemed it necessary to 

close ranks in the face of their enemies. Some were willing to support 

Lopez Gutierrez only if he brought about such an accord among the 

liberal factions. Though knowledgeable Lt^pez adherents argued that the 

key liberals had already voiced their approval of his candidacy, others 

demanded proof of further liberal unity. The doubters recalled how the 

liberals had entrusted their goals to Miguel Davila in 1910, only to be 

entrapped and made impotent by that relationship, with the consequent 

disintegration of Honduran liberalism. To some younger liberals, all 

seemed hopeless; they saw it as their country's fate to be ruled in the 

twentieth century by "mediocre conservatives," and for this condition 

/ OQ 
they too blamed Miguel Davila. 17 Though the electoral uncertainty in 

his country tempted Policarpo Bonilla to return home, the anxieties 

manifested by friends of General Lopez Gutierrez caused him to hesitate. 

He finally rationalized his neutrality by saying that the settlement of 

the boundary problems with Guatemala and Nicaragua transcended domestic 

38. Ibid.; Gregorio de Leon to Bonilla, San Pedro Sula, August 
24, 1918, ibid. 

39. de Le<$n, San Pedro Sula, August 24; M. Paz P. to Bonilla, 
New Orleans, September 9, 1918, ibid. The latter, a student at Tulane 
University, used the quoted phrase. 
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40 
issues and was important for the future of all Central America. 

A break came in the political tensions of Honduras near the end 

of the year. The president had dropped his support of Alberto Membreno 

in favor of Francisco Mejia, a person somewhat more comforting to the 

liberals. In addition, the president reshuffled his cabinet, getting 

rid of an uncompromising foreign minister as well as Minister of 

Development Membreno in the process. Liberals now watched with en-r. 

thusiasm as General Lopez Gutierrez resigned his position as commandant 

of the Tegucigalpa garrison, a sure sign of his willingness to be a 

liberal candidate.'** 

As the national elections approached, however, the political 

condition of Honduras worsened rather than taking a turn for the better. 

President Bertrand refused to support Lc^pez Gutierrez or even to at 

least remain neutral; he switched to support of his brother-in-law, 

Nazario Soriano, a relatively unknown figure, rather than endorse the 

general. Furthermore, some observers reported in early 1919 that 

Bertrand had begun to use high-handed methods to assure a victory for 

Soriano. The State Department joined the anti-Bertrand chorus when it 

voiced suspicion that El Salvador and Mexico also stood behind the 

42 Soriano candidacy. Soon a revolt began against the government. 

40. Bonilla to de Leon, Washington, October 5, 1918, ibid. 

41. Aguilar R. to Bonilla, Tegucigalpa, October 21; Bonilla to 
Andres Soriano, Washington, November 7, 1918, ibid. 

42. Romero to Bonilla, Tegucigalpa, December 30, 1918, ibid.; 
Munro, Intervention, p. 452; Foreign Relations, 1919, II, 374-376, 
379-380. 
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Whether or not the military effort in the north which began in July was 

• z 43 
supported by Lopez Gutierrez is a moot point. Once it was clear that 

Bertrand refused to listen to State Department counsels regarding a 

free election, however, L<£pez Gutierrez took action. He left for 

Nicaragua, joined one hundred Honduran exiles, and returned to do 

battle near Tegucigalpa. In the meantime, another rebel movement had 

bejrun in the west, and finally the government conceded defeat in early 

44 
September at San Pedro Sula on the north coast. 

United States observers feared that the Lopez movement dangerous 

ly complicated the situation because it had Mexican and Salvadorean aid. 

Indeed, several American officials thought they had on their hands 

another Costa Rica in the making, recalling the origins of the em

barrassing Tinoco episode. They first strongly urged the Honduran 

government to ask the United States to mediate, but in October they 

45 
demanded that Bertrand hold free elections. The Bertrand government 

was no longer a viable instrument for keeping the peace in Honduras. 

At first, Bertrand resolved to oppose any such interference, but 

as government troops sustained further losses on the battlefield, he 

43. Caceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, pp. 211-213, says it was 
unrelated to the political developments in the capital, while Munro, 
Intervention, p. 452, places h6pez Guti/rrez at the head of the rebel 
forces from the start. Also see Foreign Relations, 1919, II, 380-381. 

44. . c/ceres Lara, Fechas de .Honduras, p. 248. 

45. Ibid.; Munro, Intervention, p. 453; Foreign Relations, 1919 
II, 381-382. 
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deposited power with a Council of Ministers and left the presidency, 

fleeing to New Orleans accompanied by his erstwhile successor, Nazario 

Soriano. Though Lopez Gutierrez was in control of Honduras shortly 

afterward, the United States refused to recognize his power. State 

Department officers continued to insist on some form of mediation, and 

they suggested that Dr. Francisco Bogran, president of the national 

assembly, be made provisional president. The Council of Ministers, 

fearful of antagonizing L(£pez, at first refused to consider this alter

native, .and they also indicated their pleasure with Alberto Membreno, 

who begged off, however, saying that he was in bad health. The assembly

men decided on October 5 to accept Bogran. Their choice was simplified 

when they learned that Lopez would tolerate Bogran as long as the 

general remained the de facto ruler of the country. This agreement was 

46 
ratified by allowing him to fill three of the six cabinet posts. In 

this fashion Bogran's woebegotten administration continued through late 

October, 1919, when a presidential election was held and a new adminis

tration under Lopez Gutierrez took office. 

All parties were aware of how extensively the general commanded 

Honduran politics. Indeed, the United States urged him repeatedly to 

conduct the election in an atmosphere free of coercion or violence. 

L<£pez had declared his candidacy and followed American advice to a 

reasonable degree. The election was conducted on schedule and with 

46. Munro, Intervention, p. 453; Caceres Lara, Fechas de 
Honduras, pp. 249-251. Most of the above information can be found also 
in Foreign Relations, 1919, II, 384-386. 
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predictable results. Rafael Lopez Gutierrez won handsomely against his 

only opponent, Alberto Membreno, whose partisans had continued to 

support his candidacy. The proceedings satisfied the Americans and they 

voiced their approval shortly thereafter. Lopez Gutierrez, meanwhile, 

rewarded all his original adherents, though his cabinet, installed in 

February, 1920, was made up of representatives of nearly every faction, 

47 
liberal, national and conservative. 

As the country returned to calm, the stage was prepared for 

Honduras once more to entertain heady thoughts of federation. Its 

political condition was similar to that of Nicaragua, where events 

impinged upon Honduras yet again in this era. By 1919, the Chamorro 

government had experienced a modicum of economic prosperity and 

political stability, aided by the continued presence in Managua of 

United States soldiers at the American legation. Nevertheless, the 

liberal opposition within the country voiced its opposition to Chamorro 

at the onset of the recent Honduran revolution. 

Chamorro had disapproved of the Lopez Gutierrez journey to 

Nicaragua of the previous July, and the Nicaraguan chieftain as early 

as 1918 had supported the candidacy of Alberto Membreno. After Liipez 

Gutierrez had won the election and was about to be inaugurated, some 

followers of Membreno, apparently dissatisfied with their party's share 

of the political spoils, rose up in various parts of the country. 

47. C^ceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, pp. 7-9, 251-252; Munro, 
Intervention, p. 455; Centro-Am£rica, XII (1920), 66-67. 
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Honduras asked the United States to help dissuade the Chamorro government 

from helping the Membre'no followers one month before the inauguration of 

the new regime, while Chamorro denied that he was lending them any 

assistance. The Honduran election of 1920 had become in effect a 

48 
catalyst for uniting the new federationists. 

Relations between Honduras and Nicaragua after February, 1920, 

remained cool in part due to their border dispute, while the American 

minister at Tegucigalpa reported that El Salvador and Nicaragua were 
4 

preventing Membreno supporters from overthrowing the new Lopez Gutierrez 

4Q 
regime. The Nicaraguan situation, however, had not remained so calm. 

Political tensions were high because Chamorro had revealed his in

tention to retain the presidency. The liberals, with encouragement from 

their Honduran brethren, had sent an envoy, Rodolfo Espinosa, to the 

United States to appeal to the Americans to urge a free presidential 

50 
election upon Chamorro. In 1918, and several times thereafter, the 

State Department had notified Chamorro that succeeding himself was 

illegal under the constitution and after he publicly suggested his 

availability in mid-February, 1920, the State Department countered that 

such a course might create a bad impression in the United States. The 

48. Munro, Intervention, pp. 455-456. 

49. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 429-432; Munro, Intervention, p. 456. 

50. Bonilla to Espinosa R., Washington, November 23, 1918, 

ANHPB. 
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50. Bonilla to Espinosa R., Washington, November 23, 1918, 

ANHPB. 
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problem in the State Department was that there was a division of opinion 

51 
on the matter that allowed Chamorro a free hand. 

•Chamorro's continued rule was opposed in part by sugar growers, 

a powerful lobby in Managua, and they fell on the same side of the fence 

after 1918 as the young unionists in the Partido Unionists Centroameri-

cano. Salvador Mendieta and his cohorts joined with the Partido Liberal 

Nacionalista of Nicaragua in requesting a change in the electoral law of 

1912 that would prevent re-election of the incumbent and assure the 

liberals that they would be able to freely participate in the election 

52 
of the next administration. Nevertheless, Emiliano Chamorro succeeded 

in imposing his own candidate upon the nation. Rather than risk a con

frontation with the United States, he personally supervised the election 

of his uncle, Diego M. Chamorro, an extreme clericalist, who assumed 

office in late 1920 in the face of the opposition of most of the con-

53 
cerned men of the country. 

The conditions that prevailed in Nicaragua, so discouraging to 

all those who hoped and worked for beneficial changes in the isthmian 

nations, caused the liberals and the unionists to agree with the earlier 

51. Munro, Intervention, p. 417; Foreign Relations, 1920, III, 

292-302. 

52. See the messages and notes exchanged and reprinted in 
Centro-America, XI (1919), 49-51, 200-205. Also see Cuadra Pasos, Medio 

siglo, pp. 101-102. 

53. Munro, Intervention, pp. 419-423. Isaac Joslin Cox, Nica
ragua and the United States, 1909-1927 (Boston: World Peace Foundation, 
1927), pp. 714-746. 
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views of Policarpo Bonilla. That is, they began to cast their eyes 

toward Guatemala in the realization that if any change were going to 

come about that would lead to a federation of Central America, the 

cooperation of Guatemala would be necessary. Turbulence of a political 

nature had developed in Guatemala City, encouraging federation en

thusiasts around Central America. They watched hopefully as the course 

of events played themselves out while the twenty year old dictatorship 

crumbled. Guatemalan events, then, provided yet another catalyst that 

kept unionism alive and led to the meeting of the postponed San Jose 

conference in December, 1920, and the subsequent formation of a new 

federation of Central America. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE LAST FEDERATION CfF CENTRAL AMERICA, 1920-1921 

If one aspires to form a union one must 
study how many beardless votes match each 
mustached one.1 

Several elements contributed to the decline of the dictatorship 

of Manuel Estrada Cabrera. Among them were the growing outspoken 

opposition of Bishop Jos4 Pinol y Batres of Guatemala, loss of support 

for his regime from the United States, and his continued use of op

pressive tactics against opponents. These elements were expressed in 

the formation of a political organization called the Partldo Unionista 

of Guatemala, composed of university students, labor leaders and lower 

echelon military officers. Once the new party had catalyzed the 

political dissatisfactions of Guatemalan liberals, it then led Guatemala 

into cooperation with the isthmus wide unionist movement that culminated 

in the 1921 Federation of Central America. This federation suffered 

from the political weaknesses carried to it by the Guatemalans, and it 

ended abruptly after a short life. 

The disintegration of the Guatemalan dictatorship took shape in 

late 1918, when university students at the Instituto Nacional Central 

1. Ricardo Jimenez, Diario de Costa Rica, December 5, 1920, 
quoted in Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, p. 34. 
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de Varones in Guatemala were disturbed by the candidacy of Alberto 

MembrefSo for president of Honduras. Other outside influences prodded 

the students to action. They had looked with horror upon the ratifi

cation of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty and the subsequent difficulties of 

the Federico Tinoco government, and their anti-Americanism grew in the 

aftermath of these events. Moreover, they were discouraged when they 

learned that Membreno had won endorsement of his candidacy from the 

United States, and that he already had the support of Estrada Cabrera. 

They were mobilized to action because they felt Membreno was about to 

"surrender . . . Honduras into the arms of the giant." Their views 

were given direction, furthermore, by the brief unification in 1918 of 

3 
Honduras and El Salvador. 

It has been assumed that the students who organized the 

opposition to Manuel Estrada Cabrera were sincere, dedicated unionists 

and that the union of Central America was their goal from the start. 

By inference many have assumed also that they were linked in some 

fashion with the PUC and Salvador Mendieta.^ The PUC long had called 

for the ouster of Estrada Cabrera, but this group was no advocate of 

radical means to federate Central America. On the contrary, Mendieta 

2. Clemente Marroquin Rojas, Historia del movimiento unionista 

(Barcelona: Talleres Graficos R. LI auger, 1929), p. 51-. 

3. Ibid., pp. 46-53; Karnes, Failure, pp. 210-211; Aguilar R. 
to Bonilla, October 21, 1918, Tegucigalpa, ANHPB. 

4. See Karnes, Failure, p. 211; Munro, Intervention, p. 466. 
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and his cohorts argued that education of the masses and a change in 

attitude of leaders throughout the isthmus was the only decent way to 

5 
federate the five states. Their naive outlook handicapped the PUC in 

its attempts to win widespread Support; besides it did not have a firm 

political base in any of the republics. 

The PUC was founded in 1899 in Guatemala by Salvador Mendieta 

and several fellow students at the University of San Carlos who indulged 

in minor confrontations with the regime of Estrada Cabrera. Its members 

were jailed or exiled from Guatemala off and on, and the organization 

remained weak through its formative years. Mendieta particularly 

suffered as he returned to his family's home in Diriamba, Nicaragua. 

His reception by Jos^ Santos Zelaya's forces was unpleasant at best. 

After Mendieta's barbed pen too often had disturbed the dictator, it is 

said that Zelaya ordered the young man ridden out of Nicaragua tied to 

6 * 1 
the back of a donkey. This act among others won for Zelaya the un

dying enmity of the zealous law student. After this episode, the PUC 

conducted its campaign outside the political structures of the separate 

states. 

The PUC made its feelings clear in a resolution, the first 

public one known, made on June 18, 1910, the eleventh anniversary of the 

5. Salvador Mendieta, Alrededor del problema Centro-Americana 
(2 Vols.; Barcelona: Tipograf^a Maucci, 1934), II, 375-382. 

6. Mendieta, Alrededor, II, 23-28, 346-358. The story of the 
confrontation with the Nicaraguan officials is from an interview with 
Lydia Mendieta, daughter of Salvador Mendieta, in Tegucigalpa, August 
16, 1966. 
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birth of the organization. The resolution was distributed to the OICA 

and to the presidents of all the Central American countries. It was 

based in part upon an accumulation of views over the past eleven years 

concerning Central American union and an assessment of current political 

conditions, especially in Nicaragua. In it, the PUC lashed out at both 

the recent landing of American marines on the Caribbean coast of . 

Nicaragua and at those who had virtually begged for such intervention. 

The organization supported Jos^ Madriz, whojn they called a true Central 

American patriot, but their criticisms were largely nonpartisan, 

attempting to reconcile the "out-moded" ideological disputes of liberals 

with those of conservatives, and they called for mediation of Nicaragua's 

problems by the Central American Court of Justice. The resolution was, 

in short, an appeal to a higher good for all isthmian factions: the unity 

7 
and fatherhood of a Central American nation. 

As the years passed, the PUC failed to engender widespread 

support in Central America, though it did win the loyalty of a few 

Intellectuals in each country. Basically, the organization suffered 

from lack of funds, a nebulous ideology and an uncompromising attitude 

toward the established political systems of the five republics. Mendieta 

and his followers preferred not to work within the governments to make' 

changes but instead argued abstractly that attitudes must be changed at 

7. "Resolucion del Partido Unionista," June 18, 1910, ANHPB 
(copy). Signed by Salvador Mendieta and fifteen others. 
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all social levels to bring about a new Central American nation. 8 Con-

sequently, in 1920 the PUC had won considerable sympathy from key 

figures around the isthmus, though they continued to look upon it with 

suspicion and even fatigue. The·refore, it came as no surprise when the 

Guatemalan students who began to agitate for the end of the Estrada 

Cabrera dictatorship did not turn immediately to the PUC for help. 

Indeed, once they had organized their own party, several influential 

members expressly stated their refusal to work with the PUC and Salvador 

Mendieta. 

An amorphous group of Guatemalan students had gathered in late 

spring, 1919, when they learned of the candidacy of Alberto Membre~o in 

Honduras and that he was encouraged by Estrada Cabrera. That the 

students had pinpointed their distress so well was due largely to the 

influence upon them of a professor of international law in the Institute 

Na~ional, JoseMatos, as well as a recent public excoriation of the 

regime by Bishop Pinol y Batres. The bishop had won considerable, if 

clandestine, support from influential Church devotees in Guatemala. 

These same people encouraged the students from behind the scenes and, in 

9 
all likelihood, through Professor Matos. 

The-initial student complaints were centered on the idea that 

the Membrerto tactics to win American endorsement for his candidacy 

8. Mendieta, Alrededor, II, 358-374. 

_ 9. Marroqu{n Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 14-46. Among the 
students was Miguel Angel Asturias, future winner (1967) of the Nobel 
Prize for literature. Also see Munro1 Intervention, pp. 458-460. 
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violated the Drago doctrine of non-intervention in the internal affairs 

of the Latin American republics and, therefore, was an affront to the 

nationality of Central America. They specifically declared their 

opposition to all foreign intervention, and finally demanded that 

Membreno be ejected from Guatemala.The students' views and the 

Membreno visit received much publicity in Guatemala City newspapers and 

manifestoes... As a result, they quickly won support from other groups, 

testifying to the pervasive influence of—and hatred for—the Estrada 

Cabrera regime at several levels of Guatemalan society. 

Estrada Cabrera responded characteristically by jailing several 

of the students and one sympathetic newspaper publisher, Federico 

Hernandez de Leon, owner of the diminutive La Republica. To this, the 

young and incautious students reacted by calling for a strike and an end 

to attendance at classes. The strike lasted two days before threats 

we're made against Professor Matos by the regime. The students then 

returned to school and, instead of dispersing their movement, en

listed the aid of students of medicine and a few cadet officers, whose 

demonstration of support could have been classed as treason. Very 

quickly, the movement spread to other centers of education in outlying 
t 

towns, especially Chiquimula, where in September student leaders 

10. Marroqufn Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 52-55. 
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declared their sympathy for the students in the capital and for Central 

American union.11 

Anti-Americanism was evident in the movement from the start, 

diminishing the possibility that the United States would directly aid 

the students. However, at the same time the United States wanted a 

declaration of war against Germany from Estrada Cabrera, and he respond

ed by merely stationing a few conscripts on the Mexican border. The 

State Department afterward began to collaborate in ridding Guatemala of 

the dictator.1^ At the urging of Bishop Pinol y Batres, who went to 

Washington, the Americans agreed in the fall, 1919, to lift their 

support of twenty years standing for Estrada Cabrera. Taken together 

with the events of the spring, this decision on the part of the United 

States gave encouragement to the opponents of Estrada Cabrera and 

brought many into their ranks who might otherwise have despaired of a 

conflict with the dictator.1^ 

It was a key move because it brought into the opposition camp 

non-students, politicians and leading figures who had been frightened 

previously but now saw an opportunity to effect a real change in the 

- 11. Marroquin Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 61-65. Among 
the signers in Chiquimula was Juan Jos6 Ar<£valo, future president 
(1945-1950) of Guatemala. 

12. Ibid;, p. 68; Karnes, Failure, p. 211; Munro, Intervention, 

p. 460. 

13. Marroqu/n Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 70-74; Foreign 

Relations, 1920, pp. 718-720. 
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affairs of Guatemala. Among them were Manuel Cobos Batres and Julio 

1 4  
Bianchi. These men proposed the formation of a political party called 

the Partido Progresista, to emphasize their opposition to the Estrada 

Cabrera brand of liberalism. This and other names were rejected for 

various reasons when Tacito Molina, a leading intellectual and lawyer, 

suggested that the party be organized for the purpose of reconstructing 

a Central American nation. Molina argued that a well-propagandized goal 

of union would provoke the least opposition to the party in Guatemala 

15 
and that most Guatemalans would be receptive to such an appeal. The 

idea was immediately accepted by the group, except for Manuel Cobos 

Batres, and Molina later published, on December 25, 1919, a manifesto 

introducing the aims of the Partido Unionista de Guatemala to the 

people.*® 

The Partido Unionista members knew they could count on outside 

support, especially in El Salvador, where the national assembly issued 

two important decrees in July, 1919, calling for federation. The 

Salvadoreans urged, significantly, that the president ask all Central 

14. Marroquin Rojas, Movimiento unionista, p. 74. 

15. Ibid., pp. 74-75; Carlos Wyld Ospina, El autocrata. 
Ensayo politico-social (Guatemala: Tipografxa Sanchez y de Guise, 1929), 
p. 193, says this was the idea that saved Guatemala from Estrada Cabrera. 

16. Marroqufn Rojas, Movimiento unionista, p. 75; Herrarte, 
Launi^n, pp. 262-263; Ar/valo Martfnez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 369-373. 
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American governments to accept the 1898 constitution, constructed by the 

1 *7 
partisans of Policarpo Bonilla and Jos^ Santos Zelaya. 

One unique characteristic of the unionist campaign in Guatemala 

was its appeal to many strata of Guatemalan society. Though it began 

with students, the movement soon won favor with the liberal upper class 

and later had some impact upon groups not heretofore extensively in

volved in political affairs, either in Guatemala or in the other Central 

American nations. It would be inaccurate, pn the other hand, to say 

that the Partido Unionista became the core of a broad social reform or 

revolution in the land, for the extent to which the rural Indian 

majority or urban rank and file workers realized that the unionists 

represented their interests or participated in the movement cannot be 

measured.*-® The movement was not a mere gathering within the Guatemalan 

elite. Young officer cadets were clearly breaking with their senior 

counterparts in the regular army, and the ranks of the dissidents were 

also swollen by the participation of key members of labor unions 

throughout Guatemala. Labor leaders organized a unionist Workers League 

19 
that trumpeted the actions of the Partido Unionista. 

17. Herrarte, La uni<4n, p. 261; Mendieta, Alrededor, II, 101. 

18. Herrarte, La union, p. 262, exaggerates somewhat when he 
says that all social sectors in Guatemala participated in the Partido 
Unionista movement, though many did demonstrate, and labor leaders did 
join decision making sessions. See Ar^valo Mart/nez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 
379-385, 396-398, 405-407, on students and workers. 

19. Marroqu^n Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 76-77; Munro, 
Intervention, p. 460; Diario de Centro-Am^rica, November 10, 12, 1919; 
Ar^valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 345-363. 
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The dissident liberals of Guatemala meanwhile had moved one step 

ahead of the university students and indeed took over leadership of the 

anti-Cabrera movement by the end of the year. Heretofore, the students 

had lagged behind, but now they joined the efforts of the more experi

enced politicians. After learning that a group of leading citizens in 

Quezaltenango had joined with the Partido Unionista on January 5, 1320, 

the students took similar action. They banded together with their' 

companions in the Workers League and on January 14, announced the 

formation of a University Students Unionist Club, whose object was to 

work in harmony with the Partido Unionista. All students were invited 

20 
to join them. Toward the end of January Estrada Cabrera took action 

against his opponents. He began arresting leaders of the Partido 

Unionista, among them Julio Bianchi, as well as workers and suspected 

21 
collaborators among his own police. These confrontations continued 

despite the clear warnings issued by the United States to the regime. 

The warnings in fact made Estrada Cabrera's repressive measures more 

difficult to sustain and by early spring, political figures in the 

capital had gravitated in significant numbers toward the Partido 

Unionista. The unionists, taken together, had won what has since been 

called the war of a "hundred days of chalk," or a virtually bloodless 

20. Marro'qu/n Rojas, Movimiento unionista, pp. 84-89. 

21. Ibid., pp. 90-92; Ar/valo Martinez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 
410-419. 
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22 
conflict. It was followed by one week of bloody collisions. 

The overthrow of the dictatorship of Manuel Estrada Cabrera was 

a shockingly simple process. A majority of legislators in the national 

assembly voted on March 4 to separate Manuel Estrada Cabrera from his 

office on the grounds that he was insane and therefore incapable of 

performing the duties of president, and on April 8 they were able to 

install Carlos Herrera, a liberal politician, as provisional president 

of Guatemala. Herrera was nominally committed to union but he owed a 

debt to the Guatemalan army that he could not avoid paying. The sub

stitution at this time of moderate, reformist rule for that of 

dictatorship constitutes the period in which the most avid unionists 

lost the opportunity to take control of the political apparatus of 

23 
their country. 

All parties had a part in this process, the liberals, the State 

Department, Partido Unionista organizers, students and labor leaders. 

The height of unionist unity and power in Guatemala was reached on 

March 11, when a parade through the capital drew an optimum number of 

supporters, estimated by some onlookers at thirty thousand people from 

all walks of life. If it did nothing else, the demonstration made it 

clear that Manuel Estrada Cabrera was no longer in full control of the 

22. Herra'rte, La uni<4n, p. 262. See the leaflet, Cien d^as de 
tinta y una semana de sangre (Guatemala: Sanchez y de Guise, 1920). 
Also see Diario de Centro-Ame'rica, March 3, 5, 7, 1920; El Unionista, 
Guatemala, February 25, 27, March 5, 1920. 

23. Herrarte, Launi^n, p. 263. 
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situation. The national assembly had met at the beginning of the month 

and published a decree responding favorably to the principle of Central 

American union. Whether or not the assembly was sincere in its 

proclamation was debatable, but the marchers showed their solidarity 

with the legislators as they marched in full voice past the Academia 

Militar, where the national assembly was in emergency session. Mean

while, a similar affair, led by the student organizer Jos^ Azmitia, took 

24 
place at the estate of Estrada Cabrera. It was becoming more evident 

from these acts that serious disorders could result from hesitation on 

the part of the national assembly leaders. That was one prospect they 

did not relish, for they were forewarned that a breakdown of order could 

provoke military intervention by the United States. They were frighten

ed because the unionists had told the American minister, Benjamin ' 

25 
McMillan, that they planned even greater demonstrations. 

The pace of events was carried ever further beyond the students 

and their political cohorts by the actions of Estrada Cabrera and the 

national assembly, in cooperation with the American minister. Estrada 

Cabrera began by acquiescing in the demands of the United States repre

sentative, whose government wanted above all to avoid a revolutionary 

outbreak in Guatemala. Consequently, the American minister and others 

made specific recommendations for Estrada Cabrera to make public. These 

24. Batres j/uregui, Memorias, p. 670. 

25. Munro, Intervention, pp. 461-462. 
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were published on April 4 as: (1) agreement to respect the constitution 

of Guatemala, (2) no prevention of normal political activities, (3) no 

more political arrests, and (4) the government would completely 

guarantee free presidential elections for 1922. Estrada Cabrera agreed 

to follow American instructions, and the American minister afterward 

encouraged the national assembly to get rid of the desperate dictator 

and asked Washington to station American warships on both Guatemalan 

26 
coasts to make his meaning clear. 

Estrada Cabrera was clearly succeeding in his efforts to split 

the forces of the opposition. Indeed, he had attempted to make a 

bargain with the unionist politicians in late March. His spokesmen 

brought together Julio Bianchi, T^cito Molina and others who agreed that 

the government would obey the laws, free political prisoners, undertake 

more public works, work toward the union of Central America and, above 

all, take the advice of Partido Unionista members into consideration in 

doing all of the above. In short, the unionist politicians were compro

mised by the regime in return for its obedience to laws already on the 

books.^ 

When these agreements were won from Estrada Cabrera, it was a 

simple matter to ease him out of the government altogether. With the 

cooperation of important military members voting, such as General Jos^ 

26. Ibid., pp. 462-463; Hernandez de Leon, Efemerides, I, 

527-529; II, 21-25. 

27. Ibid., I, 529-530. 
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Mar^a Letona, Guatemala's political leaders, most of whom had supported 

the dictator for many years, declared Estrada Cabrera mentally unfit to 

carry out the duties of president and, on April 8, 1920, "separated" him 

from his position. Having declared Estrada Cabrera incompetent, and 

blaming him alone for all the ills of a twenty-two year dictatorship, 

the national assembly named Carlos Herrera, a leading liberal, as pro-

28 
visional president of the country. 

The naming of Herrera as president was accomplished with little 

friction, though this hid the new developments in Guatemala. While the 

Partido Unionista leaders were concentrating their energies on removing 

Estrada Cabrera, other figures were looking ahead to the future. Carlos 

Herrera, for one, was not a representative of the Partido Unionista 

though he did have the cooperation of its leadership. However, Herrera 

also had the support of the military, as evidenced in their cooperation 

in the removal from office of the dictator. The leading liberals, mean

while, had taken one of two directions. Either they joined the Partido 

Unionista, swelling its ranks and influencing its thought, or they joined 

one of the other groups formed in March and April when the dictatorship 

was near collapse, the Partido Democr^tico and the Partido Liberal 

Federalista. Among these men were former Cabreristas such as Alberto -

Hencos, Adrian Vidaurre, Jos^ Antonio Villacorta, Mariano Cruz, and 

28. Hernandez de Le^n, Efemerides, II, 45-49; Centro-Am^rica, 
XII (1920), 70-72; Diario de Centro-Am^rica, April 22, 192C; Montufar, 
Caida, pp. 37-41. 



Rafael Mont~far. Carlos Herrera, like them, was more a liberal than 

anything else. 29 

Estrada Cabrera finally realized that the end was at hand. 

After receiving assurances of pr'otection and immunity, he went to the 

national assembly with members of the diplomatic corps, formally 

surrendered his office, and spent the rest of his days under guard 

30 
until, in 1924, he died. 

186 

Very little comment has appeared on the character of the govern-

ment that followed on the ouster of Estrada Cabrera. Nearly all of it 

is negative. The government was characterized by some as a "hybrid" one 

which could not hope to survive. 31 It is clear that the government was 

not totally committed to Central American union; this principle consti-

tuted only one of its obligations and was not its central goal. It is 

also clear that in the circumstances surrounding the demise of the 

di~tatorship the student unionists, and later the unionist politicians, 

lost the initiative they had commanded when each of these groups came 

into being a short time before. In the view of one student of the 

affair, it was the liberals, not the unionists, who were the arbiters in 

1920 of the destiny of Guatemala. And they faced the same difficulties 

29. Centro-Arne' rica·, XI I {1920), 71; Gallardo, Las Consti
tuciones, I, 537; Montafar, Ca{da, pp. 64-65. 

30. Hernandez de Le6n, Efeme'rides, I I, 91, 96 ;· Ar6'valo 
Mart{nez, Ecce Pericles, pp. 577-581, 636. 

31. Batres Jauregui, Memorias, p. 671. 
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their liberal brethren before them had failed to resolve: they had ia 

some way to accommodate their progressive views with the need for retain

ing the support of the military. When they were unable to do so, 

Guatemala could no longer participate in the Federation of Central 

32 
America of 1921. For the moment, however, the demands made by the 

Partido Unionista constituted the pressure that sustained Guatemalan 

interest in unionism outside of the country. 

Unionists in El Salvador had not waited long to sound the call 

for Central American union. In early June, 1920, the national legis

lative assembly of El Salvador declared their welcome of the unionist 

movements on the march throughout the isthmus and authorized their 

president to ask for the enforcement of the 1898 federal constitution. 

They proposed, moreover, that a conference be called for September 15, 

the anniversary of independence, to revise the Washington Treaty of 

33 
1907, among other things. Salvadorean enthusiasts hoped that the 

conference could serve as a basis for the future reunion of Central 

America, but they were taken aback by the responses to their initiative 

by the other governments. Costa Rica proposed that the program include 

discussion of a union of consular and diplomatic services, while 

Honduras suggested that the structuring of a program be left in the 

hands of the 01CA, an idea accepted by the Guatemalans. Only Nicaragua 

32. Ibid., p. 675; Herrarte, La uni^n, pp. 263-264. 

33. The decree was published in Centro-Am/rica, XII (1920), 
161-162. Also see Gallardo, Las Constituciones, I, 538-539; Herrarte, 
La uni^n, p. 264. 
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demurred, however, asking for a prior denunciation of the Washington 

Treaty of 1907, and arguing that no new juridical basis could be built 

34 
without first formally destroying those outdated bonds. 

OICA delegates were nearly beside themselves with joy at the 

prospect that they might be in the forefront of an effective unifi

cation process. Very quickly they agreed to name a delegation of five 

men from each of the Central American states to collaborate in the • 

reconstruction of a federal republic, and the countries cooperated 

35 
promptly. Actually, the OICA workers had not been idle in their quest 

for federation initiatives. In the past year they had proposed creation 

of an agricultural congress in the isthmus to meet every two years for 

the purpose of comparing agricultural production, presenting new ideas 

for cultivation methods and combatting plant diseases. They expected 

the agricultural experts to formulate the best system for making 

rational use of the free labor of peons, as well as "justly marking the 

applicable procedure for complying with the understandings between them 

36 
and the proprietors." These last two concerns demonstrated the level 

of the thinking of the Central American leaders. They were not radical 

and, indeed, rather conservative. Certainly they stood in marked con

trast to the views of labor leaders in the five countries. Meeting in 

34. Gallardo, Las Constituciones, I, 538-539. 

35. Centro-Amlrica, XII (1920), 256-265. Delegates were named 
in telegrams appearing in these pages. 

36. Centro-America, XI (1919), 14-16. 
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San Jose in 1920, the General Conference of Workers declared that those 

who govern had better take the desires of the laborers into consider

ation in whatever plans they made for the future, or the workers would 

Q«7 
"move to the left and begin the class struggle." 

Generally, the objective of these efforts was to promote the 

freest possible interchange of goods throughout Central America. 

Indeed, it was the thinking of most unionists in these years, reflected 

in the pages of Centro-America, that the achievement of economic and 

educational agreements on federation would smooth the way for the more 

difficult political and diplomatic goals, including the revival of the 

38 
Washington Treaty of 1907 and the Central American Court of Justice. 

OICA staff members thus concentrated upon analyzing the international 

commerce of middle America. They argued that the commerce of the past 

ten years was not sufficiently oriented to foreign markets and that the 

economic dislocations brought on by World War I had provided sufficient 

conditions for making changes in this sphere. They suggested that the 

return to normal commerce after the war would make great demands upon 

marketing procedures in Central America. It would not be enough then 

to simply intensify production; what was needed was a systematic 

approach through state guidance of transportation, publicity and credit, 

as well as new techniques of education. Consuls, for example, could no 

longer be mere administrative functionaries; now they needed to be 

37. Ibid., XII (1920), 541-544. 

38. Ibid., XI (1919), 17-18, 260-262. 
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commercial experts acting as intermediaries between their national in

dustrialists and merchants and those in the country in which they were 

st.ationed. All of this depended upon greater amounts of free trade 

among the nations. The argument implied that only a federal republic 

39 
could perform these tasks for the good of all Central America. 

With these discussions permeating the atmosphere of Central 

America, it was easy to overlook the hazards that stood in the way of 

the 1920 federationists. Nonetheless, the hazards existed, and they 

served as occasional reminders of the failures of past union enthusiasts 

Several incidents between June and December, 1920, pointed up some of 

the traditional difficulties, but they were virtually swept aside in the 

glow of approaching achievement of the long held dream of federationists 

Among the important incidents of this period were the frictions that had 

developed between El Salvador and Honduras, and between Honduras and 

Nicaragua. 

The El Salvador-Honduras arguments flared up when in the spring 

of 1920 there was an attempted invasion of El Salvador from across the 

Honduran border. This incident was not isolated, but had its origins 

in the discussions held between the Carlos Mel^ndez and Francisco 

Bertrand regimes in 1918 on the bilateral unification of these countries 

At the time, the Salvadorean regime was encouraged in its actions by 

members of the PUC meeting at La Uni<£n. The delegates, led by Salvador 

39. Ibid., XII (1920), 27-30. 
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Mendieta, received the praise of Mel^ndez, and they in turn urged him 

to work with Bertrand, who had the cooperation in this effort of the 

not yet hostile General Rafael L^pez Gutierrez. As it turned out, the 

project did not succeed, due largely to the desire of the Salvadoreans 

to see brought into being a unitary form of government, while the 

Hondurans insisted that a federal form was most practical. The issue 

centered on the powers of the executive as it had in the past, and 

Francisco Bertrand was not willing to see his executive powers dis

sipated in Honduran affairs. 

Their failures led disillusioned Salvadorean exiles to regroup 

later in Honduras and to make several attempts upon a new government 

under Jorge Mel^ndez after April, 1920. They were thwarted by Lopez 

Gutierrez and the Salvadorean army, but their determination pointed up 

the divergence of views among unionists and the care that needed to be 

40 
taken to rebuild the 1907 Washington agreements. The political 

condition of El Salvador reached such a state of tension after the 

attempted invasion and the call for an isthmian conference in June, that 

by the fall the Salvadorean government realized more than the others the 

desperate need for union. The desperation was reflected in a speech at 

a unionist meeting on September 19, 1920, when Luis Alvarenga, a 

40. Mentioned in Munro, Intervention, pp. 465-466. See Aguilar 
R. to Bonilla, Tegucigalpa, October 21, November 11, 1918, ANHPB; 
Gregorio Martin to Alejandro Alvarado Quiros, San Jos£, May 12, 1920, 

ANCRRE. 
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unionist national deputy, implored his listeners to cast off their local 

41 
interests and their narrowness m order to best prepare for union. He 

placed particular emphasis on breaking down party exclusivism, pointing 

up the conflict between national political parties and Central American 

union. One month later, the Salvadorean government, in response to 

greater unionist pressure within the country, asked the OICA that they 

take special pains to limit the agenda of the December San Jos^ confer

ence to two concrete points: a treaty of Central American union and, if 

this were impossible to attain, a pledge from the states most willing to 

cooperate that they would subscribe to a new convention to form a 

42 
Central American union. 

The brief conflict between Nicaragua and Honduras, on the other 

hand, stemmed from the failure of the Washington mediator to resolve 

their border conflict. In the early summer of 1920 the problem had 

flared again when Nicaraguan emigrees clashed with Nicaraguan troops in 

the disputed area. Accusations of border violations were exchanged once 

more and the tension built up between h6pez Gutierrez and the Diego 

Chamorro government. The Managua regime seemed determined to delay the 

San Jos^ conference recently accepted by the other republics. Managua 

politicians learned to their delight that Washington disapproved of any 

effort of a Central American government to aid in the overthrow .of its 

41. Speech reprinted in Centro-America, XII (1920), 413-416. 

42. Gallardo, Las Constituciones, I, 539-540. 
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neighboring regimes and, furthermore, that the Americans were not about 

to countenance a repetition of recent events in Guatemala. Neverthe

less, Chamorro was angered by public declarations in favor of union by 

his neighbors, for fear they would arouse students and workers in 

Nicaragua. These latter had indicated their strong support of the 

unionist proclamations, and in the interest of relieving public tensions 

Chamorro played down the conflict with Honduras. By mid-November tye 

agreed with Lopez Gutierrez that both regimes would more carefully 

control political emigrees, and they declared a moratorium on the border 

dispute until the Secretary of State of the United States could mediate 

the problem. Moreover, they voiced approval of a treaty of Central 

/ 43 
American union and chose delegates to the San Jose conference. 

As the delegates gathered in San Jose on December 4, 1920, 

optimism permeated the atmosphere. Early in their sessions, which 

lasted until January 19, 1921, they resolved to form a pact of Central 

American union, hoping it would be accepted and ratified by the separate 

states before September 15, 1921, in time for the celebrations of the 

centennial of Central American independence. They were welcomed to San 

Jose by the recently inaugurated president of Costa Rica,. Julio Acosta, 

who had declared publicly only two days before that he was such a 

fervent partisan of Central American union that he was "absolutely 

43. Munro, Intervention, p. '466; Herrarte, La uni<£n, p. 264; 
Humberto Pasos D^az to Alvarado Quires, Managua, November 19, 1920, 

ANCRRE. 
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disposed to abandon the presidency of the republic if this is the 

„44 
obstacle in the way of realizing such a magnificent ideal-. The 

declaration of the president, however, masked the growing turbulence of 

Costa Rican politics. Pressures of all sorts in Costa Rica, both for 

and against unionism, grew out of the controversy surrounding the 

dictatorship of Federico Tinoco which ended abruptly in September, 1919. 

Tinoco had tried hard to satisfy American wartime demands, yet the 

Woodrow Wilson administration adamantly refused to recognize his 

45 
regime. Several attempts to overthrow Tinoco, fostered largely by the 

Managua government, were nevertheless discouraged by the State Depart

ment. Toward the end, Tinoco faced growing financial problems which he 

attempted to solve by pressing the American oil interest for funds. His 

unpopularity grew and was reflected in the mysteriously unsolved assas

sination in the summer of 1919 of his brother and minister of war, 

Joaqufn Tinoco.^® 

The choice of a successor to Tinoco threatened once more to 

rigidify political factions in Costa Rica, but the problem was short

lived. The United States said that it would recognize no man formerly 

44. Quoted in Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, p. 33. Also see Centro-
America, XII (1920), 89. 

45. The failure to win United States recognition is recounted 
in Munro, Intervention, pp. 426-442; Stansifer, The Americas, pp. 259-
260. 

46. On the assassination, see the two views in Francisco Marin 
Canas, hos asesinatos poljfticos (Mexico: Editorial Novaro, 1965), pp. 

161-178. 



associated with the revolutionary president, taking a view similar to 

that it held on Nicaragua after the flight of Jose' Santos Zelaya, which 

severely narrowed the range of choice among available candidates. The 

Americans then made it known that Francisco Aguilar Barquero, a former 

presidential designate under Gonzalez Flores, would suffice until a free 

election could determine popular wishes. Aguilar Barquero held the 

office without resistance for several months, and then he was replaced 

47 
by Julio Acosta, the leader of the anti-Tinoco forces. Acosta, like 

Gonzalez Flores before him, was a proponent of Central American union. 

Though in December, 1920, he had the support of several popular ex-

presidents of Costa Rica, among them Bernardo Soto, Francisco Aguilar 

Baroquero, Ascension Esquivel, Rafael Yglesias and Cleto Gonzalez 

Viquez, an angry and powerful group led by Ricardo Jim/nez was opposed 

to Acosta, American intervention and Central American union. Hence a 

bewildering variety of circumstances, local, national and international, 

bore heavily upon the conferees as they began their deliberations near 

the close of 1920 in San Jose. Rising above the confusion, however, 

was an intense desire on the part of the part of the delegates to revive 

the federation of Central America. In all, they did their work in a 

reasonably speedy fashion, for they were warned beforehand by the 

president of the OICA, Ernesto Argiieta, that there was little time for 

them to dally if they wanted to celebrate a new union on the centennial 

47. Stansifer, The Americas, p. 260; Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, pp. 
16-17; Munro, Intervention, pp. 442-445. 
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48 
day of independence. Almost at once the delegates commissioned five 

of their number to prepare a pact of union. Nicaragua responded to 

this with characteristic fear, and they attacked the clause which 

attempted to unify the constitutions of the five states "as much as 

possible," by insisting on an express statement that the other states 

would accept the legality of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty and the 

Nicaraguan's financial contracts with American bankers. The other" 

states refused categorically to comply with this request and the pro-

49 ceedings thereby bogged down in a search for compromise formulas. 

Several weeks of petty wrangling failed to produce a satisfactory 

position and finally the delegates became impatient. On January 19, 

1921, they signed a treaty of union which included a clause expressing 

regret for the absence from the rolls of Nicaragua. Central American 

union was consummated without the participation of the homeland of Jose 

Santos Zelaya.50 

The delegates at San Jose nonetheless had done their work well. 

The union pact spelled out the political structure of the newly created 

Federation of Central America and provided some necessary social and 

economic institutions. They also displayed some astuteness in providing 

48. The public proceedings of the conference and the pact of 
Central American union were published together in Centro-America, XII 
(1920), 481-506. For the remarks by Argiieta, see pp. 487-488. 

49. Centro-America, XII (1920), 483; Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, 
p. 35; Karnes, Failure, pp. 212-213. 

50. Ibid.; Centro-America, XII (1920), 501. 
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that ratification by just three states, instead of the usual unanimity, 

would bring the pact's articles into effect. And finally, the pact-

makers looked ahead, making a series of recommendations which made it 

clear that the union pact was designed to bring some necessary reforms 

51 
to the commercial and educational life of the Central American states. 

The Honduran representatives, incidentally, were specifically instructed 

by Lopez Gutierrez to press for union rather than a simple treaty 

52 
designed to pave the way for union in the dim future. 

In their political recommendations, the delegates called for an 

executive branch organized collegiately with a provisional executive 

council whose five members should be popularly elected in each state. 

This council would then convoke a federal assembly, make preliminary 

arrangements for its sessions, and publish the new constitution upon its 

completion. They prepared for delegates to the provisional executive to 

meet when each state congress had ratified the Pact of San Jos^ and had 

elected its delegate to Tegucigalpa, where the federal congress and 

executive would then form a constitution. A congress of two houses, 

fifteen senators elected by state congresses and a house of deputies, 

made up of one representative per ten thousand population, was also 

planned. It would have most of the powers of the new government. 

Clearly they envisioned a federal system with a weak executive that 

would rely for its power upon the member states, leaving the largest 

51. Centro-America, XII (1920), 501-504. 

52. Ibid., 482; C^ceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, p. 10. 



amount of power in the hands of the state assemblies. Finally, they 

planned for the entire structure to come into being through the guidance 

of the OICA. Each member state would preserve its autonomy in internal 

affairs, though the pactmakers tried to provide for a federal judiciary 

and army.®'' The San Jos^ delegates ended their work on January 19, 

1921, and returned to their homes to await ratification procedures. 

Ratification came swiftly in Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador, where 

54 
the PUC helped to whip up enthusiasm for thp projected union. 

In the months between the end of the San Josd conference and the 

inauguration of the sessions of the federal constituent assembly in 

June, the plans of the unionists went awry. The difficulties came not 

from the United States but from Nicaragua and Costa Rica. State Depart

ment officials expressed satisfaction with the manner in which a union 

was conceived, though they expressed grave doubts that Nicaragua would 

ever join her sister republics in the project. Indeed, Secretary of 

State Charles Evans Hughes voiced to Policarpo Bonilla his special 

interest in seeing the union consummated. Conference leaders in San 

Jos^ had hoped that moral support for union made public by American 

53. Herrarte, La union, p. 265; Karnes, Failure> pp. 213-2i4; 
Centro-Am^rica, XII (1920), 495-497; Gallardo, Las Constituciones, I, ' 
540-549. 

54. Cabezas Gomez to Alvarado Quiros, Guatemala, February 17, 
1921, ANCRRE; Hernandez de Le<in, Efem^rides, V, 190-110, argues that 
Article III of the Constitution formed in the summer of 1921, attribu
ting implied powers to the states, made the breakup of the Federation 
of Central America inevitable. 
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55 
officials would incite the cooperation of Nicaragua in the scheme. 

Costa Rica's union adherents need only have looked in their own 

backyard, however, to perceive the difficulties that would help to 

decimate the federation. Unionists prepared after the end of the con

ference to turn to the national legislature for quick ratification of 

the Pact of San Jos^\ Few had prepared for the tension that had arisen 

in Costa Rica between the executive and the legislative branches of the 

country, and they were dismayed when national assemblymen cited Nica

ragua's absence in the final signing of the San Jos^ treaty as an excuse 

not to ratify the agreement. In a voting session filled with emotion, 

56 
the treaty failed by two votes to receive the necessary majority. 

The union controversy among the Costa Ricans had started during 

the final sessions of the conference, and it was watched carefully by 

the isthmian delegates. Public debate against the federation project 

was launched by partisans in the national legislature of former presi

dent Ricardo Jim/nez who, as the sessions of the conference proceeded, 

were joined by some Costa Rican clerics. The congressmen cited dangers 

to national independence while the clergy warned that the unionists were 

godless in proposing an almost completely secularized educational system 

for Central America. In the midst of such criticism, a Federal Com

mittee of the State of Costa Rica was organized and led by the journalist, 

55. Bonilla to foreign minister, Honduras, Washington, March 
25, 1921; Acosta to Bonilla, San Jos£, January (?), 1921, ANHPB; Sanso, 
Policarpo, pp. 432-433. 

56. Herrarte, La union, p. 266. 
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Vicente Saenz. The Federal Committee joined the rising debate by 

57 
publishing an ever increasing amount of unionist propaganda. Soon the 

critics of union began to fault not the idea of union itself, but they 

raised instead the familiar specter of outside interference as they 

blamed New York bankers in cooperation with the Nicaraguan government 

for the failure of Nicaraguan ratification. It was an effective effort 

to sidestep the real issue. Furthermore, critics cited the recent 

announcement that a squad of American warships would be stationed near 

Panama as evidence that the United States was using Nicaragua to prevent 

union. It was impossible, they argued, for Costa Rica to join a union 

forged in fear and attainable only if forced by the United States, which 

Costa Ricans opposed.^® 

It seemed as though Costa Rican isolationism was again emerging. 

The phenomenon has had its analysts, but the most perceptive one, Carlos 

J." Gutierrez, has best summarized the environmental conditions that 

produced it, including a general sense of superiority to the other 

Central American republics and fear of their undemocratic and dangerous 

CQ 
instability. However, in this instance it would be more accurate to 

say that the local political and economic conflicts produced frictions 

that resulted in a slight majority in San Jos^ against the Pact. This 

57. Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, p. 36; Karnes, Failure, p. 216. 

58. Karnes, Failure, p. 217. 

59. Gutierrez, RUCR, 1956, p. 15. 
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came in spite of the efforts of Guatemala and El Salvador to placate 

Costa Rica by offering the post of ambassador to Washington of the 

/ / 60 
Federation of Central America to Cleto Gonzalez V1quez. Though the 

party of President Acosta dominated the Costa Rican congress and with 

the knowledge that three federationist states supported Costa Rica in 

a border dispute with Panama in February, 1921, the intransigents.held 

61 sway. 

Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador nevertheless named their .. 
representatives to the provisional council, scheduled to gather in 

Tegucigalpa early in June, 1921. The councilors who met in Tegucigalpa 

then ordered the convening of the Federal Constituent Assembly for July 

20 in the same city, and when that group gathered it proceeded to form 

a constitution for the republic. Meeting from mid-July through early 

September, 1921, the assembly l~rgely followed the guidelines proffered 

by the Treaty of Central American Union of the previous January and 

incorporated not only the treaty but the conferees' educational and 

commercial recommendations into the new document. They were led in 

their work by a host of experienced unionists, including the Honduran 

representative Policarpo Bonilla as president of the Constituent As~embly 

62 
and Salvador Mendieta as its secretary. 

60. Mariano Zecena to Alvarado Quirds, March 5, 1921, ANCRRE. 

61. On the border dispute with Panama, see Guti~rrez, RUCR, 
1956, pp. 40-45. It was the Atlantic coast border, and by Marc~Costa 
Rica had sent troops to the' border. The situation was calmed by May. 

62. Karnes; Failure, pp. 217-218; Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 433-434. 
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Costa Rica and Nicaragua participated in these sessions in an 

unofficial manner. The Acosta government, in anticipation that Costa 

Rica would later ratify the Pact of San Jose', sent a delegation of mixed 

pro- and anti-unionists who observed the proceedings from the sidelines. 

Nicaragua wanted nothing to do with the affair and Diego Manuel Chamorro 

refused to send even an observer. His country was invited to attend how

ever, and the invitation provided an opening for the Nicaraguan 

unionists, gathered together in the Liga Federalista Nicaraguense. 

Nicaragua unionists decided impulsively when they learned of the in

vitation to send a delegation to Tegucigalpa in spite of Chamorro. The 

government made its disapproval known, but the enthusiasts sent several 

well known advocates of union who opposed the Managua regime, among them 

the writers Rodolfo Espinosa, Sofonias Salvatierra and Ricardo Alduvin.®^ 

This controversial action, as well as the arrival of the disputatious 

Costa Rican delegates, took place in mid-summer and caused the assembled 

unionists some difficulty. Their work was no less undermined by Nica

raguan insurgents who attempted feebly during these months to overthrow 

64 
the Chamorro regime. 

Nevertheless, the assembled delegates at Tegucigalpa doggedly 

pursued their tasks and on September 9 announced the completion of the' 

63. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 436-437; Karnes, Failure, pp. 217-218. 

64. Ibid.; Cox, Nicaragua and the United States, p. 763, 
mentions a clerical controversy begun by the bishop of San Miguel, El 
Salvador because of lack of reference in the preamble of the new consti
tution to God. Also, Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 439-440. 
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Federal Constitution. At the same time, as they promulgated the 

completed document, they published press,_ asylum and state of seige 

laws. Their constitution has been characterized by one student as "the 

most extensive and advanced of Central America."65 The delegates felt 

constrained to remain within the Pact of San Jos' as they retained a 

federal system, kept intact the borders of the individual states and 

adopted the collegiate form of executive. The states were left all:· 

powers unspecified in the constitution if their statutes did not 

contradict the federal law. A federal district was formed of the 

Department of Tegucigalpa and the Executive Council was to stay in 

office for five years. Its members would select two among them each 

year to act as president and vice-president of Central America, with 

no immediate re-election. The constitution makers trod no new paths on 

legal affairs but were bold in handling the military question. 

The Federal Supreme Court of Justice, formed and empowered on 

the model of the Central American Court of Justice, was composed of 

seven magistrates selected by the Senate. It would, like its prede

cessor, adjudicate contentions among two or more member states and 

actions between the federal government and any single state. Once again 

emphasizing federalism, all competency not expressly stated in the 

con~titution was left to the separate states. The army,_ however, was 

handled as an institution of national. defense and received no special 

rights or powers separate from the government. Any attempt to take on 

65. Herrarte, La uni~n, pp. 66-67. 
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such rights would constitute treason. The national army and navy were 

both placed under the direction of the Federal Council, and the states 

were to organize only police forces. The assembled constitution makers 

were working at odds with Central American military tradition. It re

mained to be seen if the powerful officers of the member states could 

accept these designs. 

Under the general categories of labor and social laws, the 

Tegucigalpa assembly wrote into the new document special protention for 

the worker, working mothers and their children. They anticipated the 

creation of a social reform institute, charged with harmonizing relations 

between business and labor, as well as with promoting societies for the 

stimulation of production. It was hoped that the institute would aid 

in the economic protection of the family" through the formation of con

sumer cooperatives, among other things. They provided guidelines, 

finally, for the creation of a Central American technical training 

institute 

At the close of their labors, the San Jos£ delegates had decided 

in January that the constitution of the Federation of Central America 

should go into effect the following October, a scant few weeks past 

their original September 15 deadline, and they called for election of 

the Federal Executive Council at the end of October. On that day the 

leaders of the three states—for Nicaragua and Costa Rica yet maintained 

66. All of the above summarized in Herrarte, La union, pp. 267-
268; Hernandez de Le<£n, Efem^rides, V, 110-111. 
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67 
their aloofness—were to take on the title of ''chief of state." In 

these few weeks in the fall, 1921, the forces came to bear in Guatemala 

that would effectively end the plans of idealistic Central American 

unionists. 

A coup d'etat on December 5 led by three key Guatemalan generals, 

Jose'Maria Orellana, Jose" Maria Lima and Miguel Larrave, succeeded in 

deposing the civilian regime of the liberals under Carlos Herrera. 

General Orellana quickly became the chief of state and the new govern

ment half-heartedly continued its association with the unionist regime. 

When the terms for the relationship became unbearable to the generals, 

Guatemala withdrew, ending the life of the last union of Central America. 

This was no sudden or impetuous decision on the part of Guatemala's 

military, however, for they had stood by watching quietly while the 

unionists of Central America performed their labors. That they had not 

acted earlier can most likely be laid to two conditions: the support 

shown for unionism in Guatemala by lower echelon officers and officer 

68 
cadets, as well as that voiced by the United States. 

Before they packed their bags, the Tegucigalpa councilors 

learned that proceedings had begun for electing deputies in El Salvador 

and Honduras but they were unaware of the impact of the Constituent 

Assembly's decisions upon the military. In Honduras, Policarpo Bonilla 

67. Gutierrez, RUCR., 1956, p. 38; Sanso, Policarpo, p. 443. 

68. Montufar, Cafda, pp. 135-141. 
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won office over Juan Paredes by an almost two to one margin; similar 

69 
peaceful elections were held in El Salvador and, lastly, Guatemala. 

There, however, the military standing behind the Herrera regime had 

learned that the Constituent Assembly had begun to shift the armies of 

the states to their new responsibilities and had prepared for the 

swearing in of the general staff of the Federation. It was learned too 

that the army of the Federation would be overseen by three generals per 

member state, including the. following Guatemalans: Ramon Alvarado, 

70 
Emilio Aragon Galvez and Jose' Victor Mejfa. This information was not 

pleasing to some ambitious officers. 

Meanwhile, the political conditions of Guatemala had deteriorated 

seriously under the leadership of Carlos Herrera. Relatively little is 

known of the conditions that provoked agitation in political quarters, 

but some judgment can be made from newspaper and secondhand accounts. 

Prior to holding elections for federal seats, Herrera apparently de

cided to create a single party slate rather than risk the public 

agitation that might result from debates between two or more slates of 

candidates. Besides, he wanted to be sure that the Partido Liberal 

Federalista would retain control of Guatemala's seats in the federal 

government rather than risk the possibility that the Partido Unionista 

might win some or all of them. In short, he wanted to present a united 

69. Sanso, Policarpo, pp. 444-445. 

70. Cabezas G<£mez to Alvarado Quiros, Guatemala, November 28, 
1921, ANCRRE; Herrarte, La union, p, 268. 
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front to the voters, convinced that this would make for the most peace

ful proceedings as the polls opened. The plan backfired, largely 

because his efforts to combine members of both the Partido Unionista and 

the Partido Liberal Federalista into one slate antagonized both groups, 

each of which claimed to represent a majority of Guatemalans. As a 

result, serious opposition to Herrera developed, while the Partido 

71 
Liberal Federalista won the army to its side. 

Little confidence in Herrera or the, federal program was shown in 

Guatemala in these few weeks before the elections of early December. 

Indeed, Herrera himself was said to have privately dismissed the subject 

of union as an affair of rumors and schemes, and it was rumored further 

that the Salvadoreans were not sincere about their union pronounce-

72 
ments. 

Whether or not these attitudes were genuine or an excuse, the 

military was disturbed by the agitation that permeated the Guatemalan 

and Central American political scene. Fearful for their role in the 

federal government and disturbed by the Guatemalan unionists as well as 

agitation in general, on December 5 they deposed Herrera, some say with 

73 
the cooperation of the leaders of the Partido Liberal Federalista. 

71. Cabezas G<Smez to Alvarado Quires, Guatemala, December 9, 
1921, ANCRRE; Herrarte, La unidn, p. 268; Montufar, Caida, pp. 142-152. 

72. Hernandez de Leon, Efemerides, V, 111. 

73. The charge was made in Sanso, Policarpo, p. 445. Also see 

Herrarte, La union, p. 268. 
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Jose Maria Orellana, the leading figure of the usurping tri

umvirate, quickly consolidated his rule in a bloodless fashion. One 

of his first acts was to arrest leading Partido Unionista figures, 

Herrera and his cabinet, and the prominent intellectual, Jos^ Azmitia. 

Afterward he convoked the national assembly and advised its members of 

the situation. They responded by naming Orellana the first designate 

to the presidency and chief of state of Guatemala. Alberto Mencos, a 

leading Partido Liberal Federalista member, became the second designate 

74 to the military chieftain. The new dictatorship was aware that the 

federation project had American approval, hence Orellana ordered the 

national assembly to decree the ratification of the Federal Consti

tution in mid-December and name new delegates to the Federal Council. 

In early January, the provisional Federal Council informed Guatemala 

that the acts of the illegal government were unacceptable, and they 

turned to the other members for advice as to whether or not an invasion 

of Guatemala was in order. At this time, Policarpo Bonilla came forward 

with the cautious suggestion that the Federal Council ought first to 

75 
solicit the opinion of the Washington government." 

Somewhat surprisingly, the State Department invoked the dormant 

Washington pact of 1907 and informed the Central Americans that the 

74. Cabezas G<4mez to Alvarado Quiros, Guatemala, December 10, 
1921, ANCRRE; Herrarte, La uni<£n, p. 268; Diario de Centro-Am^rica, 
December 11, 1921. 

75. Karnes, Failure, p. 220; Herrarte, La vni6n, p. 269. 
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United States would view with concern any interference by one state in 

the affairs of another. This response had a chilling effect on the 

Central American unionists, needless to say. Meanwhile Orellana, bouyed 

by the American statement, dropped his pretenses altogether and informed 

the Federation government that Guatemala's national assembly had decided 

on January 14, 1922, to resume the full sovereignty of Guatemala. 

Within a month, El Salvador and Honduras followed suit and the last 

federation of Central America passed out of existence, barely having 

76 
experienced the pangs of birth. 

76. Karnes, Failure, pp. 221-222; Herrarte, La uni<$n, p. 269; 
Guti/rrez, RUCR, 1956, pp. 38-39; Caceres Lara, Fechas de Honduras, 
p. 11, notes that Honduras returned to the Constitution of 1894. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

For most of the years between the death of Justo Rufino Barrios 

and the end of the 1920-1921 republic liberals shouldered the burdens of 

the major political conflicts in Central America. They picked up the 

4 

pieces after Barrios died, they learned the lessons of the Barrios 

experience and they tried to make them relevant for their own era. In 

some ways they succeeded, though their efforts on the whole failed. 

Union movements in these years were a product of both foreign 

and national influences. The conflict between Great Britain and 

Nicaragua served in 1895 as an excuse to jell the forces that already 

had started a unification movement. Similarly, in the years after the 

conclusion of the Bryan-Chamorro Treaty a union movement took form based 

on Honduran antecedents. Though with the failure of the Greater Republic 

in 1898 the union movement slowed down somewhat, indigenous Central 

American problems sustained the idea in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Jos^ 

Santos Zelaya may not have had the best motives for pursuing the goal of 

union but he did attempt to win the cooperation of Tom^s Regalado to 

forestall the growing power of Guatemala. Indeed, the events of the 

Greater Republic and the internationalization of Nicaraguan politics in 

1906-1907 illustrate that Central American leaders viewed the union 

issue to a large extent as an outgrowth of domestic isthmian problems. 
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The demise of Jose Santos Zelaya made it clear, however, that 

Central American union had implications beyond the isthmus. Mexico and 

the United States played important diplomatic roles in the wars that 

preceded Zelaya's departure, and' the United States government afterward 

based its policy toward Central America on political and economic con

siderations. Nevertheless part of the reason why few leaders came to 

the support of Zelaya in the turbulent years of 1906 to 1910 lies with 

the reluctance of Central Americans themselves to work toward union. 

Instead they tended to pass over their own problems and to urge that 

outside powers take a hand in the solution of Central American political 

conflicts. When financial and political interference on the part of the 

United States afterward became even more direct, as in the case of 

Honduras in 1911 and Nicaragua after 1911, the complaints of Central 

Americans were too late to help them unify their political structure 

and work toward union. 

In the final stages of the union movement the liberals were 

almost completely discredited, yet the new unionists of 1920-1921 felt 

it necessary to rely upon the old liberals for advice and leadership. 

Guatemalans, Salvadoreans and Hondurans who espoused federation in the 

post-Bryan-Chamorro years made use of advice from liberals when they 

attacked the Estrada Cabrera dictatorship as well as when they outlined 

a new government for Central America. The extent to which outmoded 

ideas shaped the views of the anti-American unionists in the final 

stages helps to explain their failures. 
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A lack of leadership and the related division within Central 

American unionist and liberal ranks overrode every other matter during 

this era. Potential unionist leaders failed to win enough confidence 

from military figures within each state to ensure their support when 

federation appeared near to success. Furthermore, the unionists were 

unable to sustain even a semblance of cohesion among the political 

factions within their separate borders. The problems of the Honduran 

Liberal Party provide the best examples of Ahis failure. Honduran 

liberals broke into factions at every opportunity, thus weakening the 

arguments of politicians who attempted to unite the rest of the isthmus. 

In Guatemala similar factional splits destroyed the impetus given to 

unionism that grew out of the fall of the Estrada Cabrera regime. While 

these splintering processes had their origins to some extent in 

politico-military hostility, they were equally beset by the jealousies 

and quests for power that divided civilian politicians. In the end, 

union became an unattainable goal under conventional leadership. The 

dream of a united Central America discredited liberalism at least as 

much as it unclergirded the political ambitions of liberals. 
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